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I X O  Q U I C K  R E F E R E N C E  G U I D E
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International X-ray Observatory (IXO)
IXO optics technology selection will be made in 
2012 based on performance, cost, and schedule 
considerations. 
The X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer 
(XMS) imager with DE = 2.5 eV provides unprec-
edented spectro-imaging capability. The Wide 
Field Imager/Hard X-ray Imager (WFI/HXI) 
provides deep imaging over an 18 arcmin field of 
view in the 0.1–15 keV band with the WFI while 
the HXI extends the imaging bandpass to 40 keV. 
An X-ray Grating Spectrometer (XGS) provides 
resolving power of 3000 below 1 keV.  A High 
Time Resolution Spectrometer (HTRS) provides 
microsecond spectroscopic timing at high count 
rates. An imaging X-ray polarimeter (XPOL) will 
enable sensitive searches in this new parameter 
space.  These instruments are currently at TRL 
3–6, with plans to achieve TRL 6 by 2013.
The IXO architecture provides well-defined 
interfaces to simplify development and I&T, as 
well as facilitating shared development between 
international partners. A final division of respon-
sibilities will be made during Phase A when the 
optics technology has been selected. Costs are 
shown assuming NASA leads the mission and 
provides the optics module. IXO will be placed 
in L2 orbit using either a NASA EELV or an ESA 
Ariane V. The five-year mission lifetime has con-
sumables for at least 10 years. The total Phase A-E 
mission cost in FY09 dollars is $3.3B, with $1.8B 
from NASA. This includes $419M for Phase E, 
with $24M per year in grants to the US commu-
nity. If Phase A starts in 2011, the mission sched-
ule allows launch as soon as 2021.
Executive Summary
The International X-ray Observatory (IXO) 
is a joint NASA-ESA-JAXA effort. X-ray observa-
tions will resolve pressing astrophysical questions 
such as: What happens close to a black hole? How 
do supermassive black holes grow? How does large 
scale structure form? What is the connection between 
these processes? To address these questions requires 
dramatic increases in collection area (see figure) 
combined with sensitive new instrumentation. 
IXO’s spectroscopic, timing, and polarimet-
ric capabilities will probe close to the event hori-
zon of super-massive black holes (SMBH) where 
strong gravity dominates. IXO will determine 
the evolution and origin of SMBH by measuring 
their spin to understand their merger history, sur-
veying them to find their luminosity distribution 
out to high redshift (z~8), and spectroscopically 
characterizing their outflows during peak activity. 
IXO will revolutionize our understanding of gal-
axy clusters by mapping their bulk motions and 
turbulence. IXO will observe the process of cos-
mic feedback where black holes inject energy on 
galactic and intergalactic scales, and characterize 
the missing baryons in the cosmic  web.  Mean-
while, surveys of distant clusters will constrain 
cosmological models.
IXO will be available to all astronomers, tak-
ing X-ray astrophysics from an era where high-res-
olution spectra are a rarity to one with vast num-
bers of spectra from all types of sources.  Powerful 
spectral diagnostics and large collecting areas will 
reveal unexpected discoveries, with IXO studying 
new phenomena as they appear—a key feature of 
great observatories (Sembach et al. 2009).
A single mirror assembly with a 3 m diameter 
and a 20 m focal length provides IXO’s required 
3 m2 collecting area, and a deployable optical 
bench is employed to fit the optics and the sci-
ence instruments within the launcher shroud.  To 
reduce risk in achieving the required 5 arcsec an-
gular resolution, two independent optics technol-
ogies are under development. In the US, segment-
ed glass technology has demonstrated ~15  arcsec 
performance with a path to achieve 5 arcsec and 
TRL 6 by early 2012. In Europe, silicon pore op-
tics uses infrastructure from the microprocessor 
industry and has achieved ~15 arcsec with a path 
to reach 5 arcsec and TRL 6 by early 2012. The 
The IXO effective area, which will be more than an 
order of magnitude greater than current imaging 
X‑ray missions. Coupled with the large spectral re‑
solving power, IXO will open a vast discovery space.
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1. Science Overview
The driving science goals of IXO are to under-
stand evolution of black holes and the properties 
of their extreme environments, measure the en-
ergetics and dynamics of hot gas in large cosmic 
structures, and reveal the connections between 
these phenomena. IXO will also constrain the 
equation of state of neutron stars and track the dy-
namical and compositional evolution of interstel-
lar and intergalactic matter. IXO measurements 
of virtually every class of astronomical object will 
also return serendipitous discoveries, as with all 
major advances in astronomical capabilities.
 This section includes only selected science 
that drives key requirements. A more complete 
list of IXO science goals, including topics such as 
measuring Galactic black hole spins and studying 
the formation and distribution of the elements, is 
available in RFI#1 and the IXO Decadal White 
Papers (WP).
1.1 Science Objectives and Required 
Measurements
Q1. Describe the measurements required 
to fulfill the scientific objectives expected to be 
achieved by your activity. 
Q2. Describe the technical implementation 
you have selected, and how it performs the 
required measurements.
Q4. Present the performance requirements 
(e.g., spatial and spectral resolution, sensitivity, 
timing accuracy) and their relation to the 
science measurements. 
Q6. For each performance requirement, 
present as quantitatively as possible the 
sensitivity of your science goals to achieving the 
requirement.  For example, if you fail to meet 
a key requirement, what will the impact be on 
achievement of your science objectives? 
The answers to RFI#2 Questions 1, 4, 6, and 
the second part of 2 are broken out by science 
topic. The first part of Question 2, including de-
scriptions of all instruments and their acronyms, 
is addressed in Section 2.1 and Questions 3 and 5 
are addressed at the end of this section. 
A summary of the science objectives and the 
flowdown to the mission requirements is given in 
Table 1-1 at the end of this section.
1.1.1 Studies of Strong Gravity
(Key Requirement: Effective Area at 6 keV)
Observations of accretion flows around super-
massive black holes (SMBH) can probe General 
Relativity’s (GR) spacetime metric due to the geo-
metric and dynamic simplicity of accretion disks. 
Each parcel of gas has an orbit around the black 
hole that closely approximates a circular test-par-
ticle orbit, with typical deviations less than 1% in 
such thin accretion disks (Armitage & Reynolds 
2003). IXO will add a new dimension—time—to 
the study of iron lines, with “hot spots” of iron 
Ka emission in the disk appearing as “arcs” in a 
time-energy plane (See Fig 1-1). GR predicts the 
form of these arcs, and the ensemble of arcs can be 
fitted for the mass and spin of the black hole and 
the inclination of the accretion disk.  
Technical Implementation and Per-
formance Requirements for Measurement 
(Q2,Q4): The centroid of narrow but varying 
iron lines must be measured in at least 10 phase 
bins throughout the orbit (order of hours) for a 
range of SMBH masses.  A mirror area of 0.65 m2 
at 6 keV will ensure at least 100 photons in the Fe 
line per orbital bin, enough for an accurate energy 
centroid, for about 10 SMBH targets.  The XMS 
is the preferred instrument as it allows accurate 
Time (ksec)
0 20 40 60
En
er
gy
 (k
eV
)
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0 
6.5
7.0
Figure 1‑1. IXO will resolve “hot spots” in energy 
and time as they orbit the SMBH. In the time‑en‑
ergy plane, the emission from these hot spots appears 
as “arcs,” each corresponding to an orbit of a given 
bright region.
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centroiding of emission lines with ~100 photons 
and can detect other narrow features.
Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
These measurements are signal dominated, as the 
sources are bright.  The number of sources suffi-
ciently bright to resolve the emission-line arcs will 
scale with a change D to the 6 keV effective area 
roughly as D3/2.  
1.1.2 Measuring Black Hole Spin
(Key Req: Effective Area and Resolution at 
30 keV, Polarization Sensitivity)
Despite their immense potential for energy 
generation and consequent impact on cosmic 
evolution, black holes have only two measurable 
parameters: mass and spin.  The spin of a SMBH 
depends upon its growth history:  an accretion-
dominated history leads to high spin and a merg-
er-dominated one to low spin (Berti & Volonteri 
2008).  By determining the spins of a few hun-
dred SMBH, using multiple approaches, IXO 
will determine how SMBH grow. 
Technical Implementation and Per-
formance Requirements for Measurement 
(Q2,Q4):  The primary method is measurement 
of broad orbitally-averaged iron lines, which un-
like the strong gravity study requires only moder-
ate energy resolution (150 eV) but broad energy 
coverage to determine the continuum both below 
and above the 6.4 keV iron line. The WFI/HXI 
will enable measurements covering 0.1–40 keV 
with adequate effective area and resolution at 30 
keV from the HXI to measure the hard continu-
um. 
Another method determines spin by measur-
ing the polarization properties of X-rays reflect-
ed from the disk, which depend upon the inner 
disk radius, a spin-dependent property (Miniutti 
& Fabian 2004; Dovciak, Karas & Matt 2004). 
The expected polarization degree ranges from ~1-
30%.  Measuring this effect for ~10 SMBH leads 
to the requirement of 1% minimum detectable 
polarization (MDP) for a 1 mCrab source in 100 
ksec. The GEMS X-ray polarimetry SMEX would 
require 2.5 Msec to reach the same MDP for each 
source. 
Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
The 150 cm2 mirror area at 30 keV provides the 
lever arm to determine the continuum.  Areal 
reductions will require longer measurements, 
reducing the number of sources that can be sur-
veyed. The expected SMBH polarization is a few 
percent, above the 1% MDP requirement.  If this 
requirement is not met, the observing time would 
increase quadratically with the MDP to reach the 
same sensitivity, since the observations will be 
signal-dominated. 
1.1.3 Neutron Star Equation of State
(Key Req: High Count Rate Timing and 
Spectral Resolution) 
Neutron stars have the highest known matter 
densities in nature, utterly beyond the densities 
produced in terrestrial laboratories. At these den-
sities, the uncertainties in the underlying physics 
lead to widely differing equations of state, each of 
which imply different neutron star radii as a func-
tion of mass. IXO will determine the equation of 
state for neutron stars via their mass-radius rela-
tionship for approximately a dozen neutron stars 
of various masses with several distinct methods 
(Paerels et al. WP).  The most robust method 
will measure energy dependent pulsations pres-
ent during thermonuclear X-ray bursts from fast 
spinning neutron stars in low mass X-ray binaries 
(LMXB)(Strohmayer 2004). The same modeling 
technique will allow mass–radius measurements 
for several rotation-powered millisecond X-ray 
pulsars (Bogdanov et al. 2008).  
Technical Implementation and Performance 
Requirements for Measurement (Q2,Q4): Mea-
suring the mass and radius of LMXB bursters re-
quires fast relative timing (10 ms), high through-
put (>105 cts/s), low dead-time and modest 
spectral resolution (150 eV).  These capabilities 
are provided by the combination of IXO’s large 
collecting area and the HTRS detector. Modeling 
of simulated pulse profiles indicates that an ~8% 
measurement of mass and radius is statistically 
achievable using bright bursts which have pulsa-
tions present during burst rise.  Another method 
uses the spectral resolution of the HTRS to de-
tect rotationally-broadened absorption lines from 
these and other LMXB sources.  This approach 
will provide an independent measure of the mass 
and radius, if the lines are sufficiently strong.
Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
The statistical precision scales approximately as 
the square root of the counts present in the pulse 
profile.  Combining pulsation data from several 
bursts would improve the precision according to 
the same relation. The burst oscillations have 200-
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600 Hz periods, requiring sub-ms relative timing. 
Degradation in the HTRS resolving power R will 
reduce sensitivity to the absorption lines by R-1/2.
1.1.4 Growth of Supermassive Black 
Holes
(Key Req: Effective Area at 1.25 keV, FOV, 
PSF, Astrometry) 
SMBHs are a critical component in the for-
mation and evolution of galaxies, and IXO can 
detect accretion power from embedded high-red-
shift SMBHs (107–109M), even when obscured 
(Nandra et al. WP; see Fig 1-2).  IXO will deter-
mine the luminosity function of SMBHs out to 
z ~ 8, exploring the early growth phase of SMBHs. 
Technical Implementation and Per-
formance Requirements for Measurement 
(Q2,Q4): This science can be achieved using a 
combination of large mirror effective area (3 m2 at 
1.25 keV), good angular resolution (5 arcsec) and 
large field of view (FOV; 18 arcmin diameter) 
with moderate spectral resolution (ΔE ~ 150 eV 
@ 6 keV).  These capabilities are provided by the 
WFI/HXI and will allow IXO to carry out a multi-
tiered survey in a manageable amount of observ-
ing time (~10 Msec). IXO can efficiently survey 
significant areas of the sky an order of magnitude 
faster than Chandra and to a limiting depth that 
surpasses the 2 Msec Chandra deep field. The ob-
servational approach is a survey of increasing solid 
angle with decreasing exposure time (1000, 300, 
100, 30, and 10 ksec, with solid angles increasing 
from 0.3 to 3.5 sq. degrees). This survey will need 
to be complemented by optical and IR surveys, 
so the point spread function (PSF) must be small 
enough that optical-IR counterparts can be iden-
tified. Combined with 5 arcsec resolution and a 
50 photon source, the statistical error circle of the 
source centroid has a radius of 0.4 arcsec, which is 
smaller than the mean source separation even in 
the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (1.5 arcsec). System-
atic errors on registration will be of a similar scale 
if at least three known sources are in the field to 
allow for post-observation astrometric correction 
(improving on the absolute astrometric accuracy 
from the attitude reconstruction of 1 arcsec).  The 
IXO 0.5–2 keV confusion limit is ~6 × 10-18 erg/
cm2/s (PSF/5 arcsec)2.9, well-matched to the sensi-
tivity of  the 1 Msec survey component.  
Figure 1‑2. WFI 
Simulation of 
the Chandra 
Deep Field South 
with Hubble Ul‑
tra Deep Field 
(HUDF) in in‑
set. Simulated 
spectra of vari‑
ous sources are 
shown, illustrat‑
ing IXO’s ability 
(clockwise from 
top left) to: a) de‑
termine redshifts in the X‑ray band, b) determine temperatures and abundances even for low luminosity 
groups to z>1, c) make spin measurements of AGN to a similar redshift, and d) uncover the most heavily 
obscured, Compton‑thick AGN. 
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Figure 1‑3. Effect of PSF on total observing time for 
survey of LX>10
43 erg/s SMBH at z~6, 7, and 8. 
The dashed line shows the total time required for the 
multi‑tiered survey.
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Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
A modest decrease in the collecting area or the 
field of view could be compensated for linearly by 
longer observing times. The size of the PSF affects 
the detection threshold (due to a background in-
crease), the source confusion limit, and the ability 
to identify optical counterparts.  Our simulations 
using current knowledge of SMBH space den-
sities indicate that a 5 arcsec PSF is required to 
achieve our scientific goals in a 10 Msec survey. 
The dependence of total observing time on the 
PSF is shown in Fig 1-3.  
1.1.5 Evolution of Galaxy Clusters & 
Feedback
(Key Req: Effective Area at 1.25  keV, En-
ergy Resolution, FOV, PSF) 
Galaxy formation depends on the physical 
and chemical properties of the intergalactic me-
dium (IGM), which, in turn, is affected by en-
ergy and metal outflows from galaxies (feedback). 
Detailed studies of the IGM in galaxy clusters are 
now limited to the nearby Universe (z < 0.5). IXO 
will measure the dynamical and thermodynamic 
properties as well as the metal content of the first 
low-mass clusters emerging at z ~ 2 and directly 
trace their evolution into today’s massive clusters 
(Arnaud et al. WP, Fabian et al. WP).
Technical Implementation and Per-
formance Requirements for Measurement 
(Q2,Q4): A resolving power of 2400 at 6 keV 
(DE=2.5 eV,  Dv=125 km/s) of the XMS enables 
determination of the state of galaxy cluster evolu-
tion from velocity structures (including feedback 
from SMBHs), precise redshifts directly from 
X-ray observations, and allows turbulence to be 
measured in the intracluster medium (Fig 1-4). 
The resolving power also allows precise abun-
dance measurements down to the photon-limited 
detection limit. The FOV and mirror effective 
area at 1.25 keV are needed to observe both feed-
back in cluster cores (~4 Msec) and the metallicity 
and dynamics of clusters across cosmic time (~10 
Msec). 
Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
The total observing time for the cluster program 
scales linearly with collecting area. With only the 
inner core of the XMS, the field of view would 
decrease by a factor of ~6. For large clusters that 
require mapping (at fixed S/N, nearby clusters), 
this FOV decrease would increase the observing 
time by a factor of 6. The study of feedback in 
low-z cluster cores is largely unaffected, as these 
regions are typically <2 arcmin in size.  Measure-
ment of metallicity in distant (z >1) clusters is 
also largely unaffected by field of view.  The spec-
tral resolving power, which scales inversely with 
velocity resolution, impacts sensitivity to turbu-
lence and mixing velocities.  A PSF of 5 arcsec is 
important both for studies of feedback in nearby 
clusters (to resolve the important structures) and 
distant clusters (where the core is 6–7 arcsec and 
must be resolved).
1.1.6 Cosmology
(Key Req: Energy Resolution, FOV) 
The growth of galaxy clusters, the largest viri-
alized systems, is fundamental.  In particular, the 
evolution of the mass function of galaxy clusters 
and a measurement of the distance-redshift rela-
tion [d(z)] places strong constraints on cosmol-
ogy including the properties of Dark Energy. IXO 
observations of galaxy clusters will provide both 
tests, complementing other cosmological experi-
ments (Vikhlinin et al. WP).  
Technical Implementation and Performance 
Requirements for Measurement (Q2,Q4): Ob-
servations of 1000 clusters at z=1-2 together with 
existing low-z data will constrain the growth of 
structure independent of other methods. Precise 
temperature measurements and surface bright-
ness distributions are essential to determining the 
cluster masses, and in the outskirts of galaxy clus-
ters these are done with the outer pixels of the 
Energy (keV)
Thermal (3.5 keV) 
Broadening Only
6.3 6.350
2
4
6
8
Hydra A core, 100 ksec
With 200 km/s TurbulenceFl
ux
 (c
ts/
s/k
eV
)
IXO/XMS Simulation 
with 150 km/s Turbulence
Figure 1‑4. IXO spectrum of Fe XXV lines shows 
that turbulence as low as 150 km/s may be distin‑
guished from thermal broadening alone.  Simulated 
IXO XMS data in black, models in color.
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Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
For a known absorption feature, the minimum 
detectable equivalent width (EqW) is proportion-
al to the width of a resolution element divided by 
the square root of the counts in that resolution 
element, or (R × Area × Time)-1/2.  With the XGS, 
an O VII absorption line at z = 0.15 observed to-
ward a source with soft X-ray flux 5 × 10-12 erg/
cm2/s can be detected to a minimum EqW of 
~2  mÅ at 3s in 200 ksec. The measurement is 
signal-dominated, so a modest decrease in the ef-
fective area or resolution could be compensated 
for by longer observations. However, reducing the 
spectral resolution will result in a loss of sensitiv-
ity to weak absorption lines and velocities, and a 
significant degradation will render the distinction 
between intervening WHIM lines from those 
arising from galaxy superwinds impossible. 
1.1.8 The Most Demanding 
Measurements
Q3. Of the required measurements, which 
are the most demanding? Why?
Each program above defines at least one key 
requirement and usually requires substantial allo-
cations of telescope time (10% or more of the en-
tire emission over five years).  However, one pro-
gram, The Growth of Supermassive Black Holes, 
(see Section 1.1.4)  sets four key requirements, 
including three on the FMA. For these reasons, 
this is the most demanding program.
1.2 Science Flowdown
Q5. Present a brief flow down of science 
goals/requirements and explain why each 
payload instrument and the associated 
instrument performance are required.   
Table 1-1 shows the selected science objec-
tives, including typical targets and their fluxes. 
The observational requirements for each are in-
cluded, with driving requirements marked in 
bold green italics. The majority of observations 
have both a primary and a secondary instrument; 
this indicates that at least part of the science could 
be achieved using the secondary instrument.  In 
some cases, however, only one instrument is ca-
pable of making the necessary measurement, such 
as the detection of X-ray polarization by XPOL or 
timing of bursting neutron stars by HTRS. 
XMS, with a resolving power of 150-300 in the 
redshifted Fe Ka line (10 eV @ 6 keV). A charac-
teristic cluster diameter  at 500 times the critical 
density (2R500) is 3 arcmin at z = 1 (5 keV cluster). 
Sky background near the galaxy cluster must also 
be measured, increasing the FOV to be observed. 
With the XMS, distant clusters will require only 
1–4 pointings.
Sensitivity of Science to Requirement (Q6): 
If only the inner core of the XMS were built, it 
would decrease the FOV to 2×2 sq. arcmin and 
for typical clusters at z=1-2 (with diameter ~2-4 
arcmin) would increase by a factor of 2-3 the 
amount of observing time required.  Reductions 
in the spectral resolving power would increase the 
systematic uncertainty in the temperature and 
metal abundances due to modeling uncertainties 
in low-count spectra.
1.1.7 Cosmic Web of Baryons
(Key Requirement: Energy Resolution) 
In addition to determining whether half the 
baryons in the Universe lie in the 0.3–10 × 106 K 
range, IXO will discover whether this hot gas is 
enriched by galactic superwinds and if it has the 
anticipated web-like topology. Key observations 
are the equivalent width measurements of He-like 
and H-like lines of O, N, and C, as seen against 
the continuum of bright background AGNs; de-
tection of O VII and O VIII absorption lines are 
key.  The cosmic web should contain numerous O 
VII and O VIII absorption lines with equivalent 
widths of 2–8 mÅ (Bregman 2007). These lines 
may have velocity structures imposed by galactic 
superwinds and the absorption may be associated 
with individual galaxies.  
Technical Implementation and Performance 
Requirements for Measurement (Q2,Q4): Ad-
dressing these two issues requires near-Doppler 
width resolving power, about R=3000 (v~100 
km/s).  This resolution is needed in the 0.3–1 keV 
range where the lines will occur, and it is achiev-
able with the XGS.  To determine the gas mass 
contribution, we need to define the differential 
equivalent width distribution for O VII, which 
will require about 200 absorption systems; ratios 
of other ions to O VII are valuable but needed for 
fewer cases.  These goals can be met by measuring 
absorption lines toward 30 bright AGNs with a 
0.1 m2 effective area for the XGS.
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(PSF) requirement of 5 arcsec half-power diam-
eter (HPD), the FMA angular resolution must be 
4 arcsec or better. Attaining the large effective area 
within the launch vehicle mass constraint requires 
a mirror with a high effective area-to-mass ratio 
of 20 cm2/kg, 50 times larger than Chandra and 
eight times larger than XMM-Newton. 
As the mirror is the major technical challenge 
for IXO, two technologies are being developed 
in parallel as a risk reduction strategy.  These are 
thermally formed, segmented  glass mirrors and 
silicon pore optics (SPO; see Fig. 2-2).  Both ap-
proaches lead to a highly modular mirror design. 
The key technology hurdle for each is the con-
Figure 2‑1.  IXO Payload Schematic.
Table 2-1. IXO Instrument Requirements
Instrument
Bandpass PSF (HPD) FOV Energy Resolution Science Driver
keV arcsec arcmin eV@keV
XMS
Core
0.3–12 5
2 × 2 2.5@6
Galaxy Clusters
Outer 5 × 5 10@6
WFI/
HXI
WFI 0.1–15 5 18 diameter 150@6 SMBH survey
HXI 10–40 30 8 × 8 1000@30 SMBH Spin
XGS 0.3–1.0 5 N/A E/DE = 3000 Cosmic Web
HTRS 0.3–10 N/A N/A 150@6 NS EoS
XPOL 2.0–10.0 6 2.5 × 2.5 1200@6 SMBH Spin
2. Technical Implementation
2.1 Payload Instrumentation
2.1.1 Instrument Descriptions
Q1. Describe the proposed science instru-
mentation, and briefly state the rationale for 
its selection. Discuss the specifics of each instru-
ment and how the instruments are used togeth-
er.
The International X-ray Observatory has a 
large diameter, grazing incidence mirror (the 
Flight Mirror Assembly, FMA); four instruments 
on a Moveable In strument Platform (MIP) which 
are rotated into the mirror focus and operated one 
at a time for science data collection; and an X-ray 
Grating Spectrometer (XGS) that intercepts and 
disperses a fraction of the beam from the mirror 
onto a CCD (charge coupled device) camera, op-
erating simultaneously with the observing MIP 
instrument (see Fig. 2-1). The four MIP instru-
ments are the X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrom-
eter (XMS), the Wide Field Imager/Hard X-ray 
Imager (WFI/HXI), the High Timing Resolution 
Spectrometer (HTRS), and the X-ray Polarimeter 
(XPOL). Table 2-1 summarizes the instrument 
capabilities and the science drivers for each. 
 The specifics of each instrument are described 
below, followed by the rationale for the selection 
of the instrument complement and the individual 
instruments.
2.1.1.1. The Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA)
The FMA provides effective area of 3 m2 at 
1.25 keV, 0.65 m2 at 6 keV, and 150 cm2 at 30 keV. 
To meet the mission-level Point Spread Function 
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cess utilizes techniques and assembly equipment 
adopted directly from the microelectronics indus-
try. Two stacks are coaligned axially into a mod-
ule, forming an approximation of a paraboloid-
hyperboloid mirror (Collon et al. 2008). A total 
of 236 modules form a “petal,” an azimuthal seg-
ment of the full mirror. Eight such petals form the 
complete mirror. The entire production chain—
wafer to petal—has been demonstrated. Hard X 
ray sensitivity is provided by coating reflecting 
surfaces at the innermost radii with multilayers.
2.1.1.2. The X-ray Microcalorimeter 
Spectrometer (XMS)
The XMS provides high spectral resolution, 
non-dispersive imaging spectroscopy over a broad 
energy range. The driving performance require-
ments are to provide spectral resolution of 2.5 eV 
over the central 2 × 2 arcmin in the 0.3–7.0 keV 
band, and 10 eV to the edge of the 5.4 × 5.4 ar-
cmin field of view.  The XMS is composed of an 
array of microcalorimeters, devices that convert 
individual incident X-ray photons into heat puls-
es and measure their energy via precise thermom-
etry. The microcalorimeters are based on Transi-
tion-Edge Sensor (TES) thermometers. The rapid 
change in electrical resistance in the narrow tran-
sition (<1 mK) of the superconducting-to-normal 
transition of the TES allows for extremely accu-
rate thermometry, thereby enabling the determi-
nation of the energy of individual X-ray photons 
to an accuracy of <2.5 eV (Kilbourne et al. 2007). 
The focal plane layout is depicted in Fig. 2-3. 
It consists of a core 40 × 40 array of 300 × 300 µm 
pixels with spectral resolution of 2.5 eV, filling the 
2  ×  2 arcmin field of view with 3 arcsec pixels 
struction of a module. The observatory can ac-
commodate either mirror approach. Both tech-
nologies have demonstrated X-ray performance 
of ~15 arcsec HPD. 
The iridium-coated segmented glass Wolt-
er-1 FMA design incorporates 361 nested pairs 
of concentric shells separated into segments. The 
segments are grouped into 60 modules arranged 
in three concentric rings (Fig.2-2, left); the larg-
est mirror has a diameter of 3.3 m. Each module 
comprises approximately 120 pairs of mirror seg-
ments, each 20 cm in axial length and 20–40 cm 
in azimuthal span, accurately aligned in a mount-
ing structure. Segments are produced by thermal-
ly slumping 0.4 mm thick glass (the same as that 
manufactured for flat panel displays) onto figured 
fused quartz mandrels (Zhang et al. 2008). IXO 
requires ~14,000 segments. Segment mass pro-
duction is being demonstrated by NuSTAR for 
which ~8,000 segments are required and the cur-
rent weekly production rate is ~450 with nearly 
100% yield. The response above 10 keV is provid-
ed by a 30 arcsec HPD hard X-ray mirror module 
mounted in the center of the FMA with segments 
coated with multilayers to enhance the 10–40 
keV reflectivity and an aluminum pre-filter to re-
strict the bandpass to energies above 10 keV.
The SPO approach (Fig. 2-2, right) uses com-
mercial, high-quality 1 mm thick silicon wafers as 
its base material. One side of a 6-cm-wide rect-
angular segment of a wafer is structured via etch-
ing or micromachining with accurately wedged 
ribs approximately 1 mm apart. The other side 
is coated with an X-ray reflecting metallic layer. 
Segments are then stacked atop an azimuthally 
curved mandrel and bonded together. This pro-
Figure 2‑2. The two FMA concepts:  the segmented glass mirrors (left) and the SPO (right).  Major elements 
of the segmented  glass mirror are labeled.  The segmented glass FMA is shown from the front (thermal pre‑
collimator on top) and the SPO is shown from the back (facing inside spacecraft).   
Thermal 
pre-collimator
Stray Light Baffle
Module
Spacecraft
Interface
FMA Structure
Hard X-ray 
Mirror Module
Grating Array
SPO Petal
Thermal Pre-collimator 1 m
1 m
Grating Array
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A Continuous Adiabatic Demagnetization 
Refrigerator (CADR) and a mechanical cryocool-
er provide cooling to 50 mK without expendable 
cryogens. Figure 2-5 shows a CAD drawing of the 
XMS dewar assembly.  The cryocooler, being de-
veloped for the JWST/MIRI instrument that is 
already at TRL 6, is a baseline for the XMS. It will 
provide cooling at 5 K for precooling the CADR. 
The cryocooler for XMS consists of a three-stage 
pulse tube cooler and a 4He Joule-Thomson (JT) 
cooler. The pulse tube stages cool the radiation 
shields in the XMS cooler while the JT cooler 
provides the thermal interface to the CADR. The 
MIRI cooler performance would be improved 
with the use of a two-stage JT compressor.  It 
provides 50 mW of cooling at 4.4 K for a total 
input power of 367 W, which matches the XMS 
requirements.  Alternative cooling systems are 
(Fig. 2-4). Surrounding the core is a 52 × 52 ar-
ray of 600 × 600 µm pixels (6 arcsec, 2,304 pix-
els total in the outer array) that extends the FOV 
to greater than 5 × 5 arcmin (5.4 × 5.4 arcmin) 
with better than 10 eV resolution [the change in 
spectral resolution is due to the increased  pixel 
size which increases the heat capacity (Smith et 
al. 2008)].  
The arrays are fabricated using standard mi-
croelectronics techniques. The pixels use Mo/Au 
bilayer superconducting films deposited on sili-
con-nitride membranes in a Si wafer. The X-ray 
absorbing elements are formed by electroplating 
Au/Bi films patterned so they provide a high array 
filling factor (95%), but only contact a small area 
of each TES to prevent electrical and chemical in-
teraction with the sensitive thermometers. 
Currently, 2.3 eV spectral resolution has been 
demonstrated in a non-multiplexed TES and an 
average of 2.9 eV has been achieved in a 2×8 ar-
ray using a state-of-the-art, time-division SQUID 
multiplexer system (Kilbourne et al. 2008).
Figure 2‑4. A 32 × 32 microcalorimeter array with 
300 micron pixels, high filling factor (95%) and 
high quantum efficiency (98% at 6 keV).
Figure 2‑3. Schematic of a composite calorimeter ar‑
ray at the XMS focal plane.  The inner array covers 
2 arcmin and consists of 3 arcsec pixels with one ab‑
sorber per TES.  The full array covers 5.4 arcmin by 
use of 6‑arcsec outer pixels which are read out by one 
TES per four absorbers as indicated by the groupings 
of one blue‑green and 3 blue pixels (“blue splash” in 
upper left corner).
Figure 2‑5. Cutaway view of the XMS dewar as‑
sembly (CAD model) including details down to the 
detector assembly level. 
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under development by JAXA and ESA, and these 
are also based on strong flight heritage (SMILES, 
Herschel, Planck).
2.1.1.3. The Wide Field Imager/Hard X-ray 
Imager (WFI/HXI)
The WFI and HXI are two detectors incorpo-
rated into one instrument, with the HXI mount-
ed directly behind the WFI (Fig. 2-6).  The WFI 
is an imaging X-ray spectrometer with an 18 arc-
min diameter FOV.  It obtains images and spectra 
in the 0.1–15 keV band, with nearly Fano-limited 
energy resolution (50 eV at 300 eV; < 130 eV at 
5.9 keV). A 100 × 100 µm pixel size, correspond-
ing to 1 arcsec, oversamples the beam, minimiz-
ing pile up (de Korte et al. 2008).
The WFI’s key component is the DEPFET 
(Depleted P-channel Field Effect Transistor) Ac-
tive Pixel Sensor (APS). Each APS pixel also acts 
as an amplifier allowing the charge produced by 
an incident X-ray photon to be read directly from 
the pixel.  This allows on-demand pixel readout, 
reduces readout noise, and offers radiation hard-
ness against charge transfer inefficiency (Treis et 
al. 2008).  
The HXI is a 5  ×  5 cm Double-sided Strip 
Cadmium Telluride (DS-CdTe) detector located 
behind the WFI and observing simultaneously 
with it.  It has nearly 100% detection efficiency 
up to 40 keV. The HXI will have energy resolu-
tion better than 1 keV (FWHM) at 30 keV and 
a FOV of 8 × 8 arcmin. To suppress background, 
five sides of the imager are surrounded by an ac-
tive anticoincidence shield consisting of Bismuth 
Germanate (BGO) crystals viewed by Avalanche 
Photodiodes (APDs). In addition, two layers of 
Double-sided Silicon Strip Detector (DSSD) 
are mounted above the CdTe to serve as particle 
background detectors and detectors of 7-30 keV 
X-rays (Takahashi et al. 2005). 
2.1.1.4. The X-ray Grating Spectrometer 
(XGS)
The XGS is a wavelength-dispersive high-
resolution spectrometer, offering spectral 
resolving power (l/Dl) of 3000 (FWHM) and 
effective area of 1000 cm2 from 0.3 to 1.0 keV. 
The reference concept incorporates arrays of 
gratings that intercept a portion of the converging 
FMA beam and disperse the X-rays onto a 
CCD array. The existence of two viable grating 
technologies reduces risk. One implementation 
uses Critical Angle Transmission (CAT, Fig. 
2-7, top) (Heilmann et al. 2008) gratings while 
the other approach uses Off-Plane Reflection 
Gratings (OPG, Fig. 2-7, bottom) (McEntaffer et 
al. 2008).
The CAT grating approach has been demon-
strated on small prototypes, with measured dif-
fraction efficiencies of 80–100% of theoretical 
values. CAT gratings with a grating-bar geometry 
meeting the IXO requirements have been fabri-
cated. Prototype OPG are currently undergoing 
efficiency measurements, with an expectation of 
obtaining > 40% dispersion efficiency (sum of or-
ders) from 0.3 keV to 1.0 keV.  
An array of CCDs (9–32, depending on the 
grating technology used) used in photon-count-
ing mode is used to image and read out the dis-
persed spectra.  The CCD detectors provide better 
than the 80 eV resolution required for separation 
of the multiple diffraction orders produced by 
both kinds of grating.
2.1.1.5. The High Time Resolution 
Spectrometer (HTRS)
The HTRS performs precise timing measure-
ments of bright X-ray sources (Barret et al. 2008). 
It can observe sources with fluxes of 106 counts 
per second in the 0.3–10 keV band (about five 
times the intensity of the Crab) without perfor-
mance degradation, while providing moderate 
spectral resolution (150 eV FWHM at 6 keV). 
The HTRS (Fig. 2-8) is an array of 37 hexagonal 
Silicon Drift Diodes (SDD), placed out of focus 
Figure 2‑6. WFI/HXI Schematic: The WFI soft X‑
ray Active Pixel Sensor (APS) is in front of the HXI 
CdTe detector.
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so that the converging beam from the FMA is dis-
tributed over the whole array.  
2.1.1.6. The X-ray Polarimeter (XPOL)
XPOL is an imaging polarimeter, with Mini-
mum Detectable Polarization (MDP) of 1% for 
a source with a 2–6 keV flux of 1.5 × 10-11 ergs 
cm-2  s-1 (1mCrab) in a 105 s exposure.  XPOL 
utilizes a fine grid Gas Pixel Detector (Fig. 2-9) 
to image the tracks of photoelectrons produced 
by incident X-rays and determine the direction 
of the primary photoelectron, which conveys in-
formation about the polarization of the incom-
ing radiation (Muleri et al. 2008). XPOL also has 
spectrographic capabilities with a resolving power 
of E/DE of ~5 at 6 keV and timing resolution of a 
few ms.  The field of view is 2.5 × 2.5 arcmin.  The 
spatial resolution is a good match to the mirror 
PSF, giving a total angular resolution of 6 arcsec.
2.1.1.7. Rationale for Selection
The ensemble of mirror plus instrumentation 
is baselined for IXO because it incorporates the 
most promising current technology for efficiently 
meeting the driving science requirements (Table 
2-1).  During Phase A an AO process will be used 
to select the final instrument complement.    
The parallel FMA approaches offer high area-
to-mass ratios plus modularity conducive to mass 
production.  The XMS provides the highest avail-
able spectral resolution in an array providing the 
required spatial resolution and field of view. The 
DEPFET active pixel sensor array utilized by the 
WFI/HXI provides nearly Fano-limited energy 
resolution, great flexibility arising from the ability 
to control individual pixels, high readout speed, 
large sizes for monolithic detectors, and high in-
trinsic radiation hardness. The HXI detector pro-
vides the highest sensitivity for hard X-rays. The 
XGS meets the science requirements of resolving 
power R > 3000 and effective area > 1,000 cm2 in 
Figure 2‑7. Top: Scanning electron micrograph of a 
cross section through a 574 nm‑period CAT grating 
prototype. Bottom: 18 off‑plane reflection gratings 
mounted into a module.
Figure 2‑8. Photograph of 12 hexagonal Silicon 
Drift Detectors (the 7 central SDDs are removed). 
The layout/design is the same as for the HTRS detec‑
tor.
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scription of analysis or hardware development 
activities to date, and its associated technology 
maturation plan.
  A careful evaluation has been performed to 
determine the technical readiness of each instru-
ment and its major components to support the 
NASA-directed Independent Cost Estimate.  The 
results of this evaluation, including recent prog-
ress, are summarized below.
The plans for reaching TRL 6 are described 
in Section 3 under Enabling Technology.  Please 
also refer to the instrument technology roadmaps 
contained in the Supplemental Documents (see 
description in Appendix D) .
2.1.2.1. The Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA)
The components of the segmented  glass mir-
ror are at TRL 3 and 4.  The mirror segments are 
at TRL 4.  Current mirror segments are medium 
fidelity, meeting all but the figure quality require-
ment.  They meet the effective area-to-mass ratio 
requirement (>20 cm2/kg); flight thickness sur-
face coating with iridium has been demonstrated; 
they meet the surface smoothness requirement 
(microroughness of 4 Å); they meet the reflec-
tivity requirement and coating density require-
ment; full-scale segments of the flight thickness 
have been fabricated and tested.  The segments 
have been tested to environmental requirements: 
three nested mirror segments (~1  mm spacing) 
passed vibration and acoustic testing at qualifica-
tion levels for EELV and Ariane 5 launch vehi-
cles; segments have been performance-tested via 
X-ray imaging, producing results in good agree-
ment with predictions. Mass production has been 
the soft X-ray band between 0.3 and 1.0 keV.  The 
HTRS provides the required capability to observe 
sources with extremely high count rates with sub-
millisecond time resolution and CCD-like energy 
resolution (150 eV at 6 keV), over the ~0.3–10 
keV band. The XPOL is the only polarimeter 
that combines high polarization sensitivity over a 
broad bandpass with imaging. 
2.1.1.8. How the Instruments Are Used 
Together
IXO is designed such that astrophysical data 
are collected using one of the four MIP-mounted 
instruments (XMS, WFI/HXI, HTRS or XPOL) 
at a time, in parallel with the XGS.  In general, 
most observations will use one instrument only. 
XGS observations will generally also include a 
simultaneous MIP-mounted instrument observa-
tion to extend the X-ray bandpass of the observa-
tions to E > 1 keV.  The way the MIP-mounted 
instruments are used together is by performing 
distinct observations of the same object with al-
ternate instruments in a way specified by an ob-
server, with the intention of achieving a specific 
science goal.
2.1.2 Technical Maturity Levels
Q2. Indicate the technical maturity level 
of the major elements and the specific instru-
ment TRL of the proposed instrumentation, 
along with the rationale for the assessment. For 
any instrument rated at a Technology Readi-
ness Level (TRL) of 5 or less, please describe the 
rationale for the TRL rating, including the de-
Figure 2‑9.  XPOL photograph and schematic.
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demonstrated through the NuSTAR program. 
Segment mounting and alignment is at TRL 3. 
Low fidelity breadboards have thus far been used. 
X-ray tests of aligned and permanently bonded 
segment pairs yielded HPD of 15 arcsec. The 
measured performance agrees with the results of 
analytical modeling.
The elements of the SPO mirror range from 
TRL 4 to 6. The silicon substrates are at TRL 6. 
They have adequate smoothness, flatness, and 
thickness uniformity to meet the IXO require-
ments. Deposition of an iridium surface with suf-
ficient thickness, required surface smoothness and 
uniformity, including patterning for assembly, has 
been demonstrated. The production of a stack 
(stacking and bonding) is at TRL 4.  Plates cut 
from wafers have been grooved, bent into shape, 
and robotically stacked. The existence of residual 
stack-up errors means that these stacks are low fi-
delity models of the IXO stacks.  
The production of an SPO focusing module 
is at TRL 4.  Angular resolution in X-rays of 17 
arcsec HPD has been demonstrated from the first 
four plate pairs of a module, mounted inside a 
flight-representative petal. Technology develop-
ment is required to reduce the influence of the 
particulate contamination causing the stack up 
error. Module mounting is at TRL 4.  An isostatic 
mount has been developed, but requires refine-
ment so that the loss of aperture due to the mount 
can be minimized.
2.1.2.2. The X-ray Microcalorimeter 
Spectrometer (XMS)
The XMS detector and readout technology is 
at TRL 4.  XMS components (8 × 8 TES array 
and two-column SQUID multiplexer) have been 
integrated in a laboratory test environment and 
their performance validated. 32  ×  32 arrays of 
the required pitch for XMS have been fabricated 
and are presently being tested. A separate dem-
onstration of the outer array concept has been 
performed. The performance of all components 
agrees with analytical predictions; characteristics 
needed for scaling to XMS requirements are un-
derstood through models.  Devices thus far dem-
onstrated represent a low fidelity breadboard in 
terms of focal-plane layout and heat sinking of 
components. Testing has occurred in a relevant 
temperature, vacuum, and magnetic shielding en-
vironment; vibration and radiation tests have yet 
to be performed.
A JWST/MIRI demonstration model cooler 
has been operated for thousands of hours and 
both thermal vacuum tests and launch vibration 
qualification tests have been successfully com-
pleted.  The MIRI cooler was certified in 2007 
by a technical non-advocate review panel at TRL 
6. The CADR is at TRL 4. A high-fidelity, four-
stage brassboard CADR coupled to a commercial 
mechanical cryocooler has been built and its basic 
functionality has been demonstrated in critical 
environments (thermal and cryocooler-induced 
vibration) with a simulated cryocooler interface. 
The demonstrated performance agrees with ana-
lytical models; the performance has acceptable 
margin; scaling parameters are known; perfor-
mance can be accurately modeled in the flight 
environment.
2.1.2.3. The Wide Field Imager/Hard X-ray 
Imager (WFI/HXI)
The WFI detector technology is at TRL 4. 
Detector prototypes of various formats (most rel-
evant: 64 × 64 pixels of 75 × 75µm size, 64 × 64 
pixels of 500 × 500 µm size) have been spectro-
scopically characterized with great success. These 
are low fidelity breadboards in terms of array size. 
Testing has been carried out in relevant thermal 
and vacuum environments. Radiation studies 
have been performed up to a multiple of the dose 
expected during a 10-year mission lifetime.  Vi-
bration tests have been successfully performed 
with mechanical prototypes similar to the WFI 
focal plane array at a multiple of the load expected 
during launch. Performance agrees with analytical 
predictions; the characteristics needed for scaling 
to full wafer-scale devices are understood.
The VELA/ASTEROID readout electronics 
are being operated continuously in critical test 
environments and can be considered TRL 4.  
The HXI DSSD technology is at TRL 4. 
Component strips (2.5 cm and 4 cm wide DSS-
Ds) have been integrated in a laboratory test en-
vironment and their performance validated. This 
demonstration represents a low fidelity bread-
board in terms of focal-plane layout, together with 
read-out components. Tests were performed in a 
relevant temperature environment. Vacuum, vi-
bration, and radiation tests have been performed 
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at the component level. Performance agrees with 
analytical predictions; the characteristics needed 
for scaling to IXO-HXI requirements is under-
stood through models.  
The HXI CdTe imager technology is at TRL 4. 
Components (2.5 cm wide DS-CdTe’s) have also 
been integrated into a low fidelity breadboard (fo-
cal-plane layout together with read-out compo-
nents) in a laboratory test environment and their 
performance validated. Relevant environmental 
tests (temperature, vacuum, vibration, and radia-
tion) have been done at the component level (e.g., 
1-inch CdTe planar detector). The performance 
agrees with analytical predictions. Characteristics 
needed for scaling to the IXO-HXI requirements 
are understood through models.
2.1.2.4. The X-ray Grating Spectrometer 
(XGS)
The CAT and off-plane gratings are both at 
TRL 3. Eight CAT gratings/facets of various ge-
ometries have been measured with X-rays (in a 
relevant environment). IXO design parameters 
(aspect ratio, blaze angle) have been achieved in 
grating fabrication.  The measured X-ray efficien-
cy of a 3 × 3 mm prototype grating is 80–100% of 
theoretical. For the off-plane gratings, analytical 
predictions and laboratory demonstrations show 
that they can meet IXO’s performance require-
ments. Off-plane gratings with properties similar 
to those needed for IXO have been performance-
tested in a relevant temperature and vacuum en-
vironment, but no vibration testing has been per-
formed.  A higher-fidelity prototype IXO grating 
has been fabricated and is ready for X-ray testing. 
 The XGS CCD readout detectors are at 
TRL 5.  Flight CCDs that meet all XGS require-
ments except readout rate have been demon-
strated on-orbit on Chandra and Suzaku.  These 
detectors represent a medium fidelity model of 
the XGS CCD array.  The detector modifications 
needed for higher-speed readout (clock electrode 
strapping, higher responsivity output transistors) 
have been demonstrated successfully on optical 
CCD detectors in the laboratory.
2.1.2.5. The High Time Resolution 
Spectrometer (HTRS)
The HTRS has a TRL level of  6.  Individual 
Silicon Drift Detectors identical to those consti-
tuting the IXO array are operational and their 
performance meets IXO requirements.   A De-
tector Electronics Unit (DEU) similar to that for 
IXO flew on INTEGRAL; an upgraded version 
which can be considered a high fidelity analog of 
that needed for HTRS is under development for 
the ECLAIRs detector array on the Space multi-
band Variable Object Monitor (SVOM) mission 
(2014).
2.1.2.6. The X-ray Polarimeter (XPOL)
The XPOL instrument is at TRL 5. A high-
fidelity prototype detector has been demonstrated 
in a laboratory environment, meeting all perfor-
mance requirements for IXO except dead time, 
and performing consistently with theoretical pre-
dictions. The detector array size and pitch meet 
IXO requirements. The detector underwent ther-
mal vacuum testing between 15° C and 45° C, 
and was successfully vibrated. Breadboard detec-
tors have undergone over 100 hours of laboratory 
testing, and over 15 prototypes have been built. A 
similar ASIC chip used in the Large Hadron Col-
lider at CERN uses the same fabrication process 
as that needed for IXO. It is subjected to high 
dosages of radiation, needing only heavy ion test-
ing for space qualification. All other components 
have been flown and are space qualified.
2.1.3 Instrument Risks
Q3. In the area of instrumentation, what 
are the three primary technical issues or risks?  
The three primary technical risks are listed in 
Table 2-2. These risks have been identified and 
rated using the methodology discussed in the re-
sponse to Programmatics and Schedule Q3, Sec-
tion 5.3. 
2.1.4 Instrument Tables
Q4. Fill in entries in the instrument table. 
Provide a separate table for each instrument.
See Table 2-5 to Table 2-10  at the end of Sec-
tion 2.
2.1.5 Instrument Contingency
Q5. If you have allocated contingency please 
include as indicated along with the rationale 
for the number chosen.  
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For mass, rather than applying a uniform 
30% contingency, IXO uses a variable “mass 
growth allowance” based on hardware type (struc-
tural, thermal, etc.) and design maturity level, as 
defined in AIAA S‑120‑2006 Mass Properties Con‑
trol for Space Systems.  Therefore, instrument mass 
contingencies range from 16% to 30%.  For pow-
er and data rate, a 30% contingency is currently 
used which is consistent with the GSFC GOLD 
rules (GSFC-STD-1000D) for a project at this 
stage of maturity.
2.1.6 Payload Table
Q6. Fill in the Payload Table.  
See Table 2-11, Payload Mass Table, at the 
end of Section 2.
2.1.7 Organizational Responsibilities
Q7. Provide for each instrument what or-
ganization is responsible for the instrument 
and details of their past experience with similar 
instruments.  
Because all focal plane instruments are to be 
selected via open competition through an An-
nouncement of Opportunity (AO), the organi-
zations responsible for the various instruments 
have not yet been determined. The FMA will be 
procured via competition through a Request for 
Proposals (RFP).  During the competition, past 
experience with similar instruments will be a se-
lection factor. 
Experienced instrument working groups are 
helping to develop the IXO reference mission 
and the critical technology. For the FMA, a team 
from GSFC/MSFC/SAO is developing the seg-
mented  glass technology, making use of their 
extensive experience with successful missions 
(Chandra, BBXRT, ASCA, Suzaku), and ESA 
is developing the SPO technology through con-
tracting organizations.  The XMS technology is 
being developed by a team lead by GSFC, NIST, 
SRON, and ISAS.  The design builds on GSFC’s 
Table 2-2. Top Three Instrument Technical Risks and Mitigation Plans
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FMA
If required angular 
resolution is not 
achieved with either 
mirror technology, 
then the SMBH at 
high redshift science 
will be significantly 
compromised.
Use parallel technology development 
through TRL 6 using segmented 
glass and Si pore optic approaches, 
prior to start of Phase B. Build 
and test an additional engineering 
unit prior to CDR. Thoroughly 
test the mirror through all stages of 
assembly.
Science - Compromise 
investigation of 
SMBH evolution
2 3 2
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ni
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Inst - 
XMS
If the XMS cryogenic 
chain doesn’t have 
sufficient reliability, then 
XMS cooling lifetime may 
not be achieved.
Provide thorough reliability analyses 
based on existing hardware test 
and on heritage orbit data. Use 
life testing as appropriate.  Add 
redundancy to the design.
Mass & Power - 
Increased mass ( 60 
kg) and power (300 
W) for redundant 
system
3 3 2
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Inst - 
XGS
If grating array 
throughput efficiency 
doesn’t meet 
requirements, additional 
grating area coverage will 
be required.
Use parallel technology 
development. If necessary, add 
moveable (flip-up) deployment 
grating to remove grating area 
during observations where XGS is 
not required.  
Cost - Increased 
grating size and/or 
additional mechanism
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successful work with suborbital instruments and 
the Suzaku XRS, GSFC/NIST work with readout 
electronics, SRON and ISAS and their European/
Japanese partners working on the ground-based 
platform EURECA, as well as JAXA’s successful 
work with cryocoolers.  The WFI DEPFET tech-
nology is being developed at MPE, building upon 
their very successful EPIC-pn instrument on the 
XMM-Newton observatory. The HXI technol-
ogy is based on JAXA development activity for 
ASTRO-H (2014 launch). Other technologies 
applicable to this device are being developed for 
NuSTAR. There are two concepts under develop-
ment for the XGS: the OPGs are under study at 
Colorado/U. Iowa and CAT gratings are under 
study at MIT.  The XPOL technology has been 
developed by an Italian consortium led by INFN 
(Pisa) and IASF (Rome). A related detector is 
under development at GSFC for the GEMS mis-
sion. The HTRS technology is being developed at 
CESR in France and at MPE where detector tech-
nology (Silicon Drift Diodes) is already mastered. 
2.1.8 Instrumentation Studies
Q8. For the science instrumentation, de-
scribe any concept, feasibility, or definition 
studies already performed.
Numerous studies have been carried out for 
the instrumentation, in addition to substantial 
technology development. The most comprehen-
sive documents arising from these studies are 
appended to this response (see description of 
supplemental documents in Appendix D). They 
include: 1) IXO Segmented Glass FMA Concept 
Study 2) IXO Payload Definition Document 
(PDD) with Corrigendum, 3) Mirror Technol-
ogy Development Roadmap for the International 
X-ray Observatory, 4)  IXO Silicon Pore Mirror 
Technology Development Plan (TDP), and 5) 
Instrument Technology Development Plans. Ad-
ditionally, numerous papers about IXO instru-
ments have been published in technical journals. 
Selected references are available at: http://ixo.
gsfc.nasa.gov/decadal_references/.
2.1.9 Instrument Operations, 
Calibration, and Data Volume
Q9. For instrument operations, provide 
a functional description of operational modes 
and ground and on-orbit calibration schemes. 
Describe the types of data and provide an esti-
mate of the total data volume returned. 
2.1.9.1. Instrument Modes
All instruments share three basic operational 
modes: (i) off; (ii) standby/engineering; and (iii) 
data collection. Examples of engineering modes 
are cool down of cryogenic instruments and di-
agnostics.  Data collection modes depend on the 
specific instrument, for example, electronic win-
dow selection for the imaging detectors (XMS, 
WFI/HXI) and continuous clocking and frame 
transfer modes for the CCDs (XGS). Instrument 
calibration is performed using data collection 
modes. Nearly all mode switching is performed 
via software command. The IXO instruments 
have a limited number of mechanisms, all exter-
nal to the instruments, operated with low duty 
cycle (one-time removal of protective covers, and 
occasional focus adjustment and filter wheel rota-
tion).  
2.1.9.2. Ground and On-orbit Calibration
The IXO calibration philosophy is to calibrate 
systems and subsystems starting at the lowest pos-
sible level, and to utilize those calibrations as 
baselines in next-higher-assembly calibration up 
to and including the fully assembled observatory. 
The “test as you fly” (i.e., test in flight configu-
ration) philosophy will be incorporated into the 
calibration approach. The strategy is to develop 
accurate theoretical and semi-empirical perfor-
mance models for each subsystem’s response to 
X-ray flux distributions: spectral, spatial, tempo-
ral and polarization, and to constrain and verify 
these models during ground calibration.  Each 
calibration dataset will be used to constrain theo-
retical and semi-empirical models for the perfor-
mance of the system or subsystem, and the full 
complement of these models represents the com-
plete pre-flight calibration. This modeling ap-
proach carries over into the in-flight calibration 
where the instrument parameters will be verified 
and monitored. The science-based calibration re-
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quirements will be finalized during Phase A and 
reviewed during SRR. 
2.1.9.3. Ground Calibration
For the overall ground calibration efforts, the 
IXO Science and Operations Center (ISOC; see 
also Section 4, Mission Operations) is responsi-
ble for generating the model requirements, data 
product requirements and data formats with sup-
port from the various instrument teams, mirror 
vendors, and the spacecraft vendor to ensure 
compatibility with the system-level calibration 
products and models.  The ISOC is responsible 
for the Calibration Peer Reviews of the mirror 
and instruments. The individual instrument and 
mirror providers are responsible for pre-delivery 
calibration (including calibration requirements 
flowdowns and error budgets), and delivery of the 
calibration data products to the ISOC.  
Ground calibration priorities include (i) align-
ment and co-alignment of mirror and detectors, 
(ii) effective area for the mirror as a function of 
energy and off-axis angle,  (iii) PSF as a function 
of energy and off-axis angle, (iv) detector effects 
on effective area (e.g., QE, mode, gain, rate, rate 
linearity), and internal instrumental backgrounds, 
(v) detectors’ energy/wavelength response and lin-
earity, and (vi) parametric studies of the gain sen-
sitivity to bias and temperature. 
While there is significant commonality among 
the detectors, instrument-specific aspects of the 
calibrations exist. For the FMA, ground calibra-
tion will be performed on individual modules, 
integrated groups of modules, and the completed 
assembly. Calibration will be carried out using a 
combination of a vertical X-ray pencil beam and a 
horizontal long beam with large aperture (e.g., the 
MSFC X-Ray Calibration Facility); five months 
of time are scheduled for FMA calibration efforts. 
For the XMS, the temperature dependence of the 
gain will be calibrated. For the WFI/HXI, the de-
tectors will be calibrated separately as well as fully 
assembled, including determination of the reduc-
tion in QE for the HXI due to obscuration by the 
WFI.  For the XGS, the grating assemblies and 
CCD detectors will be calibrated both separately 
and as a system to determine the QE of the com-
bined instrument (plus FMA) and the dispersion 
as a function of wavelength and spectral order. 
The HTRS calibration will focus on relative and 
absolute timing accuracy, including calibration of 
the spacecraft timing chain. For the XPOL, the 
modulation factor will be measured as a function 
of position. 
2.1.9.4. Ground-to-Orbit Calibration 
Transfer
Much of the calibration data taken prior to 
launch is obtained under conditions different 
from on-orbit, including gravitational distor-
tion, and finite  distance effects at the calibration 
beamlines.  The ISOC will oversee development 
of calibration models that provide transforma-
tions from ground-based to on -orbit performance 
predictions.
2.1.9.5. On-Orbit Calibration
The ISOC is responsible for planning, ex-
ecuting, and archiving on-orbit verification and 
calibration activities, with support from the in-
strument teams, mirror vendors, and the space-
craft vendor. Spacecraft systems and subsystems 
that impact IXO’s scientific performance will be 
calibrated, including the aspect system boresights 
and the Inertial Reference Units (IRUs), both of 
which impact the aspect solutions, and the clocks 
which impact the absolute timing requirement. 
On-orbit verification of the FMA and instrument 
calibrations include on- and off-axis PSF (core 
and wings), vignetting functions, plate scales, ef-
fective areas, cross-calibrations between the IXO 
instruments (as well as with previous missions), 
and routine checks of the stability of the detector 
wavelength/energy scales, QE and QE uniformity, 
gains, astrometry, contamination, dark currents, 
system noise, etc. In addition, timing calibration 
is performed for the HTRS, and polarization cali-
bration for the XPOL. Based on past experience 
with XMM-Newton and Chandra, routine cali-
bration operations will take about 5% of the time 
available for science operations.
  On-orbit calibration will be performed with 
celestial and on-board sources. Celestial sources 
will be chosen for flux stability and based on obser-
vations by previous missions. Continuum sources 
will be used for effective area calibration (e.g., hot 
white dwarfs), line sources for wavelength scale 
calibration and Line Response Functions (LRF) 
and dispersions relationships (e.g., Capella). X-
ray and optical stray light calibration will be 
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determined with off-axis observations of bright 
sources. Contamination monitoring sources will 
be continuum sources (e.g., BL Lacs), while open 
star clusters, which allow the simultaneous detec-
tion of many X-ray sources with well-determined 
optical positions, will be used to calibrate the 
relative pointing offsets and plate scale. Sources 
with known ephemerides will be used for timing 
calibration. IXO will also have on-board radioac-
tive sources (109Cd, 41Ca, 55Fe) as well as electron-
impact sources  and a polarized source for XPOL.
2.1.9.6. Data Analysis 
IXO data analysis is straightforward and simi-
lar to three decades of common X-ray astronomy 
analysis (image, spectral, and photon event tim-
ing). Data analysis for XMS, WFI/HXI, XGS, 
and HTRS, data utilizes standard packages, such 
as CIAO and FTOOLS. Extending these packag-
es to IXO data analysis is straightforward as they 
already support multi-mission processing. Analy-
sis tools and techniques for polarization data will 
be developed in FTOOLS by the GEMS mission 
and can be extended to IXO.
2.1.9.7. Data Volume and Characteristics
All IXO detectors are photon-counting de-
vices. The basic data are event based, and include 
time, position, energy, and associated event in-
formation. See Section 4.4 for details about data 
volume.
2.1.10 Flight Software
Q10. Describe the instrument flight soft-
ware, including an estimate of the number of 
lines of code.
For each instrument, flight software carries 
out similar functions: spacecraft command and 
data interface, housekeeping gathering, instru-
ment control and configuration, data acquisition 
and compression, as well as instrument-specific 
data processing.  For the instruments with flight 
heritage, a considerable fraction of the software 
will be reused or easily modified; thus, not all of 
the lines of code listed below will be newly devel-
oped. 
FMA – The FMA is passive.  No instrument 
flight software is needed.
XMS – Based on the Suzaku XRS flight soft-
ware, it is estimated that 20,000 lines of code are 
required. Instrument-specific XMS flight software 
is for data processing, thermometer readout, and 
CADR and cyrocooler control.   
WFI/HXI – The lines of FPGA firmware 
code is estimated to be 100,000 while the num-
ber of lines of WFI flight software is estimated to 
be 80,000.  Based on ASTRO-H, the HXI will 
require 50,000 lines of code with 100,000 FPGA 
lines of code.  
XGS – The software for the XGS CCDs will 
be essentially the same as the software used for 
the Chandra ACIS, which comprised roughly 
130,000 lines of high level language code (C++). 
HTRS – For the HTRS, the lines of FPGA 
firmware code is estimated to be 60,000 while the 
number of lines of flight software is estimated to 
be 20,000.  
XPOL – For each photon, instrument-spe-
cific software determines the impact point, pho-
ton energy and emission angle, by calculating the 
first, second and third moments of the charge 
distribution and identifying the side of the track 
from where the photoelectron is ejected.  The 
anticipated number of onboard lines of code is 
roughly 10,000 in a high level language (C++). 
An FPGA will perform all the other tasks with 
firmware consisting of roughly 30,000 lines.
2.1.11 Non-US Participation 
Q11. Describe any instrumentation or sci-
ence implementation that requires non-US par-
ticipation for mission success.  
See discussion in Section 3.2.
2.1.12 Master Equipment List
Q12. Please provide a detailed Master 
Equipment List (MEL).  
The abridged Payload MEL is listed in Table 
2-12 at the end of Section 2.  The Expanded Pay-
load MEL is in Appendix A as Table A-1.
2.1.13 Instrument Flight Heritage and 
Space Qualification
Q13. Describe the flight heritage of the in-
struments and their subsystems.  Indicate items 
that are to be developed, as well as any existing 
hardware or design/flight heritage. Discuss the 
steps needed for space qualifications.
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The instrumentation required to fulfill the 
scientific requirements of IXO has significant 
flight heritage. In addition, a number of upcom-
ing missions incorporate instruments similar to 
those anticipated for IXO. Instrument-related 
items needing development are discussed in Sec-
tion 3, Enabling Technology.
Summarized below for each instrument are 
the flight heritage and the similarities to instru-
ments under development.
2.1.13.1. FMA
The FMA has its heritage in several X-ray as-
tronomical missions. The Wolter-I optical design 
has been used on all imaging telescopes used for 
non-solar X-ray astronomy, most notably Ein-
stein, ROSAT, Chandra, and XMM-Newton. 
The modular approach has a heritage in the Ja-
pan-US ASCA and Suzaku missions, requiring 
similar numbers of mirror segments: ~14,000 for 
IXO vs. 6,800 for Suzaku. Iridium coatings have 
flight heritage from Chandra. The methodology 
of using normal incidence visible light metrol-
ogy to accurately predict grazing incidence X-ray 
performance has been repeatedly demonstrated 
on all the aforementioned flight programs. For 
the segmented glass mirror approach, the seg-
ment fabrication technology has its heritage in 
the High-Energy Focusing Telescope (HEFT) 
balloon instrument, and is being demonstrated in 
the ongoing production of 8,000 glass segments 
for NuSTAR. The FMA alignment and metrology 
method has heritage in the extremely precise and 
successful Chandra mirror assembly. The SPO ap-
proach shares the same heritage as the segmented 
glass for the Wolter optics, coatings, and metrol-
ogy. In addition, for the SPO approach, all fabri-
cation and assembly steps are derived from mass 
production processes developed by the microelec-
tronics industry.
2.1.13.2. XMS
The XMS instrument is based on X-ray mi-
crocalorimeters for high resolution, high through-
put X-ray spectroscopy that have been developed 
over the last 20 years for astrophysics and labora-
tory spectroscopy. The first implementation of a 
microcalorimeter for astrophysics was on a sound-
ing rocket payload (the X-ray Quantum Calorim-
eter, XQC) for measuring the spectrum of the 
diffuse X-ray background. The payload has been 
launched four times and is being prepared for an-
other flight (McCammon et al. 2002). A major 
milestone for the XMS technology readiness is 
the XRS instrument on the Suzaku Observatory. 
This instrument featured a 32-channel microcalo-
rimeter array operating at 60 mK, a single-stage 
CADR, and digital processing electronics capable 
of on-board optimal pulse height analysis. Both 
the Suzaku and XQC implementations have used 
ion-implanted Si for the thermometer with sepa-
rately attached X-ray absorbers.  A 6 × 6 calorim-
eter array with improved features (larger absorbers 
with higher uniformity and better energy resolu-
tion) is currently being developed for the Japan/
US ASTRO-H mission, with a planned 2014 
launch. 
Cryocoolers demonstrating technology ca-
pable of meeting the IXO requirements have 
flown in space since the early 1990s with near-
perfect performance.  The most relevant cooler is 
the 20 K Stirling cooler flown on the JAXA Akari 
mission. The JAXA SMILES instrument, await-
ing launch to the ISS (and thus at TRL 8), has a 
4.5K JT cooler that meets all IXO requirements. 
The Suzaku XRS cooler operated successfully 
on-orbit, incorporating a single-stage ADR that 
cooled the XRS to 65 mK. Other relevant coolers 
include Stirling coolers on HIRDLS, ISAMS and 
MOPITT, and pulse tube coolers on Hyperion, 
SABER, AIRS and TES, all of which operate be-
tween 50 K and 80 K, and are still operational af-
ter tens of thousands of hours.  A CADR has suc-
cessfully cooled a calorimeter array during three 
suborbital flights of the XQC sounding rocket 
instrument. 
2.1.13.3. WFI/HXI
The WFI detector draws from the heritage 
of an extremely successful X-ray CCD detector 
flown on XMM-Newton, the EPIC pn-CCD. 
The DEPFET technology is well tested with de-
tectors developed for several different missions, 
including MIXS that will fly on Beppi-Columbo 
(~2013).  
The HXI is an advanced version of the HXI to 
fly in 2014 on JAXA’s ASTRO-H. Silicon strip de-
tectors similar to the HXI DSSD, but with strips 
on one side, form the heart of the Fermi Gamma-
Ray Observatory.  DSSDs were successfully flown 
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on a balloon experiment in 2003. An active BGO 
shield similar to that of the HXI is used in the 
Suzaku Hard X-ray Detector.  BGO is also the 
planned shield material for the ASTRO-H HXI. 
A similar APD to those planned for the HXI is 
operating in orbit on the Cute-1.7 micro satel-
lite.  A similar analog electronics chain is working 
on-orbit on Suzaku (HXD-PIN detectors), and is 
being adapted for ASTRO-H.  
2.1.13.4. XGS
Each of the two grating concepts builds on 
strong flight heritage.  
Transmission gratings have been flown on the 
Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS) on Ein-
stein, and the Transmission Grating Spectrom-
eter (TGS) on EXOSAT. Freestanding transmis-
sion gratings with hierarchical support structures 
have flown on IMAGE (2000) and TWINS A&B 
(2004, 2006). Transmission gratings are currently 
in use on the High- and Low-Energy Transmission 
Grating Spectrometers (HETGS and LETGS) on-
board Chandra.  The CAT grating optical design, 
including the grating array support structure, is 
based on the Chandra HETGS. 
For the reflection gratings, the XMM-Newton 
Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) provides 
fabrication, alignment, and metrology heritage. 
Off-plane reflection gratings have been flown on 
several UV and X-ray sounding rocket missions, 
including the recent flight of the University of 
Colorado’s Cygnus X-ray Emission Spectroscopic 
Survey (CyXESS).  
X-ray CCD detectors have a rich heritage in 
a variety of flight instruments, and have been in 
nearly continuous use in X-ray astronomy since 
the launch of ASCA in 1993. CCD-based instru-
ments include Chandra’s Advanced CCD Imag-
ing Spectrometer (ACIS), XMM-Newton’s RGS 
and European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC), 
Swift’s X-ray Telescope (XRT), and Suzaku’s X-ray 
Imaging Spectrometer (XIS). Three of these in-
struments (ACIS, RGS, and EPIC) have all been 
operating successfully in space since 1999.
2.1.13.5. HTRS
SDDs were operated on the Mars Rover mis-
sions. Similar analog electronics are used on IN-
TEGRAL/SPI spectrometer.  The SDDs are used 
routinely in fast photon counting ground applica-
tions, and have undergone extensive ground test-
ing and qualification. One SDD discrete analog 
electronic chain has been running at CESR for 
several years. 
2.1.13.6. XPOL
Gas proportional counters are an established 
space technology, utilized in virtually every X-ray 
observatory from Uhuru (1970) through Bep-
poSAX (1996). Gas Pixel Detectors (GPD) were 
flown on BeppoSAX.  Polarization sensitive GPDs 
have undergone extensive ground testing and 
qualification over the past several years. A GPD 
variant, the Time Projection Chamber polarim-
eter, is the heart of the GEMS SMEX mission, 
recently selected by NASA for a 2014 launch. 
The XPOL Control Electronics (CE) are based on 
those used in AGILE. 
2.1.13.7. Steps needed for space qualifications 
Qualification and Engineering Test Units of 
new designs of the IXO payload will be space 
qualified, to protoflight levels, in accordance with 
the GSFC Standard Mission Assurance Require-
ments (MAR) document, CM Version (06-01-
2009). The purpose of the space qualification 
program is to uncover deficiencies in design and 
method of manufacture. Examples of new designs 
include mirror modules, grating arrays, instru-
ment focal plane assemblies, and detector readout 
subsystems. Test levels and durations will initially 
be set by GEVS-STD-7000 (2005) and refined 
during mission formulation.
2.2 Mission Design
2.2.1 Mission Design Overview
Q1. Provide a brief descriptive overview of 
the mission design and how it achieves the sci-
ence requirements.       
IXO is a facility-class observatory placed 
via direct insertion (no lunar swingby) into an 
800,000 km semi-major axis halo orbit around 
the Sun-Earth L2 libration point using either an 
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) or 
an Ariane V with a minimum throw mass of 6425 
kg. The orbit progression for five years is shown 
in Fig. 2-12. IXO is built around a large area 
grazing incidence mirror assembly with a 20 m 
focal length and five science instruments. Flight-
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2.2.2 Mission Software Development
Q2. Describe all mission software develop-
ment, ground station development, and any 
science development required during Phases B 
and C/D.
IXO mission software development includes 
the spacecraft flight software; flight software for 
the instruments; the science instrument EGSE 
software; and software for the IXO Science and 
Operations Center (ISOC), consisting of the Mis-
sion Data System (MDS) and the Science Data 
System (SDS) (the MDS and SDS provide the 
functions typically associated with the Mission 
Operations Center and the Science Operations 
Center, respectively; see also Section 4, Mission 
Operations). All ISOC activities are conducted in 
a single facility to reduce cost and increase syn-
ergy. There is no ground station development re-
quired for the IXO space/ground link since the 
Deep Space Network (DSN) will provide these 
services. 
The ISOC will  establish the interfaces to the 
GSE and to the software development environ-
ment at inception for use throughout the entire 
IXO development effort. A spacecraft simula-
tor and a common software environment will be 
provided  to the instrument teams, ensuring use 
of a single system from instrument development 
through operations. The spacecraft and science 
instrument flight software will be developed, in-
tegrated, validated and tested by the spacecraft 
contractor and instrument teams respectively, 
utilizing NASA and industry standards for soft-
proven extensible masts allow the observatory to 
fit into either launch vehicle fairing. The mission 
design life is five years, with consumables sized for 
10 years. 
IXO meets all of the science requirements 
outlined in Section 1. All mission requirements 
were flowed down from the science objectives, 
the measurement requirements, and the payload 
accommodation and performance requirements. 
The power-rich and thermally stable quiescent L2 
environment is ideal for IXO’s observations, al-
lowing undisturbed pointing at celestial objects 
for durations of 103–106 sec with arcsecond-level 
pointing accuracy. All detectors are photon count-
ing, thus longer integrations can be achieved 
by multiple exposures. IXO’s field of regard is a 
360° × 40° annulus, shown in Fig. 2-13, which 
over six months allows access to any location on 
the celestial sphere for a minimum of 1.5 months. 
With an average of two to three daily 60° (typical) 
repointings, each completed in a half hour, the 
overall observing efficiency is 85%. The allowed 
attitude relative to the sun line, shown in Fig. 
2-13, is 70°–110° (pitch), ±180° (yaw); and ±10° 
(roll). These ranges provide steady thermal condi-
tions, shade the detectors and radiators from the 
sun, and keep the unocculted solar illumination 
on the solar arrays uninterrupted throughout the 
entire mission. Stationkeeping operations are per-
formed every 21 days, while solar torque offload-
ing is accomplished with frequent micro-impulses 
from small ACS thrusters, to improve observatory 
performance by keeping the reaction wheels un-
saturated. 
Figure 2‑12. IXO transfer and nominal mission op‑
erational L2 orbit. Figure 2‑13. IXO mission attitude and field of re‑
gard. Systems - 1
Field of Regard
Sun
Field Of Regard:
Boresight stays within    
+/- 20 band at all times  
Target
Yaw: 
+/-180
Pitch: 
+/-20
Roll: 
+/-10
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2.2.3 Mission Design Table
Q3. Provide entries in the mission design 
table. For mass and power, provide contingency 
if it has been allocated.
See Table 2-13.
2.2.4 Observatory Diagrams/
Drawings
Q4. Provide diagrams or drawings show-
ing the observatory (payload and s/c) with the 
instruments and other components labeled and 
a descriptive caption. Provide a diagram of the 
observatory in the launch vehicle fairing indi-
cating clearance.
The drawings of the observatory in the de-
ployed and launch configurations are shown in 
the Observatory Quick Reference Guide, and 
in Figs. 2-14, 2-15, and 2-16.  IXO fits inside an 
EELV 5 m medium fairing static envelope with 
ample room. Any foreseeable future growth can 
easily be accommodated by making small adjust-
ments.
2.2.5 Mission Risks
Q5. For the mission, what are the three pri-
mary risks?
The three primary IXO mission risks are de-
scribed in Table 2-3.
ware engineering and quality assurance, and pro-
viding for independent Verification & Validation 
(V&V). The instrument teams will develop any 
algorithms that may be required for calibration 
and/or data analysis; these algorithms will be im-
plemented within the Science Data System by the 
ISOC to ensure functionality within the Science 
Data System and for use during the instrument 
and observatory calibrations. The science instru-
ment software and associated EGSE software will 
be transferred to the IXO Science and Operation 
Center (ISOC) for use in ground calibration ef-
forts after instrument delivery.  This integration of 
ground data systems, software development and 
flat-sat development and test environments into 
the ISOC ensure a robust I&T environment.
The Mission Data System (MDS) and Sci-
ence Data System (SDS) are described in Section 
4 (Mission Operations Development). Science 
development during Phases B/C/D include sup-
porting calibration requirements development 
and flow-downs to the instruments, supporting 
instrument and observatory level I&T activities, 
science mission planning system development, 
developing the documentation to support guest 
observers and the peer review, and extending 
the current set of X-ray data analysis tools that 
are available in standard analysis packages (e.g., 
CIAO, FTOOLs)  to account for the higher spec-
tral resolution data that will be available IXO’s 
instruments.
The IXO spacecraft flight software (FSW) 
development effort is comparable to LRO. The 
software architecture draws from heritage mis-
sions such as LRO, which uses GSFC’s core flight 
executive design, and will incorporate new devel-
opment only for the mission specific components 
and as needed to mitigate obsolescence. Examples 
of software components that draw heavily from 
prior heritage include the real-time multi-tasking 
executive, pointing control, power management, 
command and data handling, memory loads and 
dumps, and fault protection. Examples of mis-
sion-specific functions include attitude determi-
nation, processing of sensor and actuator data, 
mechanism and deployable controls, and inter-
faces with the science instruments.
Figure 2‑14. IXO observatory in deployed and 
launch configurations 
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2.3 Spacecraft Implementation
IXO’s maturity exceeds Pre-Phase-A expecta-
tions, having evolved over a decade at GSFC with 
recent contributions from ESA and JAXA. The 
systematic exploration and narrowing of IXO’s 
trade-space produced a baseline design, which 
was further optimized through convergent itera-
tions. The design has been reviewed by indepen-
dent systems engineers at GSFC and external 
organizations. Performance estimates are tracked 
in error budgets, and supported by integrated 
Structural–Thermal–Attitude Control System 
modeling.  IXO meets with margin all of its mis-
sion level requirements. The IXO spacecraft can 
be built with existing technology. All Spacecraft 
entries in the Spacecraft Master Equipment List 
(Table A-2) have a TRL 6 or higher. 
2.3.1 Spacecraft Characteristics and 
Requirements
Q1. Describe the spacecraft characteristics 
and requirements. Include a preliminary de-
scription of the spacecraft design and a sum-
mary of the estimated performance of the key 
spacecraft subsystems. Please fill out the Space-
craft Mass Table.      
The Spacecraft Mass Table is presented in 
Table 2-14. The IXO Systems Definition Docu-
ment, submitted as a supplemental document 
(see description in Appendix D), describes the 
IXO mission in detail, presenting the operations 
concept, launch and flight dynamics parameters, 
the baseline configuration of the observatory, 
main functions, key performance metrics includ-
ing pointing error budgets and resource budgets, 
and an overview of all of the subsystems.  
IXO consists of four major modules to fa-
cilitate parallel development and integration and 
test: Instrument, Deployment, Spacecraft, and 
Optics Modules (see Fig. 2-14).  Note that in the 
discussion below, spacecraft refers to the observa-
tory (including all four modules), excluding  the 
payload (FMA and instruments).
2.3.1.1. Instrument Module (IM)
The IM (Fig. 2-16) accommodates the detec-
tor systems behind a fixed sunshade. All except 
the XGS camera mount to the MIP, which is 
comparable to moving platforms on Chandra and 
ROSAT.  The XGS camera mounts on the Fixed 
Instrument Platform (FIP). The XMS, WFI/HXI, 
and the XGS camera have focus mechanisms.  A 
Chandra heritage Telescope Aspect Determina-
tion System (TADS) assures the centering of the 
detectors in the converging X-ray beam, and pro-
vides the knowledge required for accurate aspect 
reconstruction.
Systems - 1
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X-ray
Spectrum
Primary 
Focused
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Beam
Figure 2‑15. IXO observatory cutaway view
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Figure 2‑16. IXO Instrument Module
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hardware. The reaction wheels, propulsion tanks, 
and electronics boxes mount to a nine-sided hon-
eycomb spacecraft bus deck. The 6.6 m × 3.3 m 
diameter cylindrical composite isogrid Fixed Me-
tering Structure (FMS) accommodates the thrust-
ers, solar arrays, and the High Gain Antenna 
(HGA). 
2.3.1.4. Optics Module (OM)
The OM includes the FMA and its covers, the 
XGS gratings, the star tracker/TADS periscope as-
sembly, and the deployable  sunshade. The Optics 
Module interfaces to the FMS at one end, and to 
the Launch Vehicle through the Separation Sys-
tem at the other.
A star-tracker, combined with the TADS’s 
metering structure flex-body deflection sensing, 
supports sub-arcsec level end-to-end pointing 
performance, as follows (all 3s numbers): im-
age aspect knowledge is 1 arcsec required,  0.88 
Table 2-3. Top Three Mission Risks and Mitigation Plans
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mission schedule margin 
will be eroded, resulting in 
launch delay.
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international consortium, 
there may be system level  
issues, such as interface 
incompatibility.
Provide full participation in reviews of all 
interfacing systems. International systems 
engineering team and IXO Management 
Council will resolve issues. Coordinate 
configuration management across partner 
organizations. ITAR agreements to allow 
information flow. Supply a thorough test and 
verification program with 10 months  schedule 
slack on critical path.
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performance               
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If required angular resolution 
is not achieved with either 
mirror technology, then 
the SMBH at high redshift 
science will be significantly 
compromised
Use parallel technology development through 
TRL 6 using segmented glass and Si pore optic 
approaches, prior to start of Phase B. Build 
and test an additional engineering unit prior to 
CDR. Thoroughly test the mirror through all 
stages of assembly.
Science - 
Compromise 
investigation of 
SMBH evolution
2.3.1.2. Deployment Module (DM) 
The DM is the portion of the metering struc-
ture which is extended on-orbit. It consists of 
three identical ADAM masts, similar to the one 
on NuSTAR. High deployment accuracy and 
repeatability was proven with the 60 m ADAM 
masts used in space on the Shuttle Radar Topog-
raphy Mapper (SRTM). As the masts deploy, 
they pull up wire harnesses, X-ray baffles, and an 
accordion-like shroud to shield the instruments 
from stray light. The shroud is structured as a 
Whipple Shield (MLI thin foil layers spaced  at 
specific distances) to  minimize the number of 
micrometeroid penetrations.
2.3.1.3. Spacecraft Module (SM)
The SM is the central hub of the spacecraft 
and accommodates most of the Guidance, Navi-
gation, & Control (GN&C), propulsion, power, 
avionics, and RF communications subsystem 
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arcsec expected; image position control is 12 arc-
sec required, 1.13 arcsec expected; jitter is 200 
milliarcsec required, < 20 milliarcsec expected. 
Metering structure deflection knowledge is 0.75 
arcsec required, 0.6 arcsec expected. The expected 
pointing performance was verified by integrated 
Thermal-FEM-Control System modeling. The 
spacecraft subsystems are conventional, and are 
described in the answer to Q6. All observatory 
resource margins meet GSFC GOLD rules, (GS-
FC-STD-1000D), and are carefully managed. In 
later phases of the project, trading mass reserves 
to save cost will be considered.
2.3.2 Technical Maturity Levels
Q2. Provide a brief description and an 
overall assessment of the technical maturity of 
the spacecraft subsystems and critical compo-
nents. Provide TRL levels of key units. In par-
ticular, identify any required new technologies 
or developments or open implementation issues. 
All critical technology required for the IXO 
spacecraft is mature; no new technology develop-
ment is needed and there are no implementation 
issues.  The IXO Spacecraft MEL (see Table A-2 
in  Appendix A) lists every spacecraft component’s 
TRL, with none lower than TRL 6. Many of the 
spacecraft requirements can be met with commer-
cial off-the-shelf (COTS) components. EDUs, 
ETUs, and qualification units are called out in the 
MEL, and will be used during the development 
process as applicable. Integrated modeling is the 
principal verification tool used before the actual 
hardware exists, and great care shall be taken to 
incrementally build up the correlation between 
the models and the actual hardware as it becomes 
available. Verification will follow the “test as you 
fly” approach as much as feasible. 
The structure is at TRL 8, and uses standard 
materials and design. The isogrid composite tech-
nology required to manufacture the Fixed Meter-
ing Structure is fully developed for the Minotaur 
fairing and the fuselage of the Boeing 787 Dream-
liner. Mechanisms and actuators are at TRL 6 or 
7. These include the FMA Cover Mechanisms 
at TRL 6 and the MIP Motor Assembly at TRL 
7. The ADAM Masts are at TRL 7.  The MLI 
shroud, shaped into a Whipple shield, is at TRL 
6. The LV Separation System is also at TRL 6. 
ACS components are at TRL 7–8, except for the 
TADS, which is at TRL 6, and uses the same 
concept and optical design as Chandra, with 
comparable requirements, parts, and technology. 
The AST 301 Star Tracker is at TRL 8; presently 
performing well on Spitzer. The Propulsion sub-
system is at TRL 8. The Thermal subsystem is at 
TRL 8, and uses only standard off the shelf satel-
lite thermal control technology: radiators, heaters, 
and Variable Conductance Heat Pipes (VCHPs). 
The Power subsystem is at TRL 8, using a simple 
design with existing flight proven technology. The 
Ultraflex arrays are at TRL 7, as they have flown 
only once, on Mars Phoenix Lander. The Avion-
ics are at TRL 7, with a straightforward design, 
moderate data rates, and no real time process-
ing requirements. The RF Comm subsystem is at 
TRL 8, except for the integrated S/Ka Transpon-
der, which is at TRL 7. Note that separate S and 
Ka band transponders exist at TRL 9 and could 
be used with a 7 kg mass penalty, but a combined 
unit must be developed. Flight Software is based 
on LRO and is at TRL 7.
2.3.3 Lowest Technology Readiness 
Level (TRL) Units
Q3. Identify and describe the three lowest 
TRL units, state the TRL level, and explain how 
and when these units will reach TRL 6.         
All components and technologies required for 
the IXO Spacecraft are at TRL 6 or above.  
2.3.4 Risks
Q4. What are the three greatest risks with 
the S/C?     
The three greatest IXO spacecraft risks are de-
scribed in Table 2-4.
2.3.5 New Spacecraft Technologies
Q5. If you have required new S/C technolo-
gies, developments, or open issues, describe the 
plans to address them (to answer you may pro-
vide technology implementation plan reports or 
concept study reports).     
No new technology development is required 
for the IXO Spacecraft. All technology required 
is at TRL 6 or above.  The IXO spacecraft has no 
significant system or subsystem level open issues.
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Table 2-4. Top Three Spacecraft Risks and Mitigation Plans
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em Risk Statement Mitigation Impact
1 3 3
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ni
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M
iss
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n
Given that the 
observatory is developed 
by an international 
consortium, there 
may be system level  
issues, such as interface 
incompatibility.
Provide full participation in reviews of all 
interfacing systems. International systems 
engineering team and IXO Management Council 
will resolve issues. Coordinate configuration 
management across partner organizations. ITAR 
agreements to allow information flow. Supply a 
thorough test and verification program with 10 
months  schedule slack on critical path.
Science - Possible 
degraded 
performance               
Schedule - launch 
delay
2 1 5
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l
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ac
ec
ra
ft
 If  the mirror covers 
fail to deploy then no 
X-rays will pass through 
the  mirror resulting in 
loss of mission. If the 
Deployment Module 
does not fully deploy the 
focal length will not be 
achieved.
Mirror cover deployment has a single fault 
tolerant heritage design with proven industry 
standard redundant actuators, and an extensive 
ground qualification program. The ADAM Mast 
based deployment mechanism includes redundant 
actuators that are retractable and fault tolerant, 
based on a heritage design that flew successfully.  
The mast will have an extensive qualification 
program and end-to-end testing.
Science - Loss of 
mission
3 1 4
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
Sp
ac
ec
ra
ft
If operation of the MIP 
is impeded, then it may 
not be possible to switch 
between the focal plane 
instruments.
MIP design includes redundant mechanism that 
is single fault tolerant.  The MIP will have an 
extensive qualification program and end-to-end 
testing in test-as-you-fly configuration
Science - Loss of  
ability to switch 
instruments
2.3.6 Subsystem Characteristics and 
Requirements  
Q6. Describe subsystem characteristics and 
requirements to the extent possible. Describe in 
more detail those subsystems that are less ma-
ture or have driving requirements for mission 
success. 
Note: All resource numbers in this section 
are CBE.
2.3.6.1. Structure
The structure is 24 m tall × 4.1 m (max) di-
ameter (see Fig 2-14). The 20 m Metering Struc-
ture comprises a 6.6 m fixed composite cylinder, a 
spacecraft bus struc ture, and a 12.2 m deployable 
portion. IXO’s structural properties were predict-
ed using an ob servatory level Finite Element Mod-
el containing 42,978 nodes, shown in Fig. 2-17, 
and an FMA model containing 17,249 nodes for 
the primary structure and 125,738 nodes for each 
mirror module. Deployed end-to-end bending 
and tor sion modes are all higher than 1 Hz, and 
in the launch configuration are over 12 Hz. 
2.3.6.2. Mechanisms
Mechanisms include launch locks, the MIP, 
focus mechanisms for some of the instruments, 
three ADAM masts, a two-axis HGA gimbal, ex-
terior and interior FMA covers, non-articulated 
Ultraflex solar array wings, and a deployable fore 
sunshield. The Structure/Mechanisms subsystem’s 
mass is 1108 kg, but it only uses 1.9 W.
2.3.6.3. ACS 
The ACS (107 kg, 54 W–333 W, depend-
ing on mode) provides the pointing performance 
critical to the mission, as described under Q1 of 
this section. Components in clude the AST-301 
0.45 arcsec (3s) Star Tracker, five Honeywell HR 
16-150 0.2 N-m 150 N-m-s reaction wheels, an 
internally redundant SIRU, and 12 Adcole coarse 
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2.3.6.5. Thermal Subsystem
The thermal subsystem (158 kg, 460–1024 
W) is conventional, with resistive heaters, passive 
radiators, and variable conduc tance heat pipes. A 
3D observatory level thermal model with 1345 
nodes, and one for the FMA with 9000 nodes 
for each of the 60 modules, ana lyzing a total of 
one million radiation couplings, has verified the 
thermal design. The 3D thermal models were also 
integrated with the structural model to confirm 
that the opti cal components’ alignment require-
ments are met over the full range of mission tem-
peratures. 
2.3.6.6. Electrical Power System
The Electrical Power System (EPS) (119 kg, 
167 W load) is a 28 VDC system with solar arrays 
on body-mounted and non-articulated, deploy-
able panels (26 m2 total area), generating 6600W 
BOL and 5200W EOL. An onboard 100 Ah Li-
Ion battery, sufficient for approximately one hour 
with the observatory in safe mode, is used only 
at launch and in unforeseen contingencies, as the 
observatory is in sun light continuously for 10 
years.
2.3.6.7. Harness
The mass of the harness for the entire observa-
tory is 273 kg, and it dissipates 21 W. 
2.3.6.8. Avionics
The Spacewire-based avionics system (62 kg, 
148 W) comprises four major units: C&DH with a 
300-Gbit Solid State Recorder, Integrated Avi onics 
(based on the Rad750 SBC in the present baseline), 
and fore and aft Remote Interface Units. 
2.3.6.9. RF Comm Subsystem
The RF comm subsystem (30 kg, 44–80 W) 
uses CCSDS and Reed-Solomon encoding, oper-
ates in the Ka-band at 26 Mbps and in the S-band 
at 8 kbps and 2 kbps, and links to the DSN 34-m 
antenna thru a 0.7 m two-axis gimbaled HGA 
during a single daily 30-minute pass, or through 
the S-band om nidirectional antennas, if needed.
2.3.6.10. Flight Software 
Flight software is based on LRO, and is de-
scribed in Section 2.2 under Q2. 
sun sensors for 4π steradian coverage. The con-
trol system accommodates the migration of the 
observatory center of mass by 5.6 cm caused by 
movements of the MIP. 
2.3.6.4. Propulsion
The propulsion subsystem is pressure regu-
lated (56 kg dry mass, 5 W) with twelve AMPAC 
DST-11H 22N biprop main thrusters, and four 
Aerojet MR-103 0.9N monoprop ACS thrust-
ers, and is loaded with ~200 kg propellant in four 
spherical tanks. To mitigate pressure regulator 
lifetime concerns, a trade will be performed on 
switching after L2 orbit injection from pressure 
regulated mode to blowdown mode, a technique 
used on commer cial communication satellites. 
Analysis predicts significant solar disturbance 
torques, the result of a 1.8 m offset between the 
observatory’s center of mass and center of solar 
radiation pressure. The solar torque is offloaded 
continuously by imparting 16 mm/s impulses ev-
ery 18 minutes by 0.11 s firings of a redundant 
set of 0.9 N ACS thrusters. This technique was 
demonstrated on Voyager. Integrated analysis 
has shown this approach to be the most efficient 
means of so lar torque compensation: it keeps the 
reaction wheels unsatu rated, and introduces min-
imal attitude deviations (0.17 arcsec), while us-
ing only 25 kg pro pellant over 10 years. The ACS 
thrusters’ lifetime is addressed by using the same 
parts and qualification as Voyager, where thrusters 
have fired 500,000 times (vs. IXO’s 300,000 for 
10 years). As an extra contingency measure, IXO 
has the fallback option of using its reaction wheels 
to absorb solar torque as JWST does. 
Integrated Modeling - 1
IXO Finite Element Model
FIP
Constraint Elements 
Used to Calculate 
Motion of Focused 
Image Relative to 
MIP and FIP
52665 Elements 
42978 Nodes
MIP
Figure 2‑17. Observatory Level Finite Element 
Model.
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2.3.6.11. Mass, Power, and Data Storage
IXO’s resource growth allowances and mar gins 
are comfortable, all in full compliance with the 
GSFC GOLD rules (GSFC-STD-1000D).  Mass 
growth con tingency percentages were assigned per 
AIAA S-120-2006, “Mass Properties Control for 
Space.” The wet mass including growth allowance 
is 5121 kg compared to a launch vehicle throw 
mass 6425 kg. The mass growth margin over the 
Current Best Estimate (CBE) is 40.3%;  over the 
contin gent growth mass it is 20%. Power gener-
ated at BOL is 6600 W, with a minimum at EOL 
of 5200 W, contrasted to the maximum science 
mode power load (including 30 % growth contin-
gency) of 3648 W, yielding an EOL power mar-
gin of 81%. The nominal 72-hr data volume is 52 
Gbit (CBE); the data storage margin in the 300 
Gbit Solid State Recorders is 600%. The margin 
is 50% for the 72-hr data volume at the maxi-
mum data rate of 192 Gbit (CBE). 
As the baseline meets the IXO requirements 
with favorable margins, no lightweighting or 
power reduction is required. 
2.3.7 Flight Heritage
Q7. Describe the flight heritage of the space-
craft and its subsystems. Indicate items that are 
to be developed, as well as any existing hard-
ware or design/flight heritage. Discuss the steps 
needed for space qualification. 
Most IXO components have substantial flight 
heritage. The IXO Spacecraft MEL (see Ta ble A-2 
in Appendix A) maintains a line-item level heri-
tage database, listing heritage from a wide array of 
space missions, including COBE, Swift, RXTE, 
TRMM, EO-1, TOPEX, SMEX, Spitzer, Cassini, 
TRACE, HESSI, and Mars Probes. 
The most significant flight heritage contribu-
tors are successful recent NASA missions, such as 
WMAP, LRO, and Chandra. Important test heri-
tage is leveraged off confirmed future mis sions 
like SDO (2009) and JWST (2014). As all space-
craft components are at TRL 6 or higher, space 
qualification is not an issue. 
Subsystem heritage highlights include: 
•	Orbit and mis sion:  WMAP, JWST
•	Fixed Metering Structure: Minotaur Com-
posite Fairing, Boeing 787 Isogrid Fuselage
•	Deployable Metering Structure: SRTMM
•	Mechanisms: LRO, Chandra, Messenger, 
SOHO, Voyager, Shuttle Phoenix Lander
•	ACS:  Spitzer, NPOESS, TDRSS, GOES-
R, Cassini, WMAP, Swift
•	Propulsion: Chandra, Cassi ni, Mars Ob-
server, Voyager 
•	Thermal: WMAP, LRO, SDO, COBE, 
TRMM
•	Power: WMAP, LRO, Fermi, SDO
•	Avionics: LRO, JWST, GOES-R, and MMS 
•	RF Comm: LRO, TRMM, Fermi, Terra (S 
band); LRO, Ke pler, DS-1, SDO (Ka band)
•	Flight Software: LRO
•	Operations: Chandra, XMM-Newton
2.3.8 Science Instrument 
Accommodation
Q8. Address to the extent possible the ac-
commodation of the science instruments by the 
spacecraft. In particular, identify any challeng-
ing or non-standard requirements (i.e., jitter/
momentum considerations, thermal environ-
ment/temperature limits etc.) accommodation 
by the spacecraft.
The IXO focal plane detectors are accommo-
dated in the Instrument Module (IM), and the 
FMA and XGS Grating Arrays are in the Optics 
Module (OM). The observatory metering struc-
tures (deployed and fixed) provide the required 
20 m focal length. Linear actuators at the mounts 
of the XMS, WFI/HXI, and XGS provide initial 
fine on-orbit focus adjustment, if necessary.
All four on-axis instruments mount side by 
side along with their proximity electronics on the 
MIP. The XGS Camera, the only off-axis instru-
ment, mounts to the Fixed Instrument Platform 
(FIP). Supporting instrument electronics mount 
to the underside of the FIP. The instrument ther-
mal requirements are met using a traditional cold-
biased heater-controlled system. Radiators mount 
to the MIP and the FIP. These are connected to 
all of the instrument electonics boxes by variable 
conductance heat pipes to maintain temperatures 
as the instruments are turned on and off. 
The IM Remote Interface Unit (RIU) pro-
vides power and data interfaces between the 
spacecraft and the instruments. It distributes 
commands and redundant regulated 28 VDC 
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power to the instruments, and collects their sci-
ence data and telemetry. Packetized instrument 
data are then transmitted on a Spacewire network 
from the RIU to the central avionics for storage 
and downlink.
The OM spacecraft adapter ring provides the 
mechanical interface between the FMA and the 
observatory. The XGS Grating Arrays mount to 
four mirror modules on the interior side of the 
FMA. An RIU in the OM, also on the Spacewire 
network, provides power and command and te-
lemetry interfaces to the spacecraft. Significant 
power is provided to maintain the FMA tem-
perature at 20C. Heaters mounted on the FMA 
collimators are controlled through heater control 
boxes mounted to each FMA mirror module; ad-
ditional heaters on the fixed metering structure 
help maintain the mirror temperature. Interior 
and exterior covers protect the FMA from con-
tamination and attenuate acoustic loads during 
launch, and are permanently deployed on-orbit 
after the obser vatory has completed outgassing. 
The particulate and molecular contamination-
control requirements for the mirror and the in-
struments are on the order of Level 100A. Purge 
until T-0 is required for the FMA and the instru-
ments.
 The Spacecraft Module and Deployment 
Module provide a clear field of view for the fo-
cused beam from the FMA to the instruments at 
the focal plane. The Deployment Module shroud 
protects the focal plane instruments from stray 
light. Two X-ray baffles are located within the 
DM, with cut-outs lined with high-Z material, 
sized for the X-ray beams directed to the on-axis 
instruments and the XGS camera. An additional 
conical baffle is located on the FIP for the on-axis 
instruments, and the XGS CCD array has a sepa-
rate baffle. Energetic particle background control 
is provided by a magnetic broom which directs 
particles away from instrument apertures.  
The GN&C subsystem provides subarcsec-
ond level pointing, as described under Q1. In-
tegrated modeling predicts the jitter is at < 0.02 
arcsec levels.
2.3.9 Schedule and Organization
Q9. Provide a schedule for the spacecraft, 
indicate the organization responsible, and 
describe briefly past experience with similar 
spacecraft buses.    
A summary spacecraft development schedule 
is provided in Fig. 2-18. The schedule provides 
top-level development activities for each of the 
four modules of IXO. The schedule assumes im-
plementation by industry partners; thus it starts 
at award and ends at delivery to observatory level 
integration and test.  The planned design mile-
stones, allocated flight build and test periods, and 
durations for integration and test are consistent 
with the IXO mission development activities. 
Each module has its own schedule reserve to en-
sure timely delivery to I&T and mitigate mission 
level impacts. 
The Spacecraft Module provider will be the 
prime contractor of observatory development and 
in tegration. The Instrument Module and the De-
ployment Module may be developed by different 
agencies and delivered to the prime contractor for 
observatory integration. The decision on alloca-
tion of mission responsibilities will take place in 
Phase A as discussed in Section 5 (Programmatics 
& Schedule). 
2.3.10 Non-US Participation
Q10. Describe any instrumentation or 
spacecraft hardware that requires non-US par-
ticipation for mission success.
For discussion of IXO instrumentation, see 
Section 3.2. All spacecraft hardware required for 
mission success is available from US sources.  
2.3.11 Spacecraft Characteristics Table  
Q11. Fill out the Spacecraft Characteris-
tics Table.
See Table 2-17.
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Schedule reserve
Figure 2-17.  Spacecraft Development Schedule (7/31)
Task Name
Mission Reviews
Spacecraft Module (SM)
Structure
Propulsion
Power/Harness
Avionics
RF Comm
GN&C
Flight Software
SM I&T
Deployment Module (DM)
Masts
Shroud
DM I&T
Instrument Module (IM)
MIP
FIP
IM I&T
Optics Module (OM)
OM Components
OM I&T
  PDR   CDR PER   
        Award
  SRR   PDR   CDR
Requirements definition, Design/analysis Fab assby Qual 
Req't def, Des/anal, Comp procure Flight bld, Test Subsys I&T, Env Test      
Req't def, Design/analysis Component procurement Flight build, Test Subsys I&T, Env Test
Reqirements definition, Design/analysis Flight builld, Test Subsys I&T, Env Test
Req defin Design, analysis, Component procurement Flight unit assy Subsys I&T, Env Test
Req't definition, Design/analysis Comp procurement Flight build, Test Subsys I&T, Env Test
Req't defin, FSW architecture development Test beds   FSW Bld 1          
Unit/sys test, Int/ver test
FSW Bld 2 FSW Bld 3
SM I&T, Env
To Obs I&T
Award
 SRR   PDR   CDR
Reqirements definition  Design/analysis Flight build, Assy I&T
Requirements definition, Design/analysis Flight build, I&T
DM I&T, Env
To Obs I&T
        Award
 SRR   PDR   CDR
Requirements definition, Design/analysis Flight build I&T, Env test
Requirements definition Design/analysis Flight build I&T, Env test
I&T Inst to IM I&T IM Env To Obs I&T
          Award
 SRR   PDR   CDR
Requirements definition Design/analysis Flight build, Test
OM I&T  
FMA to OM I&T, Env
To Obs I&T
Figure 2‑18. Spacecraft development schedule.
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Table 2-5. Instrument Table, Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA)** (See discussion of this table in 
the text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument Wolter Type 1 Mirror Assembly
Number of channels N/A
Size/dimensions 3.3 × 3.3 × 1.2 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 1731 kg
Instrument mass contingency 16 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 2009 kg
Instrument average payload power without 
contingency1 1540 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 2002 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without 
contingency N/A kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency N/A %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency N/A kbps
Instrument Fields of View (if appropriate) 18 arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge) N/A degrees
Pointing requirements (control) N/A degrees
Pointing requirements (stability) N/A degrees
** Segmented glass mirrors
* CBE = Current Best Estimate.
1 Power for FMA thermal control heaters includes: 1110 W for mirror + 420 W for fixed metering structure + 10 W 
for HXMM
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
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Table 2-6. Instrument Table, X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer (XMS) (See discussion of 
this table in the text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument - Imaging X-ray spectrometer
Number of channels 68 amp. chains
Size/dimensions (for 13 components) m × m × m
Dewar Assembly 1.00 × 0.75 Dia m × m × m
Filter Wheel 0.21 × 0.64 × 0.40 m × m × m
Pre-Amplifier/BiasBox (PBB) 0.15 × 0.23 × 0.20 m × m × m
Feedback/Controller Box’s (FCB) -total of 4 boxes each 0.23 × .28 × 0.20 m × m × m
Pulse Processing Electronics (PPE) 0.28 × 0.28 ×  0.20 m × m × m
ADR Controller (ADRC) 0.13 × 0.25 × 0.38 m × m × m
Cryocooler Control Electronics (CCE) 0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20 m × m × m
Filter Wheel Control Electronics (FWC) 0.25 × 0.20 × 0.5 m × m × m
Power Distribution Units (PDU) -total of 2 boxes each 0.25 × .38 × 0.20 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 263 kg
Instrument mass contingency 24 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 327 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 649 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 844 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without contingency 25.6 kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency 30 %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency 33.3 kbps
Instrument Fields of View @ 2.5 eV 2 arcmin
Instrument Fields of View @ 10 eV 5.4 arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see note 1& 2
3.4 arcsec
Pointing requirements (control - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - see 
note 2
12 arcsec
Pointing requirements (stability - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - see 
notes 1& 2
3.4 arcsec/sec
*CBE = Current Best Estimate.
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
Note 1: Pointing values given for knowledge and stability are the values required after ground processing of data using 
the Telescope Aspect Determination System (TADS). The use of the TADS eliminates the need to place stringent 
knowledge and stability requirements on either the instruments or the spacecraft, thereby simplifying instrument and 
spacecraft implementation and reducing cost.
Note 2 : The instrument does not place a controlling requirement on roll. Spacecraft roll pointing requirements are 
derived from other system considerations. 
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Table 2-7. Instrument Table, Wide Field and Hard X-ray Imager (WFI/HXI) (See discussion 
of this table in the text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument - Imaging X-ray Spectrometer
Number of channels 32 ADC channels for WFI 18 ASIC Channels for HXI
Size/dimensions -  10 components
WFI Focal Plane Array (FPA) 0.08 × 0.32 × 0.32 m × m × m
HXI Sensor Head (HXI - S) - co-aligned with WFI FPA 0.085 × 0.3 × 0.3 m × m × m
WFI Hemisphere Preprocessor Boxes (HPP) - 2 each 0.35 × 0.25 × 0.20 m × m × m
WFI Frame Builder / Brain Box (FBB) 0.35 × 0.40 × 0.25 m × m × m
WFI Power Conditioner Units (PCU) - 2 each 0.35 × 0.25 × 0.20 m × m × m
WFI Filter Sled 0.015 × 0.20 × 0.60 m × m × m
HXI Digital Electronics (HXI-D) 0.20 ×  0.20 × 0.10 m × m × m
HXI PSU (HXI-E) 0.20 × 0.20 × 0.10 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 89 kg
Instrument mass contingency 26 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 111 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 268 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 348 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without contingency 55 kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency 30 %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency 72 kbps
Instrument Fields of View - WFI 18 arcmin
Instrument Fields of View - HXI 8 arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge - diameter) 
(Pitch&Yaw) - see notes 1& 2 1.7 arcsec
Pointing requirements (control - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see note 2 12 arcsec
Pointing requirements (stability - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see notes 1& 2 3.4 arcsec/sec
*CBE = Current Best Estimate.
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
Note 1: Pointing values given for knowledge and stability are the values required after ground processing of data using 
the Telescope Aspect Determination System (TADS). The use of the TADS eliminates the need to place stringent 
knowledge and stability requiremetns on either the instruments or the spacecraft, thereby simplifying instrument and 
spacecraft implementation and reducing cost.
Note 2 : The instrument does not place a controlling requirement on roll. Spacecraft roll pointing requirements are 
derived from other system considerations. 
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Table 2-8. Instrument Table, X-ray Grating Spectrometer (XGS)** (See discussion of this table 
in the text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument - Spectrometer
Number of channels 4 nodes × 32 CCDs = 128 channels
Size/dimensions (for 4 components) m × m × m
Focal Plane Assembly 0.88 × 0.24 × 0.13 m × m × m
Detector Electronics Assembly Box (DEA) 0.11 × 0.11 × 0.27 m × m × m
Digital Processing Assy Box (DPA) 0.11 × 0.11 ×  0.15 m × m × m
CAT Grating Assembly - approximate - 4 each 0.49 × 0.33 × 0.03 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 50 kg
Instrument mass contingency 21 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 61 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 77 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 100 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without 
contingency
128 kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency 30 %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency 166 kbps
Instrument Fields of View (if appropriate) N/A arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge - diameter) 
(Pitch&Yaw) - see notes 1& 2
3.4 arcsec
Pointing requirements (control - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) 
- see note 2
16 arcsec
Pointing requirements (stability - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) 
- see notes 1& 2
3.4 arcsec/sec
*CBE = Current Best Estimate.
** The CAT XGS shown was used in the payload accommodation study. The Off-Plane Grating XGS should have similar 
parameters.
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
Note 1: Pointing values given for knowledge and stability are the values required after ground processing of data using 
the Telescope Aspect Determination System (TADS). The use of the TADS eliminates the need to place stringent 
knowledge and stability requirements on either the instruments or the spacecraft, thereby simplifying instrument and 
spacecraft implementation and reducing cost.
Note 2 : The instrument does not place a controlling requirement on roll. Spacecraft roll pointing requirements are 
derived from other system considerations. 
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Table 2-9. Instrument Table, High Time Resolution Spectrometer (HTRS) (See discussion of 
this table in the text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument - Spectrometer
Number of channels 37
Size/dimensions (for 2 components)
Focal Plane Assembly (Detector Unit+Filter Wheel+DEU) 0.3 × 0.20 × 0.39 m × m × m
Central Electronic Unit (HTRS-CEU) 0.20 × 0.35 × 0.20 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 23 kg
Instrument mass contingency 22 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 27 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 109 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 142 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without contingency 50 kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency 30 %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency 65 kbps
Instrument Fields of View (if appropriate) 15 arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge - diameter) 
(Pitch&Yaw) - see notes 1& 2
60 arcsec
Pointing requirements (control - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see note 2
60 arcsec
Pointing requirements (stability - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see notes 1& 2
14.3 arcsec/sec
*CBE = Current Best Estimate.
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
Note 1: Pointing values given for knowledge and stability are the values required after ground processing of data using 
the Telescope Aspect Determination System (TADS). The use of the TADS eliminates the need to place stringent 
knowledge and stability requirements on either the instruments or the spacecraft, thereby simplifying instrument and 
spacecraft implementation and reducing cost.
Note 2 : The instrument does not place a controlling requirement on roll. Spacecraft roll pointing requirements are 
derived from other system considerations. 
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Table 2-10. Instrument Table, X-ray Polarimeter (XPOL) (See discussion of this table in the 
text, page 16)
Item Value Units
Type of instrument - Polarimeter
Number of channels 1
Size/dimensions (for 3 components)
Focal Plane Assembly 0.17 × 0.19 × 0.27 m × m × m
Back End Electronics (BEE) 0.19 × 0.14 × 0.11 m × m × m
Control Electronics (CE) 0.29 × 0.20 × 0.11 m × m × m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 8.8 kg
Instrument mass contingency 20 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+Reserve) 10.6 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 46 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 30 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 60 W
Instrument average science data rate^ without contingency 300 kbps
Instrument average science data^ rate contingency 30 %
Instrument average science data^ rate with contingency 390 kbps
Instrument Fields of View (if appropriate) 2.5 × 2.5 arcmin
Pointing requirements (knowledge - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see notes 1& 2 2.5 × 2.5 arcmin arcsec
Pointing requirements (control - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - see 
note 2 14.4 arcsec
Pointing requirements (stability - diameter) (Pitch&Yaw) - 
see notes 1& 2 4 arcsec/sec
*CBE = Current Best Estimate.
^Instrument data rate defined as science data rate prior to on-board processing
Note 1: Pointing values given for knowledge and stability are the values required after ground processing of data using the 
Telescope Aspect Determination System (TADS). The use of the TADS eliminates the need to place stringent knowledge 
and stability requirements on either the instruments or the spacecraft, thereby simplifying instrument and spacecraft 
implementation and reducing cost.
Note 2 : The instrument does not place a controlling requirement on roll. Spacecraft roll pointing requirements are 
derived from other system considerations. 
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Table 2-11. Payload Mass Table (See discussion of this table in the text, page 17.)
Payload Current Best Estimate (CBE) (kg) Mass Contingency
CBE Plus Contingency  
(kg)*
FMA 1731 16% 2009
XMS 263 24% 327
WFI/HXI 89 26% 111
XGS 50 21% 61
HTRS 23 22% 27
XPOL 9 20% 11
TOTAL 2164** 18% 2546
*Data is rounded from MEL payload totals
** Rounding differences account for discrepancies between individual items and totals shown.
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Table 2-12. Payload Master Equipment List (Abridged*) (See discussion of this table in the text, 
page 20.)
Mass Power (W)
Item Quantity
CBE Total 
Flight 
Mass (kg)
Science 
Average Safehold Peak
FMA 1 1731 1120 973 1120
     FMA Primary Structure Assy 1 340  -  -  -
     Ring 1 Modules 12 287  -  -  -
     Ring 2 Modules 24 393  -  -  -
     Ring 3 Modules 24 536  -  -  -
     HXMM Assembly 1 51 10 8 10
    Thermal Hardware 1 119 1110 965 1110
     Fasteners 1 5  -  -  -
XMS 1 263 649 0 703
Filter Wheel Mechanism 1 7  -  -  -
Gate Valve 1 0.03  -  -  -
Pyro Devices for Gate Valve 1 0.2  -  -  -
XMS Cryostat Assembly 1 87  -  -  -
Dewar Bipod Assembly 3 9  -  -  -
XMS Electronics Boxes 1 109 434 0 488
XMS Thermal Subsystem 1 19  -  -  -
Cryocooler 1 32 215 0 215
WFI/HXI 1 89 268 0 308
WFI 1 65 222** 0 262**
Focal Plane Array (FPA) 1 18 25 0 43
Hemisphere Preprocessor 
Boxes (HPP) 2 13 98 0 98
Frame Builder / Brain Box 
(FBB) 1 9 24 0 24
Power Conditioner Units 
(PCU) 2 13 6 0 6
Filter Sled (4 positions: open, 
closed, calibration, filter) 1 11 3 0 12
HXI 1 24 46 0 46
HXI Sensor (HXI-S) 1 15 20 0 20
*See Appendix A for Expanded Payload MEL (Table A-1)
** Power total includes 70% dc-dc converter efficiency
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Mass Power (W)
Item Quantity
CBE Total 
Flight 
Mass (kg)
Science 
Average Safehold Peak
HXI Analog Electronics 
(HXI-E) 1 5 20 0 20
HXI Digital Electronics (HXI-D) 1 4 6 0 6
XGS 1 50 77 0 83
Readout Camera Assembly 1 41 77 0 83
Focal Plane Assembly 1 28 7 0 9
Camera Structure 1 1.6  -  -  -
Detector Electronics Assembly 
Box (DEA) 1 6 50 0 50
Digital Processing Assy Box 
(DPA) 1 5 20 0 24
Thermal Subsystem 1 0.4  -  -  -
CAT Grating Assembly 1 9  -  -  -
Grating Assembly A 1 2.3  -  -  -
Grating Assembly B 1 2.3  -  -  -
Grating Assembly C 1 2.3  -  -  -
Grating Assembly D 1 2.3  -  -  -
HTRS 1 23 109** 0 109**
Detector Unit 1 2.5 22 0 22
Filter wheel 1 2.1  20 0  20
Detector Electronic Unit (DEU) 1 6.4 20 0 20
Central Electronic Unit (CEU) 1 12 34 0 34
XPOL 1 8.8 46 0 46
Focal Plane Assembly 1 4.8 12 0 12
GPD+FW 1 3.3 2 0 2
Back End Electronics (BEE) 1 1.6 10 0 10
Control Electronics (CE) 1 4 34 0 34
*See Appendix A for Expanded Payload MEL (Table A-1)
** Power total includes 70% dc-dc converter efficiency
Table 2-12. Payload Master Equipment List (Abridged*) (Cont.)  (See discussion of this table in 
the text, page 20.)
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Table 2-13. Mission Design Table (See discussion of this table in the text, page 24.)
Parameter Value Units
Orbit Parameters (apogee, perigee, 
inclination, etc.)
L2 Orbit: 800,000 km Y Amplitude (in 
ecliptic normal to Earth-Sun line), ≤ 
500,000 km Z Amplitude (normal to 
ecliptic)
Mission Lifetime 60 months required mos
120 months goal
Maximum Eclipse Period 0 (continuous uneclipsed full sun 
during entire 10 year mission)
min
Launch Site KSC or Kourou
Spacecraft* Dry Bus Mass without 
contingency
4211 kg
Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass contingency** 17.1 %
Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass with 
contingency
4930 kg
Spacecraft Propellant Mass without 
contingency
163 kg
Spacecraft Propellant contingency*** 47 %
Spacecraft Propellant Mass with 
contingency****
191 kg
Launch Vehicle EELV / 5 m Medium Fairing or Ariane 5 Type
Launch Vehicle Mass Margin 1014 kg
Launch Vehicle Mass Margin (%) 19.8 %
Spacecraft Bus Power without 
contingency
3675 (max) W
Spacecraft Bus Power contingency 30 %
Spacecraft Bus Power with contingency 4777 (max) W
* In the above Table, the term “Spacecraft” refers to the entire observatory, and “Spacecraft Bus Power” refers to the 
Power Load of the entire observatory
** Mass contingency percentages assigned per AIAA standard “AIAA_S-120-2006, Mass Properties Control for Space 
Systems”. 
*** Propellant contingency calculated with full propellant tanks (281 kg propellant) thrusting an observatory at its 
present CBE dry mass of 4211 kg.  
****The Spacecraft propellant mass with contingency is based on the contingent growth mass of the observatory, and 
calculated per 3 sigma delta-v numbers, burdened by ACS taxes, varying small delta-v contingency, and ullage. 
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Table 2-14. Spacecraft Mass Table (See discussion of this table in the text, page 25.)
Spacecraft bus
Current Best 
Estimate  
(kg)
Percent Mass 
Contingency
CBE Plus 
Contingency 
(kg)
Structures & Mechanisms 1108 15 1269
Thermal Control 158 19 189
Propulsion (Dry Mass) 56 3 57
Attitude Control 107 6 114
Command & Data Handling 62 22 75
Telecommunications 30 4 32
Power* 392 23 483
Total Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass 1912** 16 2219
Contingency percentages assigned per AIAA standard “AIAA_S-120-2006, Mass Properties Control for Space Systems”. 
The Mass Growth contingency specified in the standard for existing hardware from another program, based on measured 
mass of qualification hardware, is in the 3 to 5% range. 
* Includes 128 kg (CBE plus contingency) for the Power Subsystem and 355 kg (CBE plus contingency) for the 
observatory harness
** Rounding differences account for discrepancies between individual items and totals shown.
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Table 2-15. Spacecraft Characteristics (See discussion of this table in the text, page 32.)
Spacecraft bus Value/Summary, units
STRUCTURE
Structures material Aluminum composite honeycomb panel
Advanced grid stiffened CFRP
Number of articulated 
structures
2 (HGA, MIP)
Number of deployed structures 7 (Deployable Metering Structure, 2 FMA Covers, HGA,
2 Ultraflex Solar Arrays, Deployable OM Sunshade)
THERMAL CONTROL
Type of thermal control used Conventional cold biased thermal control with heaters,
passive radiators and variable conductance heat pipes
PROPULSION
Estimated delta-V budget, m/s 98 m/s (10 years)
Propulsion type(s) and 
associated propellant(s)/
oxidizer(s)
Pressure regulated biprop (~200 kg MMH/NTO) with a 
mixture ratio of 0.86, also  
Monoprop manifolded to the MMH tank.
Number of thrusters and tanks Twelve 22N biprop station keeping thrusters
Four 0.9 N monoprop ACS thrusters for solar pressure 
offloading
One COPV titanium He tank MEOP of 2,176 psia
Two monolithic titanium MMH tanks MEOP of 400 psia
Two monolithic titanium NTO tanks MEOP of 400 psia
Specific impulse of each 
propulsion mode, seconds
278 s biprop and 150 s monoprop while in pressure 
regulated mode, both bi- and mono- propellant thrusters 
will also work in end-of-life blowdown mode with 
slightly lower Isp
ATTITUDE CONTROL
Control method (3-axis, spinner, 
grav-gradient, etc.).
3 axis stabilized
Control reference (solar, 
inertial, Earth-nadir, Earth-limb, 
etc.)
Stellar referenced inertial
Attitude control capability, 
degrees
Image positioning to 1.13 arcsec (1.13/3600 degree)  
(3s) 
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Spacecraft bus Value/Summary, units
Attitude knowledge limit, 
degrees
0.88 arcsec (0.88/3600 degree) (3s)
ATTITUDE CONTROL (cont.)
Agility requirements 
(maneuvers, scanning, etc.)
60 deg yaw and 20 deg pitch completed in 1 hour 
required / 0.52 hrs expected
Articulation/#–axes (solar 
arrays, antennas, gimbals, etc.)
High Gain Antenna: 2 axes
Moving Instrument Platform: 1 axis
Sensor and actuator 
information (precision/errors, 
torque, momentum storage 
capabilities, etc.)
AST 301 Star Tracker: 0.15 as (1σ) after calibration
TADS flexbody deflection monitor: 0.23 arcsec (1σ)
Honeywell HR16 Reaction Wheels: 0.2 N-m, 150 N-m-s
SIRU: 0.00015 deg/rt-hr random walk 
12 Adcole Coarse Sun Sensors for safe mode 4π 
steradian coverage
COMMAND AND DATA HANDLING
Spacecraft housekeeping data 
rate, kbps
Maximum 7.4 kbps
Data storage capacity, Mbits 300,000 Mbits  (300 * 109 bits)
Maximum storage record rate, 
kbps
3,283 kbps
Maximum storage playback 
rate, kbps
26,000 kbps  (26 Mbps)
POWER
Type of array structure (rigid, 
flexible, body mounted, 
deployed, articulated
One body mounted rigid panel
Two deployed nonarticulated Ultraflex arrays
Array size, meters x meters 6.75 m × 2 m Body Mounted Array
Two 3.4 meter diameter deployed Ultraflex arrays
Solar cell type (Si, GaAs, Multi-
junction GaAs, concentrators)
29.3% efficiency triple junction GaInP2/GaAs/Ge
Expected power generation at 
Beginning of Life (BOL) and 
End of Life (EOL), watts
6600 W BOL max
5200 W EOL min
On-orbit average power 
consumption, watts
3648 W (incl. 30% contingency)
Battery type (NiCd, NiH, Li-ion) Li-Ion
Battery storage capacity, amp-
hours
100 Ah at 80% DoD
Table 2-15. Spacecraft Characteristics (Cont.) (See discussion of this table in the text, page 32.)
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3. Enabling Technology
3.1 Introduction
The enabling technologies for the IXO mis-
sion that have not yet achieved TRL 6 are de-
scribed below.   Since all spacecraft technology is 
at TRL 6 and above, the only enabling technolo-
gies are for the mirror and instruments.  Regard-
ing the first part of Question 1, a full discussion 
of the current TRL rating and rationale  for each 
enabling technology is available in Section 2.1 
and so is not repeated here.   The issue of non-US 
technology is discussed in Section 3.3.  A technol-
ogy development plan for each is included in the 
Supplemental Documents listed in Appendix D.
Q1. For any technologies rated at a TRL 
of 5 or less, please describe the rationale for 
the TRL rating, including the description of 
analysis or hardware development activities to 
date, and its associated technology maturation 
plan.
Q2. Describe the critical aspect of the 
enabling technology to mission success and 
the sensitivity of mission performance if the 
technology is not realized.
3.1.1 Flight Mirror Assembly
Technology development for the two paral-
lel mirror concepts concentrates on two major 
areas: fabrication of the optical components, and 
mounting and alignment to form the mirror as-
sembly (See Fig 3-1, 3-2).
3.1.1.1. Segmented Glass Mirror 
The Glass Mirror Technology Roadmap (see 
Supplementary Documents described in Appen-
dix D) presents details of mirror technology de-
velopment. Mirror segment fabrication, mount-
ing and assembly technologies are developed 
separately to TRL 5, then merged to reach TRL 6. 
Table 3 of the Roadmap shows detailed schedules.
Mirror segment development focuses on three 
primary error contributors to performance: man-
drel figure, mid-frequency figure error, and axial 
sag error.  Mandrel figure is not a technology de-
velopment issue.  Two mandrels have been figured 
to the required ~ 2.3 arcsec HPD requirement. 
Mid-frequency error improvement is proceeding 
in three different approaches: improved applica-
tion and smoothing of the currently used boron 
nitride (BN) release layer, an alternative release 
layer of sputtered platinum, and a second alter-
native of sputtered BN.  Incorporation of an im-
proved release layer reduces the mid-frequency 
error contribution from ~8 to 2 arcsec HPD.  It 
has been demonstrated that coating stress is re-
duced using a chromium binder layer beneath the 
iridium (Ir) coating.  Reduced coating stresses will 
reduce the sag contribution from ~5 to 1 arcsec 
HPD.  Combined, these developments reduce 
the measured 15 arcsec HPD performance to <10 
arcsec HPD. The remaining ~ 8 arcsec of error are 
due to mirror segment alignment and mounting. 
Two different alignment and mounting meth-
ods are being developed: an active and a passive 
approach.  In the active approach, prior to bond-
ing, mirror pair focal length and low spatial fre-
quency errors can be corrected with a set of actua-
tors.  In new results, completed after the June 8th 
Astro2010 submissions, mounting and alignment 
has been demonstrated for a pair of mirrors to 
the allocated alignment contribution of 1 arcsec 
HPD.  The passive approach utilizes a temporary 
mount for the mirrors, making them more rigid 
for aligning and mounting.  Recent results dem-
onstrate repeatable mounting without figure deg-
radation.  
Alignment is a repetitive operation; thus, co-
aligning a limited number (3) of multiple adja-
cent pairs of segments demonstrates the technolo-
gy and procedures necessary to align all the mirror 
Figure 3‑1. Mirror segments aligned and mounted 
for X‑ray testing.
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segments.  In addition, both active and passive 
approaches are amenable to feedback controlled 
automated alignment using optical alignment 
metrology and piezo-electric mirror adjusters or 
positioners.  
Development plans for the two approaches 
are similar: repeatable aligning and mounting 
of a mirror segment pair in a moderate fidelity 
FMA simulator will satisfy TRL 4 (2/10).  Both 
approaches then progress to co-aligning two or 
three adjacent pairs to allocated alignment toler-
ances. X-ray testing will verify optical alignment 
metrology.  Vibro-acoustic testing in a simulated 
flight environment will be performed to achieve 
TRL 5 (11/10).  As part of meeting TRL 5, ana-
lyze the scalability of the approaches to the largest 
size mirror modules will be assessed. A selection 
between the two approaches will then be made, 
and a simulated FMA module will be construct-
ed. Several segment pairs will be coaligned, and 
the remainder of the module will be populated 
by segment simulators. X-ray testing of the con-
figuration will demonstrate 4 arcsec HPD angu-
lar resolution and effective area in agreement with 
predictions.  This will be a high fidelity scalable 
prototype achieving critical performance under 
realistic conditions, in agreement with predic-
tions,  achieving TRL 6 in January 2012.  As part 
of meeting TRL 6, the largest (3.2 m diameter), 
and thus the most challenging, mirror pair will 
slumped, aligned, and mounted.    
3.1.1.2. Silicon Pore Optic
The SPO Technology Development Plan (see 
Supplementary Documents described in Ap-
pendix D), discusses the development required 
to achieve TRL 6. This plan focuses on assembly 
and alignment of the pore optics, mounting the 
stacks into a petal, developing mass production 
techniques, and “ruggedization” of the assembly 
to meet vibro-acoustic qualification loads.  
Particulate contamination during stacking 
creates local deformations that propagate as plates 
are added. To address this, four solutions are be-
ing implemented: (1)  the assembly environment 
is being kept cleaner and includes particle count-
ing during assembly; (2) the Si plates are care-
fully cleaned prior to stacking; (3)  an improved, 
cleaner, assembly robot is being used; and (4) in-
situ particle detection and removal has been in-
troduced into the stacking process.  X-ray testing 
planned for later this year will test the efficacy of 
these improvements.  Stacking and alignment de-
velopment will also focus on building stacks for 
the inner part of a petal. This necessitates a small-
er cylindrical radius of curvature, requiring more 
bending of the plates to the mandrel in building 
up a stack.  
TRL 4 was achieved early 2009, at the con-
clusion of the high-resolution pore optics devel-
opment activity, at which point a pair of aligned 
stacks was assembled that is capable of meet-
ing X-ray performance requirements.  TRL 5 is 
reached in mid 2011, when an SPO module will 
be compatible with environmental requirements 
has been constructed, taking advantage of mate-
rials studies and manufacturing improvements, 
marking the end of the first phase of  the rug-
gedization activity. TRL 6 will be reached in early 
2012, at the conclusion of the ruggedization and 
environmental testing activity. At that point a pair 
of aligned stacks meeting all performance and en-
vironmental requirements will have been demon-
strated.
3.1.1.3. Critical technology and mission 
sensitivity (Q2)
The critical aspects of the FMA enabling 
technologies are the PSF and effective area. Mis-
sion performance sensitivity to not realizing the 
technology is generally a graceful degradation of 
performance.  For example, a reduction in effec-
tive area will result in a longer observation being 
required to achieve the same signal to noise.  The 
Figure 3‑2. Mounted SPO mirror
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consequence of a degraded FMA PSF is mitigated 
by the influence of the rest of the telescope.  This 
is shown in Fig. 3-3, where the total system PSF 
is plotted as a function of the FMA PSF.  From 
the figure we see that the change in total PSF is 
slower than linear with respect to FMA perfor-
mance. The confusion limit scales approximately 
as the cube of the PSF, and background scales as 
the square of the PSF.   In addition, changes in 
the PSF result in changes in the XGS spectral re-
solving power.  This is shown in Fig. 3-4, where 
spectral resolving power is plotted as a function 
of FMA PSF.  Here, too, there is a gradual change 
in resolving power that is slower than linear with 
FMA PSF. Resolving power changes by only ~ 3% 
in response to a change in FMA PSF of ~ 32%.  
Detailed science impacts of requirement sen-
sitivity are covered in Section 1.
3.1.2 X-ray Microcalorimeter 
Spectrometer
The enabling XMS technology challenge lies 
in producing full arrays with readout electronics 
(multiplexing) to achieve the spectral resolution 
over the XMS FOV requirements of 5 × 5 arcmin. 
The XMS uses a 4 kilopixel TES array with 
1600 pixels in the core array, plus an additional 
2,304 pixels in the surrounding outer array (see 
Fig. 2-3).  32 × 32 arrays and SQUID multiplexer 
readouts are being fabricated to assess energy reso-
lution performance and quantify noise budgets. 
Work is underway to improve heat sinking so that 
the energy resolution requirement is met with 
high uniformity, and to implement readout of 
multiple absorbers by a single TES for the outer 
array (Smith et al. 2008). 
Two approaches are under development for 
the readout. A prototype Time-Division-Multi-
plexing (TDM) SQUID readout system has been 
successfully tested. Two columns of 8 TESs were 
read out, and an average resolution of 2.9 eV was 
achieved with very high uniformity, ± 0.02 eV 
(Kilbourne et al. 2008). An alternate approach, 
Frequency Division Multiplexing with base-band 
feedback, will be demonstrated later in 2009.
Multiplexing 32 rows of TES pixels while 
maintaining the required energy resolution en-
tails two improvements to the TDM system: 
lower SQUID noise and faster switching speed. 
Reduction in SQUID noise will be achieved by 
better heat sinking of the multiplexer chip and by 
implementation of a new generation of quieter 
series-array SQUIDs placed on the 50 mK stage. 
Increasing the row-switching speed by a factor of 
four will allow 32 rows to be read out, with each 
pixel being sampled at the same rate as currently 
used to sample eight rows. These advances will 
be incorporated into a readout system capable of 
multiplexing three columns of 32 pixels. Environ-
mental tests will be performed by the end of 2009, 
bringing the core array technology to TRL 5. A 6 
× 32 readout of both the core and extended arrays 
will be accomplished by the mid-2013 (TRL 6). 
The system will be verified at counting rates up to 
200 counts/s per pixel.
The XMS requires a mechanical cryocooler 
to cool to below 5 K and a Continuous Adiabatic 
Demagnetization Refrigerator (CADR) to cool 
from below 5 K to ~50 mK.  A five-stage CADR 
Figure 3‑3. The system PSF grows more slowly than 
linear as a function of FMA PSF.  
Figure 3‑4.  The XGS resolving power decreases much 
slower than linear as a function of the FMA PSF.
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on large area detectors will identify and address 
critical scaling issues, leading to TRL 6 (2012).
Analog electronics will be developed along 
several lines. Two parallel technologies, VLSI 
Electronic for Astronomy (VELA) and Active 
current Switching Technique ReadOut In X-ray 
spectroscopy with DEPFET (ASTEROID), are 
currently at TRL 4 having undergone proof of 
concept testing in a laboratory environment. This 
development is being undertaken because their 
thinner gate structure makes them intrinsically 
radiation hard.   In addition, they offer two to 
five times faster processing speeds than previous 
technology. TRL 5 is planned for 2010 with the 
production of ASTEROID for the MIXS flight. 
Finally, TRL 6 will be achieved in 2011 after a 
long term stability study, radiation hardness char-
acterization, and speed improvements.  
HXI: All major components are currently at 
TRL 4. All systems have been operated in a labo-
ratory environment, with both the CdTe and 
DSSD detectors achieving an energy resolution of 
1.2 keV (vs. the requirement of 1 keV) at 30 keV. 
Each of these will achieve TRL 5 (2011) based on 
enviromental performance testing of the 2.5 cm 
wide CdTe-imager on the ASTRO-H engineer-
ing model, and TRL 6 (2012) with a 3.2-cm-wide 
CdTe-imager onboard the ASTRO-H satellite.
3.1.3.1. Critical technology and mission 
sensitivity (Q2)
The primary critical aspect of the WFI/HXI 
technology is the wide 18 arcmin FOV. A reduc-
tion in the FOV can be compensated for by mo-
saicking observations, although this would result 
in a corresponding increase in observation times. 
Science impacts are discussed in Section 1. 
3.1.4 X-ray Grating Spectrometer 
(XGS)
With the current level of development, both 
the CAT and OPG XGS gratings are TRL 3; each 
has a technology development plan to achieve 
TRL 6.
CAT: Grating facet sizes must be increased to 
achieve the required throughput efficiency. Ac-
complishing this size increase results in TRL 4. To 
maximize grating efficiency over a grating module 
area the ratio of the grating “open area” to sup-
port area must be increased.  These efforts will al-
is baselined.  Flight-qualified single stage CADRs 
have operated at temperatures as low as 35 mK. A 
full-scale four-stage CADR breadboard has dem-
onstrated cooling to 50 mK with a 5 K heat sink, 
thereby achieving TRL 5. The additional fifth 
stage provides a stable stage at 1K for heat sinking 
wires and a thermal shield. 
The next steps are to provide higher-resolu-
tion temperature readout electronics to improve 
overall thermal stability of the base temperature, 
and then fabricate and environmentally test the 
five-stage system (TRL 6).
Multi-stage mechanical cryocooler technol-
ogy has reached a high level of maturity and is 
being implemented on several flight missions. 
The JWST/MIRI instrument uses a mechanical 
cryocooler that can meet the requirements for the 
XMS and has already achieved TRL 6. 
3.1.2.1. Critical technology and mission 
sensitivity (Q2)
 The critical aspects of the XMS technology 
are the detector FOV and the spectral resolution. 
Since spectral resolution scales inversely with pixel 
size and since multiplexer degradation scales with 
the number of detectors multiplexed, FOV can 
be traded for improved spectral resolution. Thus, 
any limitations in spectral resolution can ulti-
mately be realized as a reduced FOV.  The result-
ing consequence to mission performance would 
be a graceful degradation for extended sources. 
The consequence for mission science of reduced 
energy resolution and/or FOV are discussed fur-
ther in Section 1.
3.1.3 Wide Field Imager/Hard X-ray 
Imager
Separate technology development plans for 
achieving TRL 6 exist for the WFI and the HXI.  
WFI:  For the DEPFET sensor, WFI proto-
types (128 × 512 with 75 µm pixels) have been 
produced; operation is expected in late 2009. Op-
eration and characterization of these high-fidelity 
breadboard systems demonstrates TRL 5 (early 
2011). Large physical area prototype devices (512 
× 512 pixels, 100 µm) are scheduled to go into 
production in September 2009, and are expected 
to be available by end 2010. This production run 
serves as a yield determination study for large area 
devices. This study and radiation hardness studies 
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low the effective area requirements to be met, and 
demonstrate TRL 5 (2012). Successful X-ray test-
ing  after environmental testing of the larger size, 
higher aspect ratio gratings in a realistic mounting 
structure will result in TRL 6 in 2013. 
OPG: The ruling density and the ruling of ra-
dial patterns (the rulings must converge at the sys-
tem focus), simultaneous with grating efficiency, 
remain to be demonstrated.  Flatness, alignment, 
and mounting of the grating plates also require 
improvement. X-ray testing of the resolving power 
and efficiency of a grating with a flight-like groove 
profile will demonstrate TRL 4 in late 2009. 
 A flight-like grating on a Be substrate will 
be mounted into a flight-like module to provide 
a medium fidelity subsystem capable of demon-
strating overall performance with realistic support 
elements, bringing the TRL to 5 in early 2011. 
Two developments are required to achieve 
TRL 6: development of a method to efficiently 
reproduce high quality gratings onto flight sub-
strates, and mounting of these gratings into a 
single flight-like module to verify the alignment 
strategy.  Five of these replicated gratings spaced 
across a module will be adequate to ensure proper 
alignment.  The remaining slots will be filled with 
mass simulators.  The aligned module will under-
go environmental tests, X-ray efficiency tests and 
spectral resolution tests, resulting in the demon-
stration of TRL 6 (2012). 
3.1.4.1. Critical technology and mission 
sensitivity (Q2)
Mission performance if the technology is not 
fully realized degrades gracefully. Reductions in 
either the grating effective area or resolution will 
reduce the signal-to-noise for the Cosmic Web 
observations, which can be compensated for with 
longer observing times. These impacts are dis-
cussed more fully in Section 1.
3.1.5 X-ray Polarimeter
The XPOL technology maturation plan is to: 
(a) modify ASIC to increase system speed to meet 
the deadtime requirement for bright sources, (b) 
complete radiation hardness testing, and (c) test 
the gas pixel detector with the ASIC before and 
after environmental testing. This development 
and testing will achieve TRL 6 in 2012.   
3.1.5.1. Critical technology and mission 
sensitivity (Q2)
The critical aspect of the enabling technology 
is the instrument deadtime for high count rates. 
The sensitivity of mission performance would be 
a limitation on the brightest sources that can be 
observed. However, this is mitigated by longer 
observations using the neutral density filter in the 
XPOL filterwheel.
3.1.6 High Time Resolution 
Spectrometer
Listed here for completeness, the High Time 
Resolution Spectrometer (HTRS) is at TRL 6. 
3.2 Non-US Technology
Please indicate any non US technology that 
is required for mission success and what back 
up plans would be required if only US partici-
pation occurred.
The IXO mission as currently envisioned is 
predicated upon a close international collabora-
tion between NASA, ESA, JAXA and European 
member states. Non-US technology required for 
the IXO mission success is limited to the WFI de-
tector.  In the highly unlikely circumstance that 
no foreign participation is forthcoming, then a 
US-led replacement consisting of an active pixel 
sensor or CCD array is a viable alternative.
3.3 Cost and Schedule for Enabling 
Technology
Q3. Provide specific cost and schedule 
assumptions by year for Pre-Phase A and Phase 
A efforts that allow the technology to be ready 
when required.
Cost estimates by year for pre-Phase A and 
Phase A technology development of enabling 
technologies are provided in Table 6-4 (See Sec-
tion 6, "Costs"). These cost estimates were gen-
erated by technology developers using grassroots 
methodology. Estimates were generated in FY09 
fixed year currency and inflated according to 
NASA New Start Inflation Index. Reserves, al-
located on a technology by technology basis, are 
shown in total amount in Table 6-4. The phasing 
of the technology funding is consistent with the 
technology maturation plans. 
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The funding requirements shown assume that 
additional leveraged funding is applied toward the 
technology development milestones. For example, 
HXI technology development is leveraging CdTe 
and DSSD development from Astro-H. The WFI 
ASIC technology leverages development from the 
MIXS on Beppi Columbo.
The key technology activities and TRL mile-
stones are summarized in the schedule in Fig. 3-5. 
Accomplishment of the technology activities is 
dependent on receipt of funds. An explicit fund-
ed schedule reserve of four months is included 
on the FMA technology development activities. 
The remaining technologies are not on the critical 
path; schedule reserve has not been called out for 
these. However, funding reserve is available to ac-
commodate schedule growth.
Figure 3‑5. Technology maturation summary schedule.
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Pre-Phase A Phase A Phase B
Schedule reserve
Technology Roadmap Schedule (7/31)
Task
Milestones
FMA*
   Segmented Glass
Mirror Segments
Align & Mount
   Si Pore Optics
Module & Mount
Mass Production
XMS
   Microcalorimeter
   CADR
WFI/HXI
   WFI
   HXI
XGS*
   CAT
   OPG
XPOL
Inst AO  
FMA Tech Rvw
  Inst Award 
FMA Award 
Fab fclty Man@1.5"HPD    TRL 4 Pr < 10" HPD Pr meets 3.2"HPD
  TRL 5
Temp Mt Pmt Mt X-ray One pair TRL 4    Mult pairs    TRL 5 Module  Env   TRL 6
 Tech Rvw
              17" HPD          Isostat Mt TRL 4 Mt Brdbd mod Mirror test & Module qual          TRL 5    Env   TRL 6  Mounted mirror module
  Tech Rvw
                         Semi-con ind equip Manuf proc automation Module mass production for full petal
           TRL 4 (8x8 array) Prot. core & outer array, particle veto TRL 5  Det assembly prot.
  TRL 6
TRL 5(Full scale CADR) Cold stage control algor., CADR and control electronics TRL 6
ASIC test       TRL 3
DEPFET detect prot.
TRL 4  ASIC concept Rad hard ASIC & test  
DEPFET sector prot.
   TRL 5         DEFPET lg area          TRL 6
Det energy res 1.2 keV     TRL 4 CdTe Imager 2.5cm TRL 5  CdTe Imager 3.2cm TRL 6
Perf val   TRL 3 Increase grating area to 5x5 array TRL 4       Int.lg grating mesh, Env  TRL 5      Flight facet       TRL 6         
Concept val TRL 3 Low fidelity prot. TRL 4    Flt grat sub, grat mod TRL 5  Flight-like grating TRL 6      
Comp perf val Env test TRL 5 Bright source req't, rad hard test, gas pixel test TRL 6
*Parallel path technology development for the FMA and grating technologies. Either Segmented Glass 
or Silicon Pore Optics will be selected for flight. Either CAT or Off Plane Gratings will be selected for flight.
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4. Mission Operations 
Development
4.1 Mission Operations Overview
Q1. Provide a brief description of mission 
operations, aimed at communicating the over-
all complexity of the ground operations. If the 
NASA DSN network will be used provide time 
required per week as well as the number of 
weeks (timeline) required for the mission.
Mission operations are conducted from the 
IXO Science and Operations Center (ISOC) that 
will provide the command and control, mission 
planning, and the science processing, archive, 
and user support functions for the mission (Fig. 
4-1 and Table 4-1). IXO is to be launched on 
either an EELV or Ariane into an L2 orbit, and 
the remainder of the five-year prime operations 
phase. The orbit at L2 is chosen for high target 
visibility and ensures no Earth and only minor lu-
nar eclipses of the Sun, simplifying thermal and 
power management.  The resulting observing ef-
ficiency (85%) is higher than any previous X-ray 
observatory (~70% Chandra, ~60% XMM).
During routine operations, the flight team at 
the ISOC contacts the spacecraft once per day for 
30 minutes to perform a health and safety check 
and dump recorded telemetry. Command loads 
for future observations will be uplinked as needed 
(~once per week). On-board storage is sized to 
allow for two days of missed contacts, assuming 
worst case data volumes. Routine contact activ-
ity can be performed while observing, including 
S-band Telemetry Tracking & Control (TT&C), 
ranging, and Ka-band HGA downlink. The goal 
is to perform routine operations with a single 
shift (compared with Chandra’s three), with staff 
on call for anomaly resolution, high solar radia-
tion, and implementing target of opportunity 
observations. The IXO flight software is planned 
with a set of standard operating modes (includ-
Figure 4‑1. IXO Operations Concept showing key functions of the IXO Science and Operations Center 
(ISOC). GOTS/COTS packages and their functionalities are shown for the MOC. Re‑use of Chandra pack‑
ages are shown for the SOC.
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ing normal pointing, maneuver, sun hold, and 
safemode), four science observing modes, ~2,000 
separate commands and a telemetry stream that 
will include ~2,500 telemetry points (with safety 
limits) for monitoring and trending. The require-
ments described above do not present significant 
drivers for the ground system and can be met with 
existing multi-mission or a standard Government 
off-the-shelf/commercial off-the-shelf (GOTS/
COTS) command and telemetry systems.
The observing schedule and subsequent 
pointing profile for IXO is expected to be similar 
to Chandra with ~1,000 maneuvers per year (~3 
times per day on average) to observe an average 
of ~800 science targets per year, reaction wheel 
unloading burns as required (~1–2 per week), 
and orbit station-keeping burns ~3 weeks apart 
(performed during slews).  Wheel unloads and 
station-keeping burns are performed during real-
time DSN contacts. Solar pressure offloading 
takes place via small impulses approximately 
every 18 minutes. The command sequences for 
the spacecraft will be automated where possible 
to incorporate momentum dumps and high gain 
antenna slewing activities based on the DSN 
contact schedule. Based on the field of regard 
(Fig. 2-13), the mission planning flexibility will 
be comparable with XMM-Newton and slightly 
less than Chandra. IXO will, however, have an 
increased efficiency due to the absence of radiation 
belt transitions.
The IXO DSN requirements call for use of 
the 34 m network with 2 × 12 hour tracks per 
day (24-hour coverage) for 28 days covering the 
launch, ascent, and orbital activation and check-
out phase. This is followed by 2 × 30 minute 
tracks per day during the remainder of the 100 
day cruise and injection to L2.  During the bal-
ance of the five year operations phase, 1 × 30 min-
ute track per day and 1 × 3 hour track approxi-
mately every two weeks is required (to downlink 
bright source data).  In addition to the DSN 
requirements, short duration TDRSS coverage 
is planned during the launch vehicle separation 
event approximately 30 minutes after launch. 
4.2 Special Ground Support 
Requirements
Q2. Identify any unusual constraints or 
special communications, tracking, or near real-
time ground support requirements.
IXO has no unusual constraints for tracking 
or near real-time ground support. As described 
above, IXO requires standard DSN coverage dur-
ing launch, activation, cruise, and injection to L2. 
The real-time TDRSS coverage during separa-
tion is also standard, and the DSN coverage dur-
ing normal science operations is quite modest at 
~25% of the Chandra requirement. The orbit sta-
tion keeping and other L2 orbital characteristics 
do not require special coverage and the science in-
strument operation can be accommodated within 
the routine track requirements for the science 
operations phase. As with other DSN missions, 
additional contacts will be required for anomaly 
resolution and will be obtained through the stan-
dard scheduling process with JPL. 
4.3 Operational Constraints
Q3. Identify any unusual or especially 
challenging operational constraints (i.e., 
viewing or pointing requirements).
IXO has no unusual or especially challenging 
operational constraints.  IXO will be injected into 
a 800,000 km 180 day L2 orbit with an Earth 
distance of between 1.5 and 1.8 million km, and 
an Earth-Sun angle of between 7 and 30 deg (es-
sentially identical to the JWST orbit). This orbit 
is free of earth shadows and has occasional  low 
obscuration (<14%) lunar penumbras. The orbit 
imposes only modest station keeping and mo-
mentum management requirements for IXO.  
4.4 Science and Data Products
Q4. Describe science and data products 
in sufficient detail that Phase E costs can be 
understood compared to the level of effort 
described in this section.
The IXO data processing system is composed 
of a suite of pipelines utilized to reduce IXO data, 
starting from raw spacecraft telemetry.  The steps 
include deriving and applying the aspect solution 
to remove the spacecraft motion, applying stan-
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dard calibrations to the data, computing good 
data intervals and applying filters to remove poor 
quality data, producing the photon event lists, 
and performing data analysis to detect sources, 
extract source spectra, and other source proper-
ties.  This approach has been used on many mis-
sions, starting with Einstein, continuing with 
ROSAT, ASCA, RXTE, etc. and is currently in 
use for Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and 
Swift.  Data processing for the five instruments 
proceeds through a set of standard levels that in-
clude: 
Level 0: Raw spacecraft telemetry is decom-
mutated and split into functionally independent 
parallel streams formatted as binary FITS files; 
Level 1: Applies the aspect correction to lo-
cate photons on the sky, instrument-specific cali-
brations such as detector gain, and good time in-
tervals, to produce photon lists; 
Level 1B: Data from multiple observation 
intervals that constitute an observation are com-
bined to create merged event files, images, and 
other observation-level data products. Images are 
generated for WFI and HXI observations; dis-
persed spectra are extracted from XGS observa-
tions, spatial/spectral data cubes are generated for 
XMS observations, photon lists for HTRS, and 
polarization angle and fraction for XPOL.
Level 2: Standard data analysis tools are ap-
plied to extract per-observation source and spec-
tral properties such as source position and basic 
properties, source spectra and lines, temporal 
variability, and polarization parameters. Products 
include postage stamp images, spectral line lists, 
and tables of properties.
Level 3: Combine Level 2 properties to pro-
duce catalogs and mosaics.
The IXO raw data rate of 199 kbps daily av-
erage (195 kbps science data, 4 kbps spacecraft 
housekeeping) and ~3,300 kbps peak rate twice 
per month for 12 hours produces ~1 TB of telem-
etry per year. Based on experience with Chandra 
and XMM-Newton, we estimate an expansion 
from raw telemetry of a factor ~3 (compressed) 
in the processed data products, yielding ~3 TB/
year of data or ~20 TB over five years (with 30% 
margin). With periodic reprocessing of all data in-
creasing the volume by a factor of two, the IXO 
archive is sized to be ~40 TB after five years.
4.5 Science and Operations Center
Q5. Describe the science and operations 
center for the activity: will an existing center 
be expected to operate this activity?; how many 
distinct investigations will use the facility?; 
will there be a guest observer program?; will 
investigators be funded directly by the activity?
The ISOC provides the mission and science 
operations activities for the mission. All ISOC ac-
tivities are conducted in a single facility to reduce 
cost and increase synergy. The present plan is to 
utilize the facilities of the Chandra X-ray Center 
for IXO. ESA and JAXA will operate mirror sci-
ence centers for data analysis and distribution. 
We assume here an architecture where the opera-
tions will be conducted from the US, however, 
IXO could be operated by ESA as determined by 
agreement between the agencies. 
The ISOC conducts the annual peer review on 
behalf of NASA HQ, performs mission planning, 
flight operations, data receipt and monitoring, 
science processing, archiving, data distribution, 
provides analysis tools to users, maintains the ob-
servatory and instrument calibration, and admin-
isters the grant and EPO programs. The ISOC 
consists of the Mission Data System (MDS), and 
the Science Data System (SDS). 
The MDS provides the data capture, com-
mand and control, telemetry processing, moni-
toring and flight mission planning functions 
for IXO. These functions can be provided by a 
standard GOTS/COTS command and telemetry 
system (e.g., GMSEC, ITOS/ASIST and FEDS), 
or the  Chandra ground system.1 For costing, we 
baselined the Chandra system with customization 
as required for the data capture, telemetry pro-
cessing, and command and telemetry database 
software. Prior to CDR, a trade study will be 
conducted between in-house customization and 
available commercial command and control sys-
tems to ensure the most cost effective solution. 
The SDS provides the science observation 
planning, instrument operation, science data pro-
cessing, archive, analysis tools, and calibration 
functions for IXO. The SDS benefits from sig-
nificant reuse of the Chandra science data system 
which consists of a pipeline data processing sys-
1 Chandra is designed as a multi-mission ground system.
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tem, archive, analysis tool suite, proposal submis-
sion system, and supporting infrastructure. 
The ISOC will annually support ~200 peer 
reviewed guest observer science programs com-
prised of ~800 targets per year. A grant program 
will be administered by the ISOC that provides 
awards to US-based PIs of winning observing and 
archive proposals. Based on Chandra and XMM 
usage, we expect more than 1000 unique investi-
gators each year.  The program is planned to op-
erate in a similar fashion to the Chandra grants 
program. ESA and JAXA will support their inves-
tigators separately.
4.6 Data Archive
Q6. Will the activity need and support a 
data archive?
The ISOC will need and support an active 
data archive with capabilities comparable to the 
Chandra and XMM-Newton archives. These in-
clude making data available through a convenient 
web interface, full search capabilities, handling 
of proprietary periods, provision of multiple lev-
els of data products, calibration products (e.g., 
CALDB), handling of reprocessing and provision 
of Level 3 catalogs once available.  All data will 
also be stored in the permanent archive available 
through NASA’s High Energy Astrophysics Sci-
ence Archive Research Center (HEASARC).
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Table 4-1. Mission Operations and Ground Data Systems Table
Downlink Information Value, units
Number of Contacts per Day 1
Downlink Frequency Band, GHz S-band: 2.025 – 2.120 GHzKa-band: 31.8 – 32.3 GHz
Telemetry Data Rate(s), bps S-band: 2000/8000 bpsKa-band: 26 Mbps
S/C Transmitting Antenna Type(s) and Gain(s), DBi LGA omni: 1 dBiHGA: 44 dBi (Ka-band)
Spacecraft transmitter peak power, watts. 30 W (Ka-band)
Downlink Receiving Antenna Gain, DBi 78 dBi (Ka-Band)
Transmitting Power Amplifier Output, watts 10 W 
Uplink Information Value, units
Number of Uplinks per Day 1
Uplink Frequency Band, GHz 2.2 – 2.3 GHz
Telecommand Data Rate, bps 1000/2000 bps
S/C Receiving Antenna Type(s) and Gain(s), DBi LGA omni: 1 dBiHGA: 20 dBi (S-band)
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5. Programmatics and Schedule
5.1 Organization
Q1. Provide an organizational chart 
showing how key members and organizations 
will work together to implement the program. 
IXO mission will be implemented in partner-
ship between the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), the European Space 
Agency (ESA), and the Japan Aerospace and Ex-
ploration Agency (JAXA). All three agencies have 
extensive expertise and experience in space science 
missions, spaceflight system development, and X-
ray instrumentation.  Successful international col-
laborations on past X-ray astrophysical missions 
have included XMM-Newton (ESA-NASA), 
ASCA and Suzaku (JAXA-NASA), and Chan-
dra (NASA-Netherlands). The IXO response to 
the RFI#1 summarized the current, Pre-Phase A, 
international organization for the IXO interna-
tional team. 
 The mission roles and responsibilities for IXO 
implementation will be finalized by NASA, ESA, 
and JAXA during Phase A based on the output 
of the mirror technology review, mission studies, 
and programmatic considerations. In the scenario 
presented in this RFI, NASA leads the mission 
including the Spacecraft and Deployment Mod-
ules, the Optics Module with the Flight Mirror 
Assembly, the XMS, the XGS, and science and 
mission operations.  NASA will also lead mis-
sion system engineering and mission integration 
and test. ESA will provide the Instrument Mod-
ule and launch services. The European member 
states, through ESA, will provide the WFI/HXI, 
HTRS, and XPOL instruments, and contribute 
to the XMS. JAXA will contribute the Hard X-
ray Imaging detector system to the WFI/HXI, the 
Hard X-ray Mirror Module to the FMA, and por-
tions of the Deployment Module. The agencies 
will share science operations and data analysis. 
The modular nature of IXO provides clearly 
definable interfaces to facilitate sharing the de-
velopment between international partners. Either 
NASA or ESA may be selected to lead the Flight 
Mirror Assembly (FMA), based on technical, 
cost, and schedule considerations at the time of 
the technology review in mid-2012. Selection of 
instrument providers will be through a coordinat-
ed multi-agency Announcement of Opportunity 
(AO).
There have been many successful examples of 
international cooperation in developing X-ray in-
struments, e.g., the LETG on Chandra, the RGS 
on XMM-Newton, the XIS and XRT on Suzaku, 
and the XRT on Swift. Within ESA it is typical 
for instruments to be multi-national consortia 
and there is heritage for JAXA/NASA collabora-
tions on missions.
A summary-level project organization chart 
for mission development (Phases B-D) is shown 
in Fig. 5-1. The IXO Project Management will be 
staffed by the lead agency to provide overall man-
agement and integration of the mission elements. 
The mission lead agency will competitively select 
an industry partner as prime contractor for devel-
opment of the spacecraft and observatory integra-
tion. Formal communications interfaces will be 
through the international partner organizations. 
Lessons learned on effective management and 
oversight of systems across international partners 
will be applied.  In particular, systems engineers 
from across the mission flight and ground seg-
ments will be members of the mission system en-
gineering team, and will work together to define 
interfaces, perform system level analyses, etc. En-
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Figure 5‑1. IXO Project Organization for Mission 
Development (Phase B/C/D), consistent with NASA 
leadership of the mission, as presented in this sub‑
mission for RFI#2.
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gineers and managers across the mission, includ-
ing all partner organizations, will also participate 
in requirement, design, and other key reviews at 
both the element and mission system level. Re-
sources will be applied early in the program to 
manage issues related to International Traffic in 
Arms Regulations (ITAR), Export Administra-
tion Regulations (EAR) and establishing  Techni-
cal Assistance Agreements.  The key stakeholders 
across the international project team will form 
the IXO Program Management Council that will 
expedite resolution of issues across institutional 
boundaries. NASA’s role in IXO will be managed 
by the Goddard Space Flight Center. 
5.2 Top Risks to the Program
Q2. Provide a table and a 5 by 5 risk chart 
of the top 8 risks to the program. Briefly describe 
how each of these risks will be mitigated and the 
impact if they are not.
All risks for the program were developed by 
instrument technology developers and the proj-
ect engineers and subsequently reviewed by the 
Project Management team. The top eight mission 
risks are summarized with risk description, miti-
gation, and impact, if not mitigated, in Table 5-1. 
The 5 by 5 risk chart for these risks is given in Fig. 
5-2. The risk standard scale for consequence and 
likelihood is consistent with GSFC-STD-0002 
Risk Management Reporting.
5.3 Mission Schedule
Q3. Provide an overall (Phase A through 
Phase F) schedule highlighting key design 
reviews, the critical path and the development 
time for delivery required for each instrument, 
the spacecraft, development of ground and 
mission/science operations, etc.
The overall IXO mission schedule is provided 
in Fig. 5-3. Milestones and key decision points, 
consistent with NASA Procedural Requirements 
7120.5D, were used in the overall planning and 
are indicated along the top row of the schedule. 
The critical path is highlighted on the schedule as 
are planned start and delivery dates for all major 
elements.
The schedule supports a May 2021 launch 
readiness, with eight years and one month for de-
velopment through on-orbit checkout (Phases B, 
C, and D). This includes a total of 10 months 
of funded schedule reserve on the critical path. 
Five years of mission operations after launch are 
nominally planned, with an option to extend the 
science mission to 10 years.  Additional schedule 
reserve is held on the key technology development 
efforts for the mirror during Phase A, and flight 
development activities not on the critical path.
The schedule reflects the ability to capitalize 
on the modular nature of IXO. The four observa-
tory modules (Optics Module, Instrument Mod-
ule, Spacecraft Module, and Deployment Mod-
ule) will be developed and qualified in parallel, 
and then delivered for final observatory Integra-
tion and Test (I&T).  Time has been allocated as 
appropriate for each of the processes for solicita-
tion, selection, and contract awards.
The critical path runs through the develop-
ment of Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA) to Optics 
Module I&T to observatory I&T to the launch 
site operations and launch. A detailed FMA de-
velopment schedule, based on the segmented 
glass mirror technology, is provided in Appendix 
F.2. Lessons learned from 1)  establishing Nu-
STAR mirror segment facilities and mirror seg-
ment fabrication to date, 2) current IXO mirror 
technology development, and 3)  Chandra and 
XMM-Newton mirror calibration and test effort, 
have been incorporated into the FMA schedule 
durations and flow. The overall schedule duration 
Figure 5‑2. Top 8 Risks to the Program on 5 by 5 
matrix
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Table 5-1. Top 8 Risks to Program and Mitigation Plans
R
an
k
R
is
k 
Ty
pe
Sy
st
em Risk Statement Mitigation Impact
1
Pr
og
ra
m
m
at
ic
s
FM
A
If mirror build and test 
experiences significant delays, 
mission schedule margin will be 
eroded, resulting in launch delay.
Employ multiple sources and parallel development of  
mandrels, parallel lines for module assembly. Schedule 
margin, i.e., 10 months funded schedule slack on critical 
path.  Modular nature of observatory minimizes impacts of 
FMA delays on the rest of the observatory.   
Schedule - launch 
delay
2
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
M
iss
io
n 
Sy
ste
m
s
Given that the observatory is 
developed by an international 
consortium, there may be system 
level  issues, such as interface 
incompatibility.
Provide full participation in reviews of all interfacing 
systems. International systems engineering team and IXO 
Management Council will resolve issues. Coordinate 
configuration management across partner organizations. 
ITAR agreements to allow information flow. Supply a 
thorough test and verification program with 10 months  
schedule slack on critical path.
Science - Possible 
degraded 
performance               
Schedule - launch 
delay
3
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
FM
A
If required angular resolution is 
not achieved with either mirror 
technology, then the SMBH 
at high redshift science will be 
significantly compromised.
Use parallel technology development through TRL 6 using 
segmented glass and Si pore optic approaches, prior to start 
of Phase B. Build and test an additional engineering unit 
prior to CDR. Thoroughly test the mirror through all stages 
of assembly.
Science - 
Compromise 
investigation of 
SMBH evolution
4
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
In
st 
- X
M
S
If the XMS cryogenic chain 
doesn’t have sufficient reliability, 
then XMS cooling lifetime may 
not be achieved.
Provide thorough reliability analyses based on existing 
hardware test and on heritage orbit data. Use life testing as 
appropriate.  Add redundancy to the design.
Mass & Power - 
Increased mass ( 60 
kg) and power (300 
W) for redundant 
system
5
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
In
st 
- X
G
S
If grating array throughput 
efficiency doesn’t meet 
requirements, additional grating 
area coverage will be required.
Use parallel technology development. If necessary, add 
moveable (flip-up) deployment grating to remove grating 
area during observations where XGS is not required.  
Cost - Increased 
grating size and/
or additional 
mechanism
6
Te
ch
ni
ca
l
Sp
ac
ec
ra
ft
 If  the mirror covers fail to 
deploy then no X-rays will pass 
through the  mirror resulting in 
loss of mission. If the Deployment 
Module does not fully deploy the 
focal length will not be achieved.
Mirror cover deployment has a single fault tolerant heritage 
design with proven industry standard redundant actuators, 
and an extensive ground qualification program. The ADAM 
Mast based deployment mechanism includes redundant 
actuators that are retractable and fault tolerant, based on a 
heritage design that flew successfully.  The mast will have an 
extensive qualification program and end-to-end testing.
Science - Loss of 
mission
7
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If operation of the MIP is 
impeded, then it may not be 
possible to switch between the 
focal plane instruments.
MIP design includes redundant mechanism that is single 
fault tolerant.  The MIP will have an extensive qualification 
program and end-to-end testing in test-as-you-fly 
configuration.
Science - Loss of  
ability to switch 
instruments
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If the 32x XMS multiplexer does 
not achieve the speed required 
to meet the spectral resolution, 
then the heat load on the cooling 
system will increase due to 
additional multiplexer chains.
Use parallel technology development of time division 
multiplexing and frequency division multiplexing.  Slow 
down multiplexer to maintain required spectral resolution, 
and accept a lower maximum XMS count rate at full 
resolution. Provide ample margin on heat load in cooling 
chain design.
Science - Reduced 
energy resolution at 
high count rates 
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for the FMA using silicon pore optics is expected 
to be comparable to that for the segmented glass. 
Observatory I&T reflects activities, flows, and 
durations that have been developed based on ex-
perience from other space observatories of com-
parable size and type with an emphasis from the 
Chandra development. 
As mentioned above, a total of 10 months of 
schedule reserve has been allocated on the criti-
cal path in Phases B through D. Three months 
of schedule reserve is allocated to the FMA and 
OM development in Phases B/C/D. Six months 
reserve is held within the observatory I&T effort 
of 20 months. One additional month of reserve is 
held for launch site activities, which have a dura-
tion of almost four months. Schedule reserve is 
also allocated for activities that are not on the crit-
ical path, including the instruments, the Instru-
ment Module, Spacecraft Module, Deployment 
Module, and Mission Operations and Ground 
System development activities as indicated in Fig. 
5-1. The schedule reserve by phase meets the re-
quirements in Goddard Procedural Requirement 
7120.7.
In addition to the schedule reserve on the mis-
sion development discussed above, four months 
of reserve in Phase A are allocated between the 
mirror TRL 6 demonstrations and the mirror 
technology review, which takes place in mid-
2012. This review initiates the technology selec-
tion process which concludes in late 2012 with 
NASA, ESA, and JAXA finalization of their re-
sponsibilities.
In 2012, parallel Phase A studies of the over-
all observatory implementation will be conducted 
by multiple industry contractors.  Following these 
studies, after the agency roles and responsibilities 
have been defined, the lead agency will issue a Re-
quest for Proposals (RFP) to select the Observa-
tory prime contractor, who will also provide the 
Spacecraft Module (SM).  
The Announcement of Opportunity (AO) 
for science instrument teams will be released in 
late 2011 and instrument contracts awarded by 
the end of 2012. The instrument design reviews 
(Preliminary Design Review and Critical Design 
Review) will be timed to support instrument de-
velopment and will occur prior to similar reviews 
at the mission level. All instruments will be fully 
tested and qualified prior to delivery to the In-
strument Module (IM). After the instruments are 
integrated onto the IM, the IM will be tested and 
delivered for integration with the rest of the ob-
servatory in mid-2019. Completion of IM I&T 
with the instruments prior to final observatory 
I&T will provide early verification of the instru-
ments in their flight assembly, reducing overall 
schedule risk.
Observatory I&T will commence with inte-
gration of the Deployment Module (DM) with 
the Spacecraft Module (SM). Integration of the 
IM and the Optics Module (OM) will be next, 
followed by observatory environmental and func-
tional testing. A more detailed breakdown of the 
Spacecraft schedule is provided in Section 2.3
The development of the Ground System 
(GS), Mission Operations (MO), and science 
Data Analysis (DA) system will be tied to and 
will occur in parallel with the observatory devel-
opment, with major reviews as indicated in Fig. 
5-3. Mission level simulations, including the fully 
integrated observatory and ground systems, are 
also shown. Phase E duration is five years with the 
option to extend to 10 years.
Q4. Fill out the Key Phase Duration table 
indicating the length of time required (months) 
for: each Phase (A through F), ATP to PDR, 
ATP to CDR, and other key metrics for schedule 
analysis
The Key Phase Duration table is provided in 
Table 5-2.
Q5. Fill out the Key Event Dates table 
indicating the dates (month/year) for the key 
development and operations milestones
The Key Event Dates table is provided in Ta-
ble 5-3. 
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Table 5-2. Key Phase Duration Table
Project Phase Duration (months)
Phase A - Conceptual Design 30
Phase B - Preliminary Design 24
Phase C - Detailed Design 24
Phase D - Integration and Test 49
Phase E - Primary Mission Operations 60
Phase E2 - Extended Mission Operations 60 (Not Costed)
Start of Phase B to PDR 21
Start of Phase B to CDR 35
Start of Phase B to Delivery of FMA/OM 73
Start of Phase B to XMS 61
Start of Phase B to WFI/HXI 61
Start of Phase B to XGS 55
Start of Phase B to XPOL 55
Start of Phase B to HTRS 55
Start of Phase B to Delivery of Spacecraft 72
Start of Phase B to Delivery of Observatory 90
System Level Integration and Test 20
Project Total Funded Schedule Reserve 10
Total Development Time Phase B-D 97
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Table 5-3. Key Event Dates
Project Phase Milestone Date
Start of Phase A January, 2011
Start of Phase B July, 2013
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) March, 2015
Critical Design Review (CDR) May, 2016
Delivery of FMA/OM August, 2019
Delivery of XMS August, 2018
Delivery of WFI/HXI August, 2018
Delivery of XGS February, 2018
Delivery of XPOL February, 2018
Delivery of HTRS February, 2018
System Integration Review (SIR) July, 2017
Pre-Ship Review (PSR) September, 2020
Launch Readiness Date (LRD) May, 2021
End of Mission - Primary August, 2026
End of Mission - Extended (EOM-E) August, 2031 (Not Costed)
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7. Changes Since the Previous 
NRC Recommendation
Activities ranked in either the 2000 “Astron-
omy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium” 
survey or in the “Beyond Einstein Program As-
sessment Committee” should provide up to four 
(4) additional pages describing the changes in 
the activity science goals, technical implemen-
tation, and/or estimated cost since AANM and 
the most recent previous NRC report. We need 
to understand your explanation of changes that 
significantly affect the scientific return, the ac-
tivity risk, and/or estimated cost of the activity, 
and the reasons for them.
The science reach of IXO relative to other 
space and ground-based missions was assessed 
and prioritized in 2000 by the Astronomy and 
Astrophysics in the New Millennium (AANM) 
Survey. In this survey IXO—then known as 
Constellation-X or Con-X—was ranked as the 
second highest priority large space based facility 
(after JWST). The NRC Connecting Quarks to 
the Cosmos study in 2003 also assessed the capa-
bilities of Con-X and called out the unique ability 
of the mission to address science at the intersec-
tion of astronomy and physics. The strategy laid 
out in both reports was reaffirmed by the mid-
term review undertaken by the Committee on As-
tronomy and Astrophysics (reported in a letter to 
NASA HQ on 2005, Feb 11). The Beyond Ein-
stein Program Assessment Committee (BEPAC) 
review in 2008 found that “the Constellation-X 
mission will make the broadest and most diverse 
contributions to astronomy of any of the candi-
date Beyond Einstein missions.”
Over the past decade, the Con-X mission 
implementation has evolved as launch vehicle ca-
pabilities and costs changed, as technical progress 
brought new ideas and approaches into play, and, 
most importantly, by the decision to merge the 
NASA Con-X mission and the ESA/JAXA X-ray 
Evolving Universe Spectroscopy (XEUS) mis-
sion to form the International X-ray Observatory 
(IXO). The science goals and measurement re-
quirements of IXO clearly reflect a merger of the 
two predecessor mission concepts, and thus are 
similar but not identical to the Con-X objectives 
and requirements presented to previous NRC 
panels. The basic science goals of Con-X were un-
changed from AANM to BEPAC, but with the 
merger with XEUS, have expanded to include 
AGN at high-z, polarization studies, and high 
count rate science, all part of the initial XEUS sci-
ence case. 
The mission cost to NASA increased from 
AANM to BEPAC due to a decade of inflation, 
increases in launch vehicle cost, the inclusion of 
pre-Phase A, Phase A and B costs, and changes in 
NASA cost rules to include full cost accounting. 
Changes from BEPAC Con-X to Astro2010 IXO 
include increased science capabilities, restructur-
ing of the mission configuration using a single op-
tic, and a four-year launch delay. Since BEPAC, 
the project has performed higher-fidelity 70% 
CL cost analyses based on extensive mission and 
instrument concept studies (See Appendix D). 
These analyses are supported with both internal 
and independent validations.  Cost-sharing with 
ESA, JAXA and ESA-member states reduces the 
overall cost to NASA from $3.3B to $1.8B.
The evolution of the implementation ap-
proach is greatly facilitated by the fact that the 
project adopted from the start a modular ap-
proach, where the basic parts can be assembled in 
different ways, in response to the launch vehicle 
capabilities available at any given time. The seg-
mented design allows the mirror to be assembled 
in different ways, either as a single unit, or mul-
tiple smaller diameter mirrors with independent 
focal planes for which the data are combined 
after the fact on the ground.  This modular ap-
proach has made the mission robust to the chang-
ing launcher landscape. Through the evolution of 
the mission concept from AANM to BEPAC the 
science drivers and measurement capabilities have 
been maintained.  The recent merger with XEUS 
augments the capabilities and allows additional 
science.  
The evolution from Constellation-X in 
AANM to IXO for Astro2010 is shown graphi-
cally in Fig. 7-1.
7.1 The AANM Constellation-X 
Mission
The mission concept submitted to the AANM 
was a multiple-telescope, multi-spacecraft ap-
proach. The required collecting area was achieved 
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with a design that split the collecting area across 
four identical satellites to be carried in pairs on ei-
ther two Atlas V or two Delta IV launchers. Each 
satellite carried a 1.6 m diameter spectroscopy X-
ray telescope (SXT) with a 10 m focal length, each 
with a microcalorimeter array at the focus and a 
reflection grating spectrometer. The design was 
optimized to maintain spectral resolving power of 
at least 300 across the bandpass, and resolution 
of 2400 at the iron K line. The angular resolution 
requirement was 15 arcsec HPD, with a goal of 
5 arcsec. Hard X-ray telescopes (HXTs) extended 
the bandpass up to 60 keV to provide constraints 
on the X-ray continuum. For this design there 
were a total of three HXTs per spacecraft, for a 
total of 12 individual HXTs.
The mission costs presented to the AANM 
were based on a grass roots estimate assuming a 
launch in 2008. They were given in FY1999 fixed 
year dollars and included a four-year phase C/D, 
two launch vehicles and five years of operations, 
and came to $800M in total. 
7.2 The BEPAC Constellation-X 
Mission
The cost of launch vehicles increased with 
time; with the advent of the EELV capability, a 
single spacecraft, single launch became the most 
cost effective mission implementation during the 
time of the BEPAC review in 2007. This imple-
mentation maintained 4 SXTs with the same 10 
m focal length but slightly smaller 1.3 m diam-
eter, each with identical microcalorimeter arrays 
at the focal plane.  Effective area for the microcal-
orimeter was maintained by optimization of the 
mirror design, including use of higher reflectivity 
Ir coatings rather than Au and by placing grating 
spectrometers behind only two of the four mir-
rors. The grating effective area was maintained by 
Figure 7‑1. Changes in the configuration of Con‑X/IXO from AANM to Astro2010, clockwise from lower 
left, starting with the four satellite configuration for AANM, the single satellite/four telescope configuration 
for BEPAC, the XEUS formation flying configuration at the time of the merger, and the single telescope 
configuration for Astro2010.
IXO Astro2010
Con-X BEPAC XEUS
Con-X AANM
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increasing the fractional area covered by gratings 
for the two mirrors. The number of CCD arrays 
was also thus reduced from four to two. In the 
intervening time there had been great progress 
in the technology development of the HXTs and 
also a reassessment of the requirements. The num-
ber of HXTs went from twelve to two.  A viable 
configuration with gratings on one mirror and a 
single HXT was also considered at the time of the 
BEPAC review. 
The end-to-end mission cost (pre-phase A 
through five years of operations) was $1.7B in 
FY2007 fixed-year dollars and $2.2B in RY$ for 
a June 2017 launch. This project estimate was 
based on grassroots, with 30% contingency. The 
BEPAC independent cost assessment was $3.1B 
in RY$ with 70% confidence.  There was limited 
opportunity to compare Project and BEPAC esti-
mates and therefore no assessment or reconcilia-
tion of the differences. 
7.3 The Astro2010 IXO mission
The science case for a large X-ray observatory 
had also been given priority in ESA’s planning for 
their future programs. In the ESA Cosmic Visions 
planning, XEUS was selected in 2007 as one of 
three candidate Large Missions. The proposed 
XEUS mission was the result of about a 10-year 
study. There was considerable overlap in the sci-
ence goals of XEUS and those of Con-X, but also 
some significant differences. The Con-X mission 
science emphasized spectroscopy with instrumen-
tation dedicated to that purpose. The XEUS mis-
sion included many of the Con-X science goals, 
but also included additional science such as a sur-
vey of AGN in the z > 7 Universe, to constrain the 
growth of the first super-massive black holes. This 
survey required a larger field of view camera than 
planned for Con-X and an angular resolution 
requirement of 5 arcsec (the Con-X goal). The 
XEUS mission also included two other additional 
science objectives: 1) study bright X-ray sources 
with high count rates, and 2) study the X-ray po-
larization of sources, using a new technology not 
available when Con-X was first proposed.
Given the finite resources available and the 
upcoming key decisions at both agencies, it was 
recognized that merging the two missions would 
be highly desirable. In the spring of 2008, Con-
stellation-X was merged with XEUS to create the 
IXO mission as presented to Astro2010.  This 
agreed merger plan is detailed in a letter signed 
at an ESA-NASA HQ bilateral meeting on 2008 
July 15 and 16. 
The mirror collecting area requirements  for 
the IXO mission at 1.25 keV (3 m2) and 6 keV 
(0.65 m2) are similar to those of Con-X as reviewed 
in AANM and Quarks to Cosmos. Driven by the 
XEUS imaging science objectives, the angular res-
olution requirement for IXO has been established 
as 5 arcsec HPD. We note that this improvement 
in angular resolution was already incorporated 
into the Con-X requirements by early 2008, to 
resolve structure in clusters of galaxies discovered 
by Chandra and to use galaxy clusters as cosmo-
logical probes. The additional science goals from 
the XEUS mission required new capabilities for 
wide field imaging, high time resolution studies of 
bright sources and X-ray polarization which were 
not included in the Con-X mission. These require 
dedicated instruments to address each goal (the 
WFI/HXI, HTRS and XPOL, respectively). The 
simplest mission design that can accommodate 
the suite of instruments is a single large telescope 
with a 20 m focal length and a translating focal 
plane to move each instrument into the focus—
similar to the approach taken with Chandra.  To 
accommodate the 20 m focal length within avail-
able EELVs our IXO design incorporates an Ex-
tendible Optical Bench which is based on designs 
already successfully flown. 
It is notable that the total number of instru-
ments decreased from AANM (to BEPAC) to As-
tro2010. This is because with the four large SXTs 
on Con-X there were four microcalorimeter ar-
rays and four (or two) grating spectrometers. In 
the new IXO design, there is only one microcalo-
rimeter array and one grating spectrometer. The 
merger with XEUS brought three new instru-
ments (which we anticipate may come from ESA 
or JAXA) but still results in a net decrease in fo-
cal plane instruments (see Table 7-1). While there 
was a cost saving in having multiple instruments 
of identical design in the Con-X concept, the ex-
pectation that new instruments will come from 
ESA or JAXA reduces the overall cost to NASA 
while providing a more capable observatory. The 
hard X-ray capability is now integrated into the 
FMA, and the HXT detector is part of a hybrid 
low and high energy device (the WFI/HXI).  
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Table 7-1. Mission Characteristics Comparison for NRC Studies
Mission 
Parameters AANM BEPAC Astro2010
Mirror Area 
(1.25 keV)
3.4 m2 3.0 m2 3.0 m2
Number of 
Optics
4 4 1
Focal Length 10 m 10 m 20 m
Number of LV 2 1 1
Number of  
Instruments1
12 7 5
Effective Area @ 2
1.25 keV
6 keV
30 keV
1.5 m2
0.6 m2
0.2 m2
1.5 m2
0.6 m2
0.015 m2
2.4 m2
0.65 m2
0.015 m2
Angular Resolution
0.1–7 keV
7–40 keV
<15 arcsec
<60 arcsec
<15 arcsec
<30 arcsec
5 arcsec
<30 arcsec
Count rate ¼ Crab at full capability 1 Crab (~106 c/s) with 
<10% dead time
Polarimetry N/A N/A 1% MDP; 100 ksec, 
5 × 10-12 cgs (2–6 keV)
Spectral Resolution
0.3–7 keV
0.3–10 keV 
0.1–15 keV
0.2 –1 keV
2.5eV, 2.5 × 2.5 arcmin
N/A
N/A
>300 
2.5eV, 2.5 × 2.5 arcmin
N/A
N/A
>1250
2.5 eV, 2 × 2 arcmin
10 eV, 5 × 5 arcmin
150 eV, 18 × 18 arcmin
3,000
Launch Date 2008 2017 2021
Cost 
Assumptions
FY1999 for Phase C/D 
and 5 years Phase E
FY2008 Pre-phase A, 
A/B/C/D and 5 year 
phase E
Pre-phase A, A/B/C/D 
and 5 year phase E
Project Cost 
Estimate3 
FY1999 $0.8B
FY2009 $1.1B
FY2007 $1.7B
FY2009 $1.8B FY2009 $3.3B
FY09 Cost to 
NASA
$1.1B $1.8B $1.8B 
Notes: 
1 Instrument count conveys level of complexity: AANM = 12 in 4 identical telescopes each with 3 instruments 
(microcalorimeter, grating, and HXT array); BEPAC = 7 in 4 microcalorimeters, 2 gratings, 1 HXT array; Astro2010 = 
5 in 1 microcalorimeter, 1 grating, 1 combined WFI/HXI, 1 XPOL, 1 HTRS. 
2 Effective areas are for the imaging instruments, and reflect a change to more efficient reflectors going from AANM to 
BEPAC, and a change to highly transparent (or removable) gratings going from BEPAC to Astro2010.
3 Conversions from FY1999$, FY2007$ assume 3% inflation/year.
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Appendix B. Acronyms
AANM Astronomy and Astrophysics in the 
New Millennium Survey
ACE Advanced Composition Explorer
ACEIT Automated Cost Estimating 
Integrated Tools
ACIS AXAF CCD Imaging Spectrometer 
ACS Attitude Control System
ASIC Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit
ADAM™ Able Deployable Articulated Mast
ADR Adiabatic Demagnetization 
Refrigerator 
ADRC ADR Controller
AGILE Astro-rivelatore Gamma a Immagini 
LEggero
AGN Active Galactic Nucleus 
AIAA American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics
AO Announcement of Opportunity 
APS Active Pixel Sensor
ASCA Advanced Satellite for Cosmology & 
Astrophysics 
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated 
Circuit 
ASIST Advanced System for Integration and 
Spacecraft Testing
AST Autonomous Star Tracker
ASTEROID Active current Switching 
Technique ReadOut In X-ray 
spectroscopy with DEPFET
ATP  Authorization to proceed
AXAF Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility 
BBXRT Broad Band X-ray Telescope 
BEPAC Beyond Einstein Program Assessment 
Committee
BH Black Hole
BHC Black Hole Candidate 
BI Back-Illumination 
BOL Beginning of Life 
C&DH Command and Data Handling 
CAD Computer-Aided Design
CAD Cost Analysis Division
CADR Continuous Adiabatic 
Demagnetization Refrigerator
CALDB Calibration Database 
CASG Cost Analysis Steering Group
CAT Critical Angle Transmission
CBE Current Best Estimate
CCD Charge-Coupled Device 
CCE Cryocooler Control Electronics
CCHPs Constant Conductance Heat Pipe
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space 
Data System 
CDF Chandra Deep Field
CDR Critical Design Review 
CE Control Electronics
CEH Cost Estimating Handbook
CESR Centre d’Etude Spatiale des 
Rayonnements
CEU Central Electronic Unit
CfA Center for Astrophysics
CFRP Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic 
CIAO Chandra Interactive Analysis of 
Observations 
CL Confidence-level
CMOS Complementary Metal–oOxide–
Semiconductor
CNES Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
COBE Cosmic Background Explorer 
Con-X Constellation-X
COTS Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
DA Data Analysis
DC Direct Current
DE Dark Energy
DEA Detector Electronics Assembly
DEPFET Depleted P-channel Field Effect 
Transistor 
DEU Detector Electronics Unit
DM Dark Matter
DM Deployment Module 
DS-1 Deep Space 1
DS-CdTe Double-sided Strip Cadmium 
Telluride
DSN Deep-Space Network 
DSSD Double-sided Si Strip Detector
EA Effective Area
ECLAIRs Not an acronym; Instrument on 
SVOM mission
EDU Engineering Demonstration Unit
EELV Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle 
EGSE Electrical Ground Support 
Equipment 
ELV Expendable Launch Vehicle 
EO-1 Earth Observing-1 
EOB Extendable Optical Bench
EOL End of Life 
EOS Earth Observing System 
EoS Equation of State
EPIC European Photon Imaging Camera
EPO Education and Public Outreach
EPS Electrical and Power Subsystem 
ESA European Space Agency 
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ESLOC Equivalent Software Lines Of Code
ETU Engineering Test Unit
EURECA European Retrievable Carrier
FCB Feedback/Controller Box
FEDS Front End Data System
FEM Finite Element Modeling
FIP Fixed Instrument Platform
FITS Flexible Image Transport System 
FMA Flight Mirror Assembly 
FMS Fixed Metering Structure
FOV Field of View 
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FRR Flight Readiness Review 
FSW Flight Software 
FTE Full Time Equivalent 
FTOOLS FITS Tools
FWC Filter Wheel Control Electronics
FWHM Full Width Half Maximum 
FY Fiscal Year 
GAS Grating Assembly Structure
GEMS Gravity and Extreme Magnetism 
SMEX
GMSEC  GSFC Mission Services Evolution 
Center
GN&C Guidance, Navigation & Control
GNC Guidance, Navigation & Control
GOES Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellites 
GOES-R  Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite-R Series
GOLD Goddard Open Learning Design
GOTS Government Off-The-Shelf
GPD Graphical Pilot Display
GPM Global Precipitation Measurement 
mission
GR General Relativity 
GS Ground System 
GSE Ground Support Equipment 
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center 
HEASARC High Energy Astrophysics 
Science Archive Research Center 
HEFT High Energy Focusing Telescope 
HESSI High Energy Solar Spectroscopic 
Imager 
HETG High Energy Transmission Grating 
HGA High Gain Antenna
HK Housekeeping data
HPD Half Power Diameter 
HQ Headquarters 
HST Hubble Space Telescope 
HTRS High Time Resolution Spectrometer
HUDF Hubble Ultra-Deep Field
HV High Voltage 
HXI Hard X-ray Imager
HXMM Hard X-ray Mirror Module
HXT Hard X-ray Telescope 
HZ Hydrazine
I&T Integration and Test 
I/F Interface 
I/O Input/Output 
IASF Instituto di Astrofisica Spaziale e 
Fisica Cosmica
ICE Independent Cost Estimate
IDL Instrument Design Lab
IGM Intergalactic Medium 
IIRT Integrated Independent Review Team 
IM Instrument Manager 
IM Instrument Module
IMAGE Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora 
Global Exploration 
INAF Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica 
Nucleare
IP Internet Protocol
IR Infrared 
ISAS Institute of Space and Astronautical 
Sciences
ISOC IXO Science and Operations Center
ISS International Space Station
ITAR International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations 
ITOS Integrated Test and Operations 
System 
IXO International X-ray Observatory
JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JT Joule-Thomson
JWST James Webb Space Telescope 
KDP Key Decision Point
KSC Kennedy Space Center 
LL Lincoln Laboratory
LLNL Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory
LM Lockheed-Martin 
LMXB Low Mass X-ray Binary
LRD Launch Readiness Date
LRO Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
LV Launch Vehicle 
LVPC Low Voltage Power Converter  
MAR Mission Assurance Requirements 
MCR Mission Confirmation Review
MDL Mission Design Lab 
MDP Minimum Detectable Polarization
MDR Mission Definition Review
MDS Mission Data System
MEL Master Equipment List
MEOP Maximum Expected Operating 
Pressure
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MESSENGER MErcury Surface, Space 
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and 
Ranging
MIP Movable Instrument Platform
MIRI Mid-InfraRed Instrument
MIXS Mercury Imaging X-ray Spectrometer
MLI Multi-Layer Insulation
MM Mass Memory
MMS Magnetosphere Multi-Scale satellite 
constellation
MO Mission Operations
MO&DA Mission Operations and Data 
Analysis
MOCM Mission Operations Cost Model
MODA Mission Operations & Data Analysis
MOR Missions Operation Review 
MPE Max-Planck-Institut für 
Extraterrestrische Physik
MS Mission Simulation
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
N/A  Not Available
NAR Non-Advocate Review 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
NEAR Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous 
NGST Next Generation Space Telescope
NIST National Institute of Standards and 
Technology 
NPOESS National Polar-orbiting Operational 
Environmental Satellite System
NRC National Research Council
NS Neutron Star
NTO Nitrogen tetroxide (or dinitrogen 
tetroxide), rocket fuel
OB Optical Bench 
OGS Objective Grating Spectrometer
OM Observatory Manager 
OM Optics Module 
OP Optical path
ORR Operations Readiness Review 
P parabolic 
PA Power Amplifier 
PA&E Program Analysis and Evaluation
PBB Pre-Amplifier Bias Box 
PDD Payload Definition Document
PDR Preliminary Design Review 
PDU Power Distribution Unit
PER Pre-Environmental Review 
PLF Payload Fairing 
PM Project Manager 
PPE Pulse Processing Electronics
PRT Positive Resistance Thermistors
PRICE-H Parametric Review of Information for 
Costing and Evaluation Hardware
PSE Power Supply Electronics 
PSF Point Spread Function 
PSR Pre-Shipment Review 
QA Quality Assurance 
QE Quantum Efficiency 
QSO Quasi - stellar Objects 
RASS ROSAT All-Sky Survey
RF Radio Frequency 
RFI Request for Information 
RFP Request for Proposals 
RGS Reflection Grating Spectrometer 
RIU Remote Interface Units
ROM Rough Order of Magnitude 
ROSAT Röntgensatellit - a German X-ray 
satellite telescope
RVDT Rotary Variable Differential 
Transformer
RXTE Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer 
RY Real Year 
S/A Solar Array
S/C Spacecraft
S/N Signal to Noise
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory 
SAX Satellite per Astronomia X-ray 
SBIL Scanning Beam Interference 
SCG Study Coordination Group
SDD Silicon Drift Diodes
SDO Solar Dynamics Observatory
SDS Science Data System 
SDT Science Definition Team
SE Systems Engineer 
SEER-H Software Estimation and Evaluation 
of Resources for Hardware
SIRU Scalable Inertial Reference Unit
SIRu Spacecraft Intertial Reference unit
SLOC Software Line of Code
SM Spacecraft Module
SMEX Small Explorer mission
S&MA Safety and Mission Assurance 
SMBH Super Massive Black Hole
SMEX Small Explorer
SMILES Superconducting Submilimeter-Wave 
Limb-Emission Sounder 
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
SOC Science Operations Center
SOHO Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 
SPO Silicon Pore Optic
SQUID Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Device 
SR&T Supporting Research and Technology 
SRR Systems Requirements Review
SRTMM Shuttle Radar Topography Mapper
ST Star Tracker 
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STEREO Solar Terrestrial Relations 
Observatory 
SVOM Space multi-band Variable Object 
Monitor
SWG Science Working Group 
SXS Soft X-ray Spectrometer
SXT Spectroscopy X-ray Telescope
TADS Telescope Aspect Determination 
System
TB Thermal Balance 
TBD To Be Determined
TBR To Be Revised
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol 
TDM Time-Division-Multiplexing
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
System 
TES Transition Edge Sensor 
TM Telescope Module 
TMCO Technical, Management, Cost and 
Other 
TOPEX Topography Experiment for Ocean 
Circulation
TRACE Transition Region and Coronal 
Explorer 
TRL Technology Readiness Level
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Monitoring Mission
TT&C Tracking, Telemetry and Command 
TV Thermal Vacuum
TWINS Two Wide- Angle Imaging Neutral-
Atom Spectrometers mission
TWG Telescope Working Group
UV Ultraviolet 
V&V Verification and Validation
VELA VLSI ELectronic for Astronomy
VCHP Variable Conductance Heat Pipe
WBS Work Breakdown Structure 
WFI Wide Field Imager
WHIM Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium
WMAP Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe
WP  White Paper
XEUS X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy
XGS X-ray Grating Spectrometer
XIS X-ray Imaging Spectrometer 
XMM X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission 
XMS X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer 
XPOL X-ray Polarimeter
XQC X-ray Quantum Calorimeter 
XRB X-ray Binary 
XRCF X-Ray Calibration Facility 
XRS X-ray Spectrometer 
XRT X-ray Telescope
YTD year-to-date
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Appendix D. Supplementary Document Description
D.1 Overview of the Supplemental Documents
As a supplement to the IXO response to Astro2010 RFI#2, we have provided the following docu-
ments at http://ixo.gsfc.nasa.gov/RFI2/Supplemental/.  
The IXO Systems Definition Document (D.2)  is the controlling document, followed by the other 
supplemental documents in order of presentation below.
D.2 IXO Systems Definition Document 
The IXO Systems Definition Document describes NASA’s engineering concept of the IXO mis-
sion. This document includes the baseline configuration, main functions, key performance metrics 
(including pointing error budgets and resource budgets), launch and flight dynamics parameters, and 
the operations concept.  An overview of all subsystems is included.  The systems engineering process, 
requirements flowdown, integrated modeling, mission operations and integration and test are also 
documented.
D.3 IXO Segmented Glass FMA Concept Study
This document describes the Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA) Concept Study, which derived the 
FMA requirements from the IXO mission level requirements.  This study consisted of the development 
of a reference/preliminary design of the FMA that met all requirements, including mass and power 
allocations, optical design, launch environment, and structural and thermal distortion.  Detailed I&T 
plans and schedules are provided. This study defined the technical areas that require development to 
meet the angular resolution requirement.    
D.4 NASA XMS Reference Concept 
This document is a technical overview of the XMS reference design that was used to determine the 
XMS cost, interfaces, mass, and power estimates that are provided in the response to RFI#2. This is a 
streamlined complement to the XMS description in the ESA IXO PDD, which covers the ESA XMS 
reference concept in detail, in addition to introducing a variety of alternative approaches for the vari-
ous subsystems.
D.5 ESA Payload Definition Document (PDD) with Corrigendum
The ESA PDD compiles the IXO instrument requirements and their related reference designs. The 
PDD contains a description of the IXO instruments and a summary of instrument accommodation 
and interfaces. It plays a key role in defining the technical resources required by the IXO instruments 
and provides the information necessary to conduct the ESA mission assessment study and the ESA 
IXO spacecraft design. The ESA PDD therefore is not fully commensurate with the NASA IXO Con-
cept.
The PDD corrigendum notes specific instances where the ESA and NASA concepts differ and 
provides updates to instrument performance and interface parameters that occurred since the PDD 
release date of April 23, 2009.
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D.6 Technology Development Plans
These Technology Development Plans provide, for both optics technologies and each IXO instru-
ment, a description including performance requirements, current technology status, and a technology 
development plan with a detailed schedule.  
D.6.1. Mirror Technology Development Roadmap for the International X-ray 
Observatory [Segmented Glass]
This document outlines the work being done to develop the glass mirror technology to TRL 6 by 
2012. It specifies requirements, summarizes current status, identifies problems, and details their solu-
tions. In particular, technical risks and the strategies adopted to mitigate them are identified.
D.6.2. IXO Silicon Pore Mirror Technology Development Plan
This document outlines the work being done to develop the glass mirror technology to TRL 6 by 
2012.  It specifies requirements, summarizes current status, identifies problems, and details their solu-
tions. In particular, technical risks and the strategies adopted to mitigate them are identified.
D.6.3. Technology Roadmap for the X-ray Microcalorimeter Spectrometer of the 
IXO
The technology development and demonstration needed for the NASA XMS reference concept. 
This describes how the 50 mK cooler (the CADR) and the detector system will be advanced to TRL 
6. This document does not cover the technology development needed for the ESA XMS reference 
concept.
D.6.4. WFI/HXI Technology Development Roadmaps
The WFI/HXI instrument consists of two separate detectors.  A development roadmap is provided 
for each detector.
D.6.4.1. WFI Technology Development Roadmap
Specific tasks listed include component development, performance characterization, thermal mod-
eling and environmental testing of the detector, front-end electronics, and data acquisition systems.
D.6.4.2. IXO-HXI Technology Development Roadmap
Specific tasks listed include component development, performance characterization, thermal mod-
eling and environmental testing of the detector, front-end electronics, and data acquisition systems.
D.6.5. The Off-Plane X-ray Grating Spectrometer Technology Development 
Roadmap 
Tasks described include laboratory testing of an existing prototype grating, environmental and X-
ray testing of a flight-like grating mounted in a flight-like module, and the fabrication, performance 
testing, and environmental testing of a high-fidelity partial grating array. 
D.6.6. Critical Angle Transmission X-ray Grating Spectrometer Technology 
Development Plan
Tasks described include component fabrication, performance testing followed by environmental 
and X-ray testing of the gratings and readout system. 
D.6.7. XPOL Technology Development Roadmap
This document summarizes the instrument concept and performance requirements, and describes 
the approach for the high count rate ASIC that will bring XPOL to TRL 6.  Development activities 
that will be undertaken to improve the XPOL beyond its minimum requirements are also outlined. 
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IXO WBS Dictionary and Mapping to RFI#2 Cost Elements 
 
Summary Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Dictionary 
 
1.0 Project Management:  This includes the management, business and administrative planning, 
organizing, directing, coordinating, controlling, and approval processes used to accomplish 
overall project objectives not associated with specific hardware or software elements.  This 
element includes project reviews and documentation, non-project owned facilities, and 
project reserves. For Phase E, Project Management for Operations, including NASA Project 
Office effort, is carried under WBS 4.6.  
 
2.0 Systems Engineering:  This includes the technical management of directing and controlling 
an integrated systems engineering effort for the mission. This element includes the efforts to 
define flight and ground system, conducting trade studies, the integrated planning and 
control of the technical program efforts of design engineering, software engineering, 
reliability engineering, system architecture development and integrated test planning, system 
requirements definition, configuration control, technical oversight, control and monitoring of 
the technical program, and risk management activities.  
 
3.0 Safety and Mission Assurance: This includes the efforts of directing and controlling the 
safety and mission assurance elements of the project, including verification of practices and 
procedures. This element includes safety and mission assurance management, reliability 
analysis, quality assurance, safety, materials assurance, and electronic parts control. 
 
4.0 Science & Technology:  This includes managing and directing the science investigation 
aspects, as well as leading, managing, and performing the technology demonstration 
elements of the project. Sub-elements 4.1 – 4.3 are FMA, XMS, WFI/HXI, XGS, and XPOL 
technology development (through TRL 6). Other sub-elements cover pre-launch science 
support (including calibration) and management, post-launch science support and 
management, and the science grants program. 
 
5.0 Payload: This includes the following for the FMA, science instrument, and Instrument 
Module (IM):  management, system engineering, design, and development. Includes 
integration and test of the FMA to the OM, and instruments to the IM.  Integration and test 
of the FMA to the OM is included. Includes integration and test of the instruments to the IM.  
The completed IM and OM are delivered to the Observatory I&T (in WBS 10.0). 
 
6.0 Spacecraft:  This includes management, system engineering, design and development of the 
Spacecraft Module (SM), Deployment Module (DM), and Optical Module (OM).  The OM 
is delivered to the FMA for I&T (WBS 5.0). This WBS includes I&T of each of the SM and 
DM prior their delivery to observatory I&T in WBS 10.0. 
 
7.0 Mission Operations: This includes the management, development, and implementation of 
procedures, documentation, and training required to conduct mission operations. This element 
includes all aspects of flight operations (commanding, receiving/processing telemetry, analyses 
of system status, flight dynamics, etc.); mission planning, sustaining engineering for the 
hardware and software for the spacecraft and payload elements. DSN, TDRSS, and related 
services are included. 
 
8.0 Launch Vehicle/Services:  Includes launch vehicle and efforts required to support launch 
campaign. 
International X-ray Observatory (IXO)
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9.0 Ground System: This element includes the management, design, development, 
implementation, integration, and test of mission unique facilities required to conduct mission 
and science operations, including all ground system hardware and software required for 
processing, archiving, and distributing telemetry and science data. Ground system 
maintenance is included. DSN, TDRSS, and related services are included in WBS 7.0. 
 
10.0 System Integration and Testing:  Includes integration and testing of IM, DM&SM, and 
OM at the observatory level.  Environmental testing and performance verification at the 
observatory level. Includes shipping the observatory to the launch site and support of 
observatory activities at the launch site. Includes sustaining science and engineering support 
for instruments and observatory subsystems through on-orbit check-out (which are carried in 
WBS 4.0 and 7.0 for Phase E.) 
 
11.0 Education and Public Outreach: Provides for the education and public outreach (EPO) 
responsibilities in alignment with the Strategic Plan for Education. Includes management and 
coordinated activities, formal education, informal education, public outreach, media support, 
and website development. 
 
IXO Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Crosswalk to RFI#2-Specified Cost Elements 
RFI-2 Required WBS Structure (Tables 6-5 & 6-6 of IXO RFI#2 Response) 
 
RFI#2-Specified Cost Elements I Mapping to IXO Project WBS Element 
Concept Studies All Pre-Phase A and Phase A except 4.1- 4..3  
Technology Development WBS 4.1 -  4.3 Technology Development 
PM/SE/MA Portion of WBS 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 for Phases B - D 
Instrument PM/SE Portion of WBS 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 for Phases B - D 
FMA WBS 5.1 FMA (Phases B-D) 
XMS WBS 5.2 XMS (Phases B-D) 
WFI/HXI WBS 5.3 WFI/HXI (Phases B-D) 
XGS WBS 5.4 XGS (Phases B-D) 
XPOL WBS 5.5 XPOL (Phases B-D) 
HTRS WBS 5.6 HTRS (Phases B-D) 
Spacecraft incl. MSI&T WBS 5.7, 6.0, 7.0, 10.0 (all Phases B – D) 
Pre-launch Science WBS 4.4 – 4.5 Pre-Launch Science (Phases B – D) 
Ground System Dev WBS 9.0 (Phases B – D) 
Launch Services WBS 8.0 
MODA WBS 4.5 – 4.9, , 9.0 and 7.0 (all for Phase E) 
Education/Outreach WBS 11.0 
Reserves Reserves* 
 
* Reserves estimate developed by WBS based on point estimate versus 70% CL estimate. 
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Appendix F.1 
Flight Mirror Assembly (FMA) Grassroots Cost Estimate Overview 
The results of the FMA grassroots estimate are provided in the Appendix G (restricted data). These include the 
summary of the FMA cost by WBS as well as summary by year.  For each sub-element of the WBS, tables are 
provided that include the task description, estimating rationale, assumptions. In addition, labor hours are 
summarized by year, as are procurements, materials, and other associated costs.      The FMA cost estimate was 
based on the initial FMA design and production concept as defined in the IXO Segmented Glass FMA Concept 
Study (referenced in Appendix D.3),   
 The grassroots estimate was generated by a team of experienced managers, scientists and engineers from 
GSFC and SAO with extensive relevant expertise including with NuSTAR, IXO, SDO, and Chandra. The 
estimate includes all efforts and other costs required to fabricate, integrate and test, verify performance, 
qualify, calibrate and deliver the FMA. The costs are phased by WBS element consistent with the FMA 
development schedule provided in Appendix F.2. The estimate includes the effort for Phase B – D, assuming 
the FMA is developed by a major industry contractor; with appropriate fully loaded rates (with fee) as verified 
with a major aerospace optics contractor. An appropriate mix of personnel capabilities, from technicians to 
systems engineers and managers, has been factored in for each task. Phase A estimates for technology 
development and industry studies are not included here, but are included elsewhere in the RFI#2 response 
(Section 6). This estimate also does not include contingency, which has been allocated separately. Costs for 
management, systems engineering, and safety and mission assurance efforts have been estimated based on 
projected labor for sub-elements informed by experience on the Chandra mirror development.  
 GSFC's recent and ongoing experience in producing the NuSTAR mirror segments was factored into 
estimate the costs for the IXO FMA mirror segments.  Costs for process and other adjustments to meet IXO 
requirements, such as improved optics performance, additional metrology, longer slumping time, and 
increased scale (segment size and number) have been factored into the estimate. Schedule factors have been 
accounted for: the facilities for mirror segment production require 44 ovens, 10 metrology set-ups, and 4 
cutting stations with associated labor support. A conservative assumption was made that four mandrels are 
processed per oven (at a time), and one slumping technician operates four ovens.  Mirror segment production 
yield is accounted for, as is an additional 10% for spare segments. The mandrel costs were based on actual 
costs of industry mandrel procurement, extrapolated for the FMA based on the required polished surface area 
of 60 sq-meters (including 20% contingency), and adjusted for inflation and improved figure requirements 
(including the additional metrology required). Cost for mandrel preparation and treatment for mirror segment 
slumping has also been included.
The cost estimates for the FMA primary and module structures were made based on experience with 
similar structures such as that for the recently developed GSFC’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO).  Both 
the primary and module structure cost include building and testing Engineering Test Units and qualification 
units. Alignment and mounting of the mirror segments into modules assumes 24 optical alignment stations 
operating in parallel as described in the IXO Segmented Glass FMA Concept Study.  Fully-integrated modules 
will be vibrated (four at a time) and X-ray tested (two at a time) to verify performance.  The cost of the Hard 
X-ray Mirror Module was estimated based on NuSTAR actual costs, factoring in improve angular resolution 
and the slightly larger size.  Costs for qualification, testing and calibration of HXMM to verify performance 
are included. 
  Costs are included for FMA I&T the effort to integrate the modules into the FMA structure and 
perform complete system testing and verification. Optical testing is assumed for each module as it is installed 
into the FMA and aligned, followed by X-ray tests to calibrate the effective area and provide an initial 
assessment of the point spread function. Pre- and post-environmental X-ray testing will then be performed to 
validate the fully-integrated FMA, and provide final calibration and verification data.    
F.1 FMA Grassroots Cost Estimate Overview
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